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Jim (J) v Autosafe (A): Jim is likely to bring suit against his employer, Autosafe (A) for the negligent construction of

the protoype device which lead to his accident with the tree and sustained injuries. To succeed in a claim of

negligence, the onu s is on J to show that A owed him a duty of care, acted in a careless manne that cause

dproximate harm for which there is no defence. In this instance the act in question would be permitting ot let J

install the device in his car, and it woudl also be an omission that invites risk if it not fully functional and able to

use. There is a recognized duty of care at common law for products liability establishd in Donoghue v Stevenson.

The fact situation suggests there was sufficient relational proximity between J and A as one of their employees,

and by pertitting him to use the device it would have been reasonably forseeable that he woudl use it; and without

ensuring it was fully functional, it is reasonably foreseable that some harm may occur as a result of its use. The

fact situation does not specify the device was licensed or regulated, but as Weinrib suggests a failure to

adequately license to product might elucdiate a normative context for the duty of care and breach. J cna argue that

breach the standard of care of a 'reasonable person' in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) by allowing him to

install the device that was faulty at night and omitting to exercise due care ot ensure it was functional. With regard

to cause, a cause-in-fact analysis suggest that 'but for' the isntallation of teh device, Jim would not have 'felt safe

knowing he had a prototype developed by Autosafe' in his care, leading to a determinate result. With regard to the

remoteness of ddamage, which is a tool the Court will use to negative or limit the scope of liability, it is arguable

that the harm was reasonable foreseeable for the foregoing reasons, satisfying the Wagon Mound I test; further,

all that is required is that the type of harm (Hughes v Lord Advocate) occasioned is forseeable, and that the extent

(Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray) which encompasses the damage to his care, his severe injuries and becoming

paralyzed, are thus compensable. In response, A's counsel may argue that there were intervening events which

severed the causal chain, and that they are only liable for divisible harm if anything (ie. that which led up to the

accident and damage to the car, but not the medical harm occasioned by the intervention of Marie (M). If the court

establishes that J has a prima facie claim at the point, the onus shift to A and there is a consideration of

defences. It is likelyt hey will argue that he voluntarily assumed the risk by installing the prototype in his car, and

that there was knowledge of the factual risk (Lambert v Lastoplex), and therefore some acceptance of the lega

risk in which he bargained away his right to sue. This defence is likely to be unsuccessful because there was no

excplit assupmiton of particular risk on his part. Therefore, A may also rely on the defence of contributory

negligence; that J was driving carelessly (discussed infra) likely contributed to the collision causally, and

therefore he should shoulder some of the resultant liability.

Autosafe (A) v Jim (J): A may bring a countersuit against J for the negligent (negligence defined supra) driving

resulting in the economic loss of their protoype. It is arguable that there was a duty of care as an employee,

however, and J would likely bring up the fact that he was using the prototype to further business aims and in the

course of his employment and therefore he should not be held liable for the damaged prototype. Moreover, he

could argue for contributory negligence as the foregoing analysis discusses, which woudl result in a lesser

quantum of damages.

Jim (J) v Claire (C): J is likely to bring suit against J for her negligence (define supra) in not adequately lighting her

trees. The onus is on J to argue that the duty of care is confirmed by the statutory requirement of promulgated byt

eh City of Toronto in the Beautify Our City By-Law that she light her trees (there is ordinarly no nominate tort for

breach of statute per Saskatchewan Wheat Board, but this elucidates guidelines governing conduct as Weinrib

argues), and in light of her omission to do so (where there is ordinarily no finding of duty per Moch v Rensselar), it

is arguable that, following the guidelines on omissions established in Childs v Desmoreaux, that she

intentionally invited obvious risk (Depue v Flateau) to her property by passing by cars. By failing to live up to the

standard, she therefore breached teh duty of care of what an ordinary (wo)man of reasonable prudence would

have done in the same situation (Vaughan v Menlove). As such, J is likely to argue that 'but for' her failure to

observe the statutory requirement, he would have seen the tree and avoided it as well as the harm he suffered:

the damage to his car, and the serious medical injury resulting in his paralysis. J will seek indivisible full

compensation for the harm he suffered because this is more advantageous; but wIth respect to cause, C is likely

to argue that there were sequential events that create divisible liability, and she is merely responsible for her

alleged negligence and the initial damage to the car and not the subsequent paralysis. In this case, the Court

may adopt a quasi-contributory approach such as McL CJ suggsted in Sunrise v Lake Winnipeg. With regard to

remoteness, J will argue that the type of harm occassioned was reasonable forseeable in the context (Vaughan v

Menlove), and that C is therefore responsible for the type of loss (Hughes v Lord Advocate) as well as the full

extent of the loss (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray). However, she will argue that there were intervening acts, namely

M's decision ot rescue, that sever the chain of causation. If there is a prima facie case of negligence at this point,

the onus turns to C. She is likely to argue that there was contributory negligence, and the full argument for that is

outlined infra in her counter-suit. With regard to damages, assuming the court confirms negligence, J is likelyt o

claim pecuniary lsoses for his hospital stayed, and general dmaages for the costs of prolonged medical care,

loss of earning capacity as a result of his injury; this will be subject to a discount rate of 2.5% if awarded, and may

be reduced if there is a finding of contributory negligence. Applying the learned hand formula articulated in US v

Carroll Towing as a final exercise in deliberation, the Court shoudl consider the relaitonship between objective

foerseeabiliy of risk, the probability of risk materalizing (P), the Burden of Precaution (B) and the Seriousness of

Resulting Injury (L). In this instance, it appears the burden would be low, the probability of risk somwhat low, and

the risk of serious at the same low; ordinarily where B > PL, such as in Bolton v Stone and Latimer v AEC there is

a finding of no liability: effectively what this says is the risk was not foreseeable. However, policy reasons, and the

fact that there was a statuory requirement to light the premises adequately, may militate against the application of

the economic analysis. Thus, there is a sound case in this instance for J.

Keira (K) v Claire (A): Keira may bring a suit against Claire for her negligence(defined supra) in not adequately

lighting the trees per the statutory requiremenst (outlined supra in J's claim) and therefore she suffered

psychiatric injury as a secondary victim of the incident. Typically, there are two r/equired elements: (1) A serious

injury (Mustapha v Culligan), which could be that her 'birthday was ruined for the rest of her life', arguably; and (2)

a shock (Tame v New South Wales) which could be substantianted by the fact that she prefers to stay in her own

room and is no longer socially active. In secondary victim cases, the court will be slightly less inclined to award

damages because of the relative forseeability of damage at both the level of duty of care, and remoteness; with

respect to duty, however, the breach of statute may confirm forseeability; however, it is likely to be found to be too

remote. In the event the Court entertains the suit, K will likely seek pecuaniary general damages for the loss of

earning capacity as a result of her diminishing grades, and potentially a quantum of non-pecuniary dmagaes for

her pain, suffering, and permanent impariment with respect ot enjoying her birthday.

Keira (K) v Autosafe (A): Keira(K) may bring a suit against Autosafe (A) for neligence (define supra) in permitting

her father to drive with the protoype resulting in her psychiatric injury. The content of the claim is outlined supra. If

successful, she will likely bring about a claim for damages as outlined in the cause of action with C infra.

Claire (C) v Jim (J) + Autosafe (A): Claire is likely to bring suit against Jim (J) for his negligent (neligence define

supra) driving causing damage to her property, and attempt to hold Autosafe (A) vicariously liable for his careless

actions. Dealing first with vicarious liability, it is arguable whether the fact situation satisfies the Salmond Test: it

is evident J committed the alleged tortious act while driving his car, authorized by his employer; but it is uncertain

if it was in the 'course of employment' since he was driving home to see his daughter. C may be able to sustain

this by arguing that in using the protoype he was working on in his own care he was (1) further business aims

(Bazley v Curry) and woudl thus use that to establish vicarious liability to ensure a greater yield of money to

replace the damaged trees. Concerning J, there is an established duty of care of drivers towards others

established by statute, although the scope of liability is usually limited in Canada. That J was rushing home from

work suggests some element of carelessness on his part. It is evident that due to working long hours, he may not

have had the required volition to drive the car to the standard of a reasonable person, and he may argue he is

excempt from the objective standard of care (Buckley v Smith Transportation) on the grounds he was suffering a

temporary frailty/illness; C will argue that he should have known better than to drive, and that this confirms A's

liaibliy in this respect insofar as they permitted to work himself to the point where he may not safely be able to

drrive. With respect to cause-in-fact, it is evident using a simple 'but for' test that 'but for' the allaged careless

driving the trees would not have been damaged, thereby producing a determinate result. Regarding remoteness,

the fact situation suggest that a reasonable person in teh same context would have foreseen the potential for

proximate harm (Wagon Mount I), that the type of harm resulting from careless driving was evident (Hughes v

Lord Advocate) and thereby J and A should be liabile for the full extent of damages (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray).

With regard to defences, J and A can argue that Claire was in breach of the Make Our City Beautify By-Law, which

elucidates a normative standard of due care in regard to the property, thereby visiting upon her a standard of care

as regards contributory negligence; moreover, they can argue that had she (but for) performed in respect of the

bylaw, it is unlikely tat the outset that J would have noticed the tree that was at the corner of C's pproperty.

Moreover, it was reasonably foreseeable, given hte compliants of her neighbour Karen (K) that they 'limit the

views' that her property was too dark. If the Court finds there was contributory negligence, and cannot determine a

practical degree of fault, parties will be deemed equally at fault (Negligence Act RSO 1990). With respect ot

damges, C will likely seek pecuniary losses and general damages to provide compensation for the replacement

of her trees. However, the loss may be apportioned between them, depending of the outcome of the foregoing

suits.

Jim (J) v Marie (M) + Pizza Delivery Company: Jim (J) is likely to bring a suit for the negligent (negligence defined

supra) performance of a rescue by Marie (M), and can try to attempt to argue the Pizza Delivery Company (PDC) is

vicariously liable because they have 'deeper pockets' to compensate him, and as a pizza delivery person it can be

reasonably inferred that M would have an inadequate amount of funds to compensate. The Salmond Test

appears to confirm vicarious liability to the extent that M allegedly (1) committed a tort (of negligent rescue) (2)

while in the course of employment by PDC and (3) while in the course of employment. The fact that M was not

using her company car but her own car at the time may make it difficult to establish this, and was acting in the

scope of duty; however, J can argue that M was an agend of PDC at the time and was (1) furthering their business

aims (Bazley v Curry). Establishing vicarious liability will be nevertheless difficult in this instance, however J's

counsel will likely try simploy because of the economics of the case and the need for lots of compensation.

Ordinarily at common law, there is no duty of care and assumption of risk does not apply n cases of a rescue

because it is a case of nonfeasance (Haynes v Harwood); normally 'good samaritans' in this respect are

protected by statutes such as the Good Samaritan Act. The notable exception is where the rescuer (M)

exacerabtes the risk grossly or in a negligent manner, and that is likely where J's suit will attempt to argue.

Supposing a duty is established on the facts, J can argue that M breached the standard care of a reasonable

woman in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) by attempting to perform a rescue for which she was not

adequately experienced. Moreover, the fact that she started 'shaking him robustly' could indicate a marked

departure from the norm. With respect to the cause, a 'cause-in-fact' leads to indeterminate results because as

the hospital opined, it is uncertain whether it was M's robust shaking or the preceding accident itself that led to the

debilitating spinal injury. In this case, a material contribution test would be appropriate; in this case J cannot

succeed with (1) a simble 'but for' and therefore by the exception in Clements v Clements he can argue that M is

responsible; he can argue that her robust shaking (1) materially contributed to his injury, and bring in expert

witnesses from the hospital to testify to that effect; (2) that the risk materialized; (3) and that there is no evidence in

his control to substantiate (Snell v Farrell). In this case, the onus would shift to M to either exculpate herself by

bringing in expert witnesses, or show an apportionment of her contribution. With regard to remotness, J will

attempt to argue that a reasonable person in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) would have foreseen the

type (Hughes v Lord Advocate) of harm occassioned by robust shaking, and she is therefore liabile for the extent

(Smith v Gray; Cotic v Leech). In response, M can argue that her action was merely supervening on pre-existing

injury; that J had a 'pre-existing condition' by being already injured, and therefore a 'crumbling skull' in which the

paralysis was bound to materialize anyway (Jobling) and that she is only liable for minor aggravation of the harm.

J may further argue that M's shakign deprive him of a loss of change of a full recovery (Blackstock v Forster),

however he will once again need expert witnesses. With regard to damages, assuming the court confirms

negligence, J is likelyt o claim pecuniary lsoses for his hospital stayed, and general dmaages for the costs of

prolonged medical care, loss of earning capacity as a result of his injury; this will be subject to a discount rate of

2.5% if awarded, subject to whatever awards result from his other suits. However, given that this was a genuine

attempt to rescue, and M had no intention, the Court will likely non-suit the claim.

Jim (J) v Marie (M): J is also likely to bring an action for battery against M. Battery is the direct intentional physical

interference that is unconsented to with another person that is harmful or offensive to a reasonable person. On

the first elements, it is evident there was a direct interference in the form of M's robust shaking. It is also evident

that she intended to shake him on the facts, but not as obvious that she intended ot injure him. Moreover, the

resulting harm of a spinal injury woudl be harmful or offensive to a reasonable person in the circumstances. In

response, M is likely to bring up the defence of necessity in light of all the circumstances, however, and this claim

will likely fail.

Karen (K) v Claire (C): Karen is likely to bring a nuisance claim against Claire. An actionable nuisance refers to an

unreasonable interference with the use and enjoyment of land. In this instance, K will argue that C's failure ot

install the lights on her property constitutes a private nuisance that is further in breach of statutory requirements

outlined by the By-Law. To succeed, K establish that the failure to comply with the statute in regards to 'keeping

C's trees in a codnnition that limit her from enjoying her house' constitutes an actionable claim insofar as a

reasonable person woudl consider that to be an actionable irritation (Rogers v Elliott). Further, K will argue that

the local context is a crucial consideration; presumably, given that there is a fine attached to compliance with the

statute, there is substantial compliance in the neighbourhood, indiciating that her failure to comply may be deem

her an 'unreaosnable user' of the land (Bamford v Turnley) and that it interferes with the local standards of

decency (Laws v Florinplace). In response, C is likely to argue that K is being particularly sensitive (Rogers v

Elliott) in her visible emotional upset, and rely on common law authorities such as Rogers v Elliott and

Shuttleworth v Vancouver General Hopsital in that regard to disqualify the grounds of liability. While in some

cases, a diminuition in economic value may lead to a court finding for the plaintiff in a situation like K (Antrim

Truck Centre), K is merely a renter and not the owner and would thus not be affected; and further there is no

specific mention in the fact situation. Further, in response, C may argue that K does no have a right to succeed in

the nuisance claim 'merely because it dperive her of asethetic enjoyment' (Fontainbleau). Further C is likely to

respond that landowners have no right to unobstructed light (Fontainebleau), or in this case a lackthereof, thereby

stating that the nuisance in question is actually an omission that constitutes nusiance, which is typically not

actionable at common law. There is no 'emanation', which is typically required at common law to be actionable

(Hunter v Canary Wharf). At this point, it seems unlikley a nuisance claim advanced by K would succeed because

(1) there is no emanation (2) arguably the nuisnace is an omission to make an emanation (3) she is no an owner

and sufferes loss of economic value beyond economic enjoyment and (4) foregoing reasons discussed above.

She would be better advised to seek some form of enforcement through the govenrment to ensure that C is

complying with statutory authority. Supposing the Court does find a nuisance claim, there appear to be few

defences except for picking apart the arguments of K in the respect outlined above. As for a remedy, an injunction

would not suffice, so she could claim for damages in respect of here loss of 'enjoyment' (Black v Canada Copper

Co), or perhaps compel specific performance on the part of the Court to comply with statute.

2)

Nathan(N) v Steve (S) + Amazing Journey (AJ): Nathan (N) is likely to bring suit against Steve (S) for the neligent

operation of the hot air balloon resulting in his injury and hold Amazing Journey (AJ) vicariously liable for his

actions. He will likely do this because AJ will have more money to compensate him for his harm. To succeed in a

claim of negligence in this respect, the onus is on N to show that S (and AJ vicariously) owed him a duty of care,

acted in a acreless manner that caused proximate harm and for which there is no defence. In this case it is S's

act of operating the hot air balloon in poor conditions, while intoxicated, against the advice of another employee,

which N will argue is a departrue from what a reasonable and prudent man would and would not do in the same

circumstances (Blyth v Birmingham Co).There is a prima facie case for vicarious liability per the Salmond Test

because N was (1) allegedly comitting a tort (2) while employed by AJ (3) and committed it in the course of action.

In this case, AJ would be liable even without fault. Further adding to the confirmation of vicarious liability in this

respect is their failure to adequately supervise their employees and to prevent them from intoxicating themselves

beyond a reasonable level or at all. With respect to the duty of care, a duty is available at common law because S

was in a supervisory and controlling role at the time; this implies sufficient relationa proximity per Stage 1 of the

Anns Test refined in Cooper v Hobart; further any harm exacted as result of negligence was reasonably

forseeable, and there were other expectcations such as reliance on the appropriate due care in taking them in a

hot air balloon (Kamloops/Anns). With respect to Stage 2 or policy analysis, there appear to be no significant

reasons that woudl militate against a duty or negative the scope; on the contrary, there would likely be a finding of

duty to ensure all such commercial operators exercise such due care, and thereby fulfilling an 'economic welfare'

market deterrant role through tort confirming a kind of Calabresian logic. With respect to breach, there are two

countervailing considerations: (1) on the one hand, as a professional hot air balloon operator he would be

subjected to a heightened standard of care beyond the reasonable man of ordinary prudence (Vaughan v

Menlove): as such S ought to have known that in windy conditions, and on the advice of his colleague and while

inebriated, he should not have made the trip despite having 'done it hundreds of times'. (2) On the other hand, on

the facts, it appears to be an industry norm that drinking is allowed, perhaps suggesting conforming with best

practice. Being intoxicated may have impaired his volitional abilities in this respect, however the court will likely

find there was a breach of duty notwithstanding the industry norms because intoxication was self-induced, and

likely taken beyond a reasonable limit in respect to the professional norms.

With respect to causation, it is apparent in this instance the a cause-in-fact 'but for' analysis is determinate; but for

being intoxicated, and making representations to Nathan and Alison regarding his ability to command the

balloon, the crash landing woudl not have occurred, and Nathan would not have sustained serious injuries. Had

S acted with reasonable care, it is unlikely this would have happened. S an J woudl there fore be liabile for all the

harm caused in respect of the injuries to his back and knees (Athey v Leonati). In evaluating causation, however,

the Court will likely determine whether and to what extent S and his employer are liable for the two injuries: (1) to

his legs which per badly injured because of his known injuries; and the (2) unknown back injury that all of a

sudden materialized. Expert medical testimony would be needed to validate. On the facts, however, it appears the

former migh be subject to the 'crumbling skull' rule where since N had a pres-existing condition, S (and AJ) will

compensate less because it was arguably bound to materialize anyway (Jobling v Associated Dairy). With regard

to the second injury, however, since it was a pre-existing disposition, the court will ilkely apply the 'thin skull rule'

to make J (and AJ) for that harm. On these facts, the Court may provide that the harm is divisible in some respect.

With regard to remoteness, S will argue that the, although S made representations ot the contrary while taking

them up about the conditions, he was misled by the provision of metereological information and did so in good

faither. Nevertheless, as an experienced balloon operator, N will argue that a reasonable he ought to have

forseen (Wagon Mound I) the type (Hughes v Lord Advocate) of harm that could result, and thus as the balloon

operator S is liable for the full extent (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray). At this point, there appears to be a prima facie

case for negligence, and the onus turns to S and AJ to defend themselves.

They are likely to rely on a defence of 'voluntary assumption of risk' insofar as (1) knowledge of the factual risk

was made virtually certain (Lambert v Lastoplex) given that N had made reservations about going on the hot air

balloon and therefore by inference he should have known as much, and that he expliclty stated it in his diary: 'Im

worried, yes, but this not a risk I cannot take; actually, I can definitely take it'. Moreover, (2) the risk was made

explicit in writing with the written agreement (Dube v Labar) so in effect N bargained away his right to sue. On that

fact, N may argue that he was assured it was 'just a formality, a confirmaiton that you are here to take this trip' and

was therefore not aware of the full legal significance of the document and the document. If the defence is

successful, it might be a full defence; however it is interpreted narrowly and on the facts is unlikely to succeed

because it is interpreted very narrowly and with restraint by the courts. If the negligence claim succeeds, N will

likely argue he requires (1) pecuniary special damages for the hospital costs occurred, and general damages

such as the costs of medical care moving forward and any loss of income as a result of his injuries; (2) he might

also seek non-pecuniary loses for his permanent impirment, and perhaps (3) even punitive dmaages, although

this is rare in Canadian courts at a higher quantium (Whitten).

Alice(A) v Steve (S)+ Amazing Journey (AJ): Alice (A) is likely to launch a similar claim (perhaps conjoint) as N with

respect to S (and AJ vicariously liable) in negligence (defined supra). The foregoing analysis of duty, breach,

casuation and remoteness would apply to her. The defences are likelyt o be similar. The expection is the level of

severity of her injuries which simply to not compare in gravity or in the way they manifested. As a result, she would

likely seek only (1) pecuniary special damages for the hospital costs and perhaps (2) non-pecuniary losses for

lost income taking care of her husband. Her quantum would be much lower.

Amazing Journey (AJ) v Steve (S): AJ may sue S for his negligent operation (elucidated supra) of the hot air

balloon resulting in the damaged balloon. It would likely be non-suited because of the contributory negligence of

the employer in allowing him to operate the balloon while intoxicated and against the better judgment to fanother

employee, and further because it was undertaken in the course of employment.

Steve (S) v Weatherprovision.com (W): Steve (S) is likely to bring suit for the neligent representation of

meterological information resulting in his economic loss and personal injury. In order to succeed, S must

establish that a duty of care arises out of a professional relationship (Hedley Byrne) giving rise to a 'special

relationship' (Queen v Cognos) inducing 'reasonable realiance' (Hercules Management v Ernst & Young). This is

a recognized duty at acommon law. S can argue that the duty of care arises because the provision of W's

professional 'informaiton, opinion or advice' created an assumptino of reasponibility in respect of it. The gerneal

rule in Hedley is that when someone (1) of special skill, being the meterologists (2) undertakes to apply that in

the assitance of another person, by posting it on their website; (3) a duty of care arises. On the facts, it is evident

that the meterologists posessed special skill in predicting the weather, and at they ought ot have foreseen

reasonable reliance on that information (Hercules Management). The foresseeability test of the duty appears to

be satisfied; however when considering proximity, the facts to not bear out a 'special relationship' of a nature of

trust, such as that between a solicitor-client, created by posting the material on a website. S woudl have been

unknown to the meterologists. Further, as a matter of public policy, the Court would likely find that imposing

liability in this instance would lead to indeterminate liability (Haig v Bamford) because there is potentially an

unlimited class of potential claimants (Ultramares). They would further be concerned about a potential 'windfall

situation' as a result of too much litigation. Therefore on policy grounds alone, and for reasons of foreseeability

the Curt is likely to dispose of the claim entirely at this point and non-suit it.

Nathan (N) v Allison (A): Nathan may bring a suit against Allison for negligently (defined supra) providing him with

a gift that led to his injury. With respect to the finding of the duty, tha marriage implies per Anns refined in Cooper v

Hobart that there is sufficient relational proximity; but the finding of a duty would likely fail on the grounds

foreseeability. Moreover the court may militate against the finding of a duty alltogether on public policy grounds; for

'constituitonal considerations' similar to those articulated in Dobson v Dobson, the court may not recognize a duty

at law within a familial situation. It may also created administrative 'floodgates' issues.

3)

A claim for a 'loss of chance' occurs where a plaintiff can establish that a defendant's
harm, through negligence, occassioned a loss of chance at 'full recovery.' Typically, it
occurs in cases of medical malpractice. Lord Nicholls' approach to loss of chance may
treat it as a distinct injury which avoids the obvious difficulties with causation. If loss of
chance is defined as a distinct injury, the loss of change problem disappears entirely
because there is no doubt htat the physician did cause the los sof chance, and damages
will be assessed on a probabilistic basis. For example if a doctor negligent performs a
surgery on a hand, the outcome is a less than perfect hand, such as in the contracts case
of Hawkins v McGee it can be said that the plaintiff should receive compensation for the
harm caused. Of course, in that context it was in contract; however, a claim for negligent
medical malpractice could yield compensation to remedy the loss of change of a perfectly
good hand in the situation. In this situation, the causation element is dealt with similarly to
the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur insofar as the causal element is proved prima facie by the
outcome of the surgery in question, and the distinct nature of the injury. There are distinct
issues with compensation, in this regard, however. As a matter of public policy, doctors
are under a duty to perform to the best of their ability to their patients, and almost any
surgery could become liable for a malpractice claim because causation is proved 'on the
face of things', thereby potentially opening floodgates of litigation and economic
disequilibria when things do not go as planned. The causation element is therefore crucial,
and should not be wholesale abandoned.

Where loss of chance is distinct, as discussion above highlights, it overcomes the
rigorous causation analysis because it is proved on the face of things. However, when
there are other harmful elements, such as a natural cause of pre-existing ailments,
conditions, disesased, the occurrence of a previous harm through tortious action, etc. and
subseuqent negligence on the part of a doctor addressing loss of chance becomes much
more difficult. For example, in Gregg v Scott, there was a doctor who misdiagnosed
cancer as benign; there was evidently a pre-existing condition, and in so doing the plaintiff
allegedly lost a chance at a favourable outcome. In this instance, the Court must rely on an
exercise of probobility to determine the 'loss of chance' suffered by the plaintiff, and it
becomes an extremely difficult exercise apportioning fair and adequate compensation.
The court msut consider whether the patient was doomed anyway, insofar as they had no
chance at survival anyway; the were lucky, insofar at the alleged negligent misdiagnosis
had no effect; or early discovery matters for them, and the harm exacted which was was
effectively a supervening element on existing harm, and the effect of seriously
exacerbating it. In this case, the Court struggles to strike a tolerable balance between the
rights of victims and defendants, because too favourable would, siilar to the foregoing
discusison above, have distinct public policy implicaitons; but too lenient of a system
would visit individual injustice. While, as Baroness Hale points out, almost any claim in
negligence can be formulated as a 'loss of chance', the Canadian courts have tended to
award much compesnation because of the difficulties evaluating the precise quantifiable
probability. It is simply outside the scope of competence of the courts.

Reconciling the prevailing approaches to tort law, being the rights (ex post) ad economic
welfare/instrumentalist view help tease out some of the implications of loss of chance
phenomonea. For the Weinrib schol of though, which is unique insofar as it treats tort law
as a unified structure predicated on strict bipolarity and correlativity between plaintiff and
defendant, it seems awarding compensation for a loss of chance vindicates the rights of
the injured party. For him, policy considerations such as the 'floodgates' analayis would be
extrinsic to consideration of the court because cases ought to be decided on principle and
not policy. Further, as illustrated by the Holmes, Judges have traditionally opted fo the
rights-based approach. Wenrib woudl likely support a loss of chance award where there is
a distinct injury, as discussed in the first paragraph. Where there are pre-existing injuries
or supervening careless elements, however, his analysis is likely to be more confused
because that defies the strictly bilateral nature tort causes of action that he advocates for
in his scholarly work. For the econoic welfarists, who view Tort law as a solution to (or
instrument used to address, viz. instrumentalism) a human problem, that being it is
something of a double-edged sowrds. On the one hand, awarding loss of chance acts as
a means of deterrence insofar as it would send a signal to doctors and medical
practitioners to take due care in ensuring they do not neligently perform surgery or
undertake diagnoses. But at the same time, it would create immense economic
disequilibria and diseconoies of scale if there was more litigation in regards to medical
malpractice and loss of chance. In that light, regulation may be a more effective means
that tort litigation at affecting deterrance in the market.

END OF EXAM
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1)

Jim (J) v Autosafe (A): Jim is likely to bring suit against his employer, Autosafe (A) for the negligent construction of

the protoype device which lead to his accident with the tree and sustained injuries. To succeed in a claim of

negligence, the onu s is on J to show that A owed him a duty of care, acted in a careless manne that cause

dproximate harm for which there is no defence. In this instance the act in question would be permitting ot let J

install the device in his car, and it woudl also be an omission that invites risk if it not fully functional and able to

use. There is a recognized duty of care at common law for products liability establishd in Donoghue v Stevenson.

The fact situation suggests there was sufficient relational proximity between J and A as one of their employees,

and by pertitting him to use the device it would have been reasonably forseeable that he woudl use it; and without

ensuring it was fully functional, it is reasonably foreseable that some harm may occur as a result of its use. The

fact situation does not specify the device was licensed or regulated, but as Weinrib suggests a failure to

adequately license to product might elucdiate a normative context for the duty of care and breach. J cna argue that

breach the standard of care of a 'reasonable person' in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) by allowing him to

install the device that was faulty at night and omitting to exercise due care ot ensure it was functional. With regard

to cause, a cause-in-fact analysis suggest that 'but for' the isntallation of teh device, Jim would not have 'felt safe

knowing he had a prototype developed by Autosafe' in his care, leading to a determinate result. With regard to the

remoteness of ddamage, which is a tool the Court will use to negative or limit the scope of liability, it is arguable

that the harm was reasonable foreseeable for the foregoing reasons, satisfying the Wagon Mound I test; further,

all that is required is that the type of harm (Hughes v Lord Advocate) occasioned is forseeable, and that the extent

(Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray) which encompasses the damage to his care, his severe injuries and becoming

paralyzed, are thus compensable. In response, A's counsel may argue that there were intervening events which

severed the causal chain, and that they are only liable for divisible harm if anything (ie. that which led up to the

accident and damage to the car, but not the medical harm occasioned by the intervention of Marie (M). If the court

establishes that J has a prima facie claim at the point, the onus shift to A and there is a consideration of

defences. It is likelyt hey will argue that he voluntarily assumed the risk by installing the prototype in his car, and

that there was knowledge of the factual risk (Lambert v Lastoplex), and therefore some acceptance of the lega

risk in which he bargained away his right to sue. This defence is likely to be unsuccessful because there was no

excplit assupmiton of particular risk on his part. Therefore, A may also rely on the defence of contributory

negligence; that J was driving carelessly (discussed infra) likely contributed to the collision causally, and

therefore he should shoulder some of the resultant liability.

Autosafe (A) v Jim (J): A may bring a countersuit against J for the negligent (negligence defined supra) driving

resulting in the economic loss of their protoype. It is arguable that there was a duty of care as an employee,

however, and J would likely bring up the fact that he was using the prototype to further business aims and in the

course of his employment and therefore he should not be held liable for the damaged prototype. Moreover, he

could argue for contributory negligence as the foregoing analysis discusses, which woudl result in a lesser

quantum of damages.

Jim (J) v Claire (C): J is likely to bring suit against J for her negligence (define supra) in not adequately lighting her

trees. The onus is on J to argue that the duty of care is confirmed by the statutory requirement of promulgated byt

eh City of Toronto in the Beautify Our City By-Law that she light her trees (there is ordinarly no nominate tort for

breach of statute per Saskatchewan Wheat Board, but this elucidates guidelines governing conduct as Weinrib

argues), and in light of her omission to do so (where there is ordinarily no finding of duty per Moch v Rensselar), it

is arguable that, following the guidelines on omissions established in Childs v Desmoreaux, that she

intentionally invited obvious risk (Depue v Flateau) to her property by passing by cars. By failing to live up to the

standard, she therefore breached teh duty of care of what an ordinary (wo)man of reasonable prudence would

have done in the same situation (Vaughan v Menlove). As such, J is likely to argue that 'but for' her failure to

observe the statutory requirement, he would have seen the tree and avoided it as well as the harm he suffered:

the damage to his car, and the serious medical injury resulting in his paralysis. J will seek indivisible full

compensation for the harm he suffered because this is more advantageous; but wIth respect to cause, C is likely

to argue that there were sequential events that create divisible liability, and she is merely responsible for her

alleged negligence and the initial damage to the car and not the subsequent paralysis. In this case, the Court

may adopt a quasi-contributory approach such as McL CJ suggsted in Sunrise v Lake Winnipeg. With regard to

remoteness, J will argue that the type of harm occassioned was reasonable forseeable in the context (Vaughan v

Menlove), and that C is therefore responsible for the type of loss (Hughes v Lord Advocate) as well as the full

extent of the loss (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray). However, she will argue that there were intervening acts, namely

M's decision ot rescue, that sever the chain of causation. If there is a prima facie case of negligence at this point,

the onus turns to C. She is likely to argue that there was contributory negligence, and the full argument for that is

outlined infra in her counter-suit. With regard to damages, assuming the court confirms negligence, J is likelyt o

claim pecuniary lsoses for his hospital stayed, and general dmaages for the costs of prolonged medical care,

loss of earning capacity as a result of his injury; this will be subject to a discount rate of 2.5% if awarded, and may

be reduced if there is a finding of contributory negligence. Applying the learned hand formula articulated in US v

Carroll Towing as a final exercise in deliberation, the Court shoudl consider the relaitonship between objective

foerseeabiliy of risk, the probability of risk materalizing (P), the Burden of Precaution (B) and the Seriousness of

Resulting Injury (L). In this instance, it appears the burden would be low, the probability of risk somwhat low, and

the risk of serious at the same low; ordinarily where B > PL, such as in Bolton v Stone and Latimer v AEC there is

a finding of no liability: effectively what this says is the risk was not foreseeable. However, policy reasons, and the

fact that there was a statuory requirement to light the premises adequately, may militate against the application of

the economic analysis. Thus, there is a sound case in this instance for J.

Keira (K) v Claire (A): Keira may bring a suit against Claire for her negligence(defined supra) in not adequately

lighting the trees per the statutory requiremenst (outlined supra in J's claim) and therefore she suffered

psychiatric injury as a secondary victim of the incident. Typically, there are two r/equired elements: (1) A serious

injury (Mustapha v Culligan), which could be that her 'birthday was ruined for the rest of her life', arguably; and (2)

a shock (Tame v New South Wales) which could be substantianted by the fact that she prefers to stay in her own

room and is no longer socially active. In secondary victim cases, the court will be slightly less inclined to award

damages because of the relative forseeability of damage at both the level of duty of care, and remoteness; with

respect to duty, however, the breach of statute may confirm forseeability; however, it is likely to be found to be too

remote. In the event the Court entertains the suit, K will likely seek pecuaniary general damages for the loss of

earning capacity as a result of her diminishing grades, and potentially a quantum of non-pecuniary dmagaes for

her pain, suffering, and permanent impariment with respect ot enjoying her birthday.

Keira (K) v Autosafe (A): Keira(K) may bring a suit against Autosafe (A) for neligence (define supra) in permitting

her father to drive with the protoype resulting in her psychiatric injury. The content of the claim is outlined supra. If

successful, she will likely bring about a claim for damages as outlined in the cause of action with C infra.

Claire (C) v Jim (J) + Autosafe (A): Claire is likely to bring suit against Jim (J) for his negligent (neligence define

supra) driving causing damage to her property, and attempt to hold Autosafe (A) vicariously liable for his careless

actions. Dealing first with vicarious liability, it is arguable whether the fact situation satisfies the Salmond Test: it

is evident J committed the alleged tortious act while driving his car, authorized by his employer; but it is uncertain

if it was in the 'course of employment' since he was driving home to see his daughter. C may be able to sustain

this by arguing that in using the protoype he was working on in his own care he was (1) further business aims

(Bazley v Curry) and woudl thus use that to establish vicarious liability to ensure a greater yield of money to

replace the damaged trees. Concerning J, there is an established duty of care of drivers towards others

established by statute, although the scope of liability is usually limited in Canada. That J was rushing home from

work suggests some element of carelessness on his part. It is evident that due to working long hours, he may not

have had the required volition to drive the car to the standard of a reasonable person, and he may argue he is

excempt from the objective standard of care (Buckley v Smith Transportation) on the grounds he was suffering a

temporary frailty/illness; C will argue that he should have known better than to drive, and that this confirms A's

liaibliy in this respect insofar as they permitted to work himself to the point where he may not safely be able to

drrive. With respect to cause-in-fact, it is evident using a simple 'but for' test that 'but for' the allaged careless

driving the trees would not have been damaged, thereby producing a determinate result. Regarding remoteness,

the fact situation suggest that a reasonable person in teh same context would have foreseen the potential for

proximate harm (Wagon Mount I), that the type of harm resulting from careless driving was evident (Hughes v

Lord Advocate) and thereby J and A should be liabile for the full extent of damages (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray).

With regard to defences, J and A can argue that Claire was in breach of the Make Our City Beautify By-Law, which

elucidates a normative standard of due care in regard to the property, thereby visiting upon her a standard of care

as regards contributory negligence; moreover, they can argue that had she (but for) performed in respect of the

bylaw, it is unlikely tat the outset that J would have noticed the tree that was at the corner of C's pproperty.

Moreover, it was reasonably foreseeable, given hte compliants of her neighbour Karen (K) that they 'limit the

views' that her property was too dark. If the Court finds there was contributory negligence, and cannot determine a

practical degree of fault, parties will be deemed equally at fault (Negligence Act RSO 1990). With respect ot

damges, C will likely seek pecuniary losses and general damages to provide compensation for the replacement

of her trees. However, the loss may be apportioned between them, depending of the outcome of the foregoing

suits.

Jim (J) v Marie (M) + Pizza Delivery Company: Jim (J) is likely to bring a suit for the negligent (negligence defined

supra) performance of a rescue by Marie (M), and can try to attempt to argue the Pizza Delivery Company (PDC) is

vicariously liable because they have 'deeper pockets' to compensate him, and as a pizza delivery person it can be

reasonably inferred that M would have an inadequate amount of funds to compensate. The Salmond Test

appears to confirm vicarious liability to the extent that M allegedly (1) committed a tort (of negligent rescue) (2)

while in the course of employment by PDC and (3) while in the course of employment. The fact that M was not

using her company car but her own car at the time may make it difficult to establish this, and was acting in the

scope of duty; however, J can argue that M was an agend of PDC at the time and was (1) furthering their business

aims (Bazley v Curry). Establishing vicarious liability will be nevertheless difficult in this instance, however J's

counsel will likely try simploy because of the economics of the case and the need for lots of compensation.

Ordinarily at common law, there is no duty of care and assumption of risk does not apply n cases of a rescue

because it is a case of nonfeasance (Haynes v Harwood); normally 'good samaritans' in this respect are

protected by statutes such as the Good Samaritan Act. The notable exception is where the rescuer (M)

exacerabtes the risk grossly or in a negligent manner, and that is likely where J's suit will attempt to argue.

Supposing a duty is established on the facts, J can argue that M breached the standard care of a reasonable

woman in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) by attempting to perform a rescue for which she was not

adequately experienced. Moreover, the fact that she started 'shaking him robustly' could indicate a marked

departure from the norm. With respect to the cause, a 'cause-in-fact' leads to indeterminate results because as

the hospital opined, it is uncertain whether it was M's robust shaking or the preceding accident itself that led to the

debilitating spinal injury. In this case, a material contribution test would be appropriate; in this case J cannot

succeed with (1) a simble 'but for' and therefore by the exception in Clements v Clements he can argue that M is

responsible; he can argue that her robust shaking (1) materially contributed to his injury, and bring in expert

witnesses from the hospital to testify to that effect; (2) that the risk materialized; (3) and that there is no evidence in

his control to substantiate (Snell v Farrell). In this case, the onus would shift to M to either exculpate herself by

bringing in expert witnesses, or show an apportionment of her contribution. With regard to remotness, J will

attempt to argue that a reasonable person in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) would have foreseen the

type (Hughes v Lord Advocate) of harm occassioned by robust shaking, and she is therefore liabile for the extent

(Smith v Gray; Cotic v Leech). In response, M can argue that her action was merely supervening on pre-existing

injury; that J had a 'pre-existing condition' by being already injured, and therefore a 'crumbling skull' in which the

paralysis was bound to materialize anyway (Jobling) and that she is only liable for minor aggravation of the harm.

J may further argue that M's shakign deprive him of a loss of change of a full recovery (Blackstock v Forster),

however he will once again need expert witnesses. With regard to damages, assuming the court confirms

negligence, J is likelyt o claim pecuniary lsoses for his hospital stayed, and general dmaages for the costs of

prolonged medical care, loss of earning capacity as a result of his injury; this will be subject to a discount rate of

2.5% if awarded, subject to whatever awards result from his other suits. However, given that this was a genuine

attempt to rescue, and M had no intention, the Court will likely non-suit the claim.

Jim (J) v Marie (M): J is also likely to bring an action for battery against M. Battery is the direct intentional physical

interference that is unconsented to with another person that is harmful or offensive to a reasonable person. On

the first elements, it is evident there was a direct interference in the form of M's robust shaking. It is also evident

that she intended to shake him on the facts, but not as obvious that she intended ot injure him. Moreover, the

resulting harm of a spinal injury woudl be harmful or offensive to a reasonable person in the circumstances. In

response, M is likely to bring up the defence of necessity in light of all the circumstances, however, and this claim

will likely fail.

Karen (K) v Claire (C): Karen is likely to bring a nuisance claim against Claire. An actionable nuisance refers to an

unreasonable interference with the use and enjoyment of land. In this instance, K will argue that C's failure ot

install the lights on her property constitutes a private nuisance that is further in breach of statutory requirements

outlined by the By-Law. To succeed, K establish that the failure to comply with the statute in regards to 'keeping

C's trees in a codnnition that limit her from enjoying her house' constitutes an actionable claim insofar as a

reasonable person woudl consider that to be an actionable irritation (Rogers v Elliott). Further, K will argue that

the local context is a crucial consideration; presumably, given that there is a fine attached to compliance with the

statute, there is substantial compliance in the neighbourhood, indiciating that her failure to comply may be deem

her an 'unreaosnable user' of the land (Bamford v Turnley) and that it interferes with the local standards of

decency (Laws v Florinplace). In response, C is likely to argue that K is being particularly sensitive (Rogers v

Elliott) in her visible emotional upset, and rely on common law authorities such as Rogers v Elliott and

Shuttleworth v Vancouver General Hopsital in that regard to disqualify the grounds of liability. While in some

cases, a diminuition in economic value may lead to a court finding for the plaintiff in a situation like K (Antrim

Truck Centre), K is merely a renter and not the owner and would thus not be affected; and further there is no

specific mention in the fact situation. Further, in response, C may argue that K does no have a right to succeed in

the nuisance claim 'merely because it dperive her of asethetic enjoyment' (Fontainbleau). Further C is likely to

respond that landowners have no right to unobstructed light (Fontainebleau), or in this case a lackthereof, thereby

stating that the nuisance in question is actually an omission that constitutes nusiance, which is typically not

actionable at common law. There is no 'emanation', which is typically required at common law to be actionable

(Hunter v Canary Wharf). At this point, it seems unlikley a nuisance claim advanced by K would succeed because

(1) there is no emanation (2) arguably the nuisnace is an omission to make an emanation (3) she is no an owner

and sufferes loss of economic value beyond economic enjoyment and (4) foregoing reasons discussed above.

She would be better advised to seek some form of enforcement through the govenrment to ensure that C is

complying with statutory authority. Supposing the Court does find a nuisance claim, there appear to be few

defences except for picking apart the arguments of K in the respect outlined above. As for a remedy, an injunction

would not suffice, so she could claim for damages in respect of here loss of 'enjoyment' (Black v Canada Copper

Co), or perhaps compel specific performance on the part of the Court to comply with statute.

2)

Nathan(N) v Steve (S) + Amazing Journey (AJ): Nathan (N) is likely to bring suit against Steve (S) for the neligent

operation of the hot air balloon resulting in his injury and hold Amazing Journey (AJ) vicariously liable for his

actions. He will likely do this because AJ will have more money to compensate him for his harm. To succeed in a

claim of negligence in this respect, the onus is on N to show that S (and AJ vicariously) owed him a duty of care,

acted in a acreless manner that caused proximate harm and for which there is no defence. In this case it is S's

act of operating the hot air balloon in poor conditions, while intoxicated, against the advice of another employee,

which N will argue is a departrue from what a reasonable and prudent man would and would not do in the same

circumstances (Blyth v Birmingham Co).There is a prima facie case for vicarious liability per the Salmond Test

because N was (1) allegedly comitting a tort (2) while employed by AJ (3) and committed it in the course of action.

In this case, AJ would be liable even without fault. Further adding to the confirmation of vicarious liability in this

respect is their failure to adequately supervise their employees and to prevent them from intoxicating themselves

beyond a reasonable level or at all. With respect to the duty of care, a duty is available at common law because S

was in a supervisory and controlling role at the time; this implies sufficient relationa proximity per Stage 1 of the

Anns Test refined in Cooper v Hobart; further any harm exacted as result of negligence was reasonably

forseeable, and there were other expectcations such as reliance on the appropriate due care in taking them in a

hot air balloon (Kamloops/Anns). With respect to Stage 2 or policy analysis, there appear to be no significant

reasons that woudl militate against a duty or negative the scope; on the contrary, there would likely be a finding of

duty to ensure all such commercial operators exercise such due care, and thereby fulfilling an 'economic welfare'

market deterrant role through tort confirming a kind of Calabresian logic. With respect to breach, there are two

countervailing considerations: (1) on the one hand, as a professional hot air balloon operator he would be

subjected to a heightened standard of care beyond the reasonable man of ordinary prudence (Vaughan v

Menlove): as such S ought to have known that in windy conditions, and on the advice of his colleague and while

inebriated, he should not have made the trip despite having 'done it hundreds of times'. (2) On the other hand, on

the facts, it appears to be an industry norm that drinking is allowed, perhaps suggesting conforming with best

practice. Being intoxicated may have impaired his volitional abilities in this respect, however the court will likely

find there was a breach of duty notwithstanding the industry norms because intoxication was self-induced, and

likely taken beyond a reasonable limit in respect to the professional norms.

With respect to causation, it is apparent in this instance the a cause-in-fact 'but for' analysis is determinate; but for

being intoxicated, and making representations to Nathan and Alison regarding his ability to command the

balloon, the crash landing woudl not have occurred, and Nathan would not have sustained serious injuries. Had

S acted with reasonable care, it is unlikely this would have happened. S an J woudl there fore be liabile for all the

harm caused in respect of the injuries to his back and knees (Athey v Leonati). In evaluating causation, however,

the Court will likely determine whether and to what extent S and his employer are liable for the two injuries: (1) to

his legs which per badly injured because of his known injuries; and the (2) unknown back injury that all of a

sudden materialized. Expert medical testimony would be needed to validate. On the facts, however, it appears the

former migh be subject to the 'crumbling skull' rule where since N had a pres-existing condition, S (and AJ) will

compensate less because it was arguably bound to materialize anyway (Jobling v Associated Dairy). With regard

to the second injury, however, since it was a pre-existing disposition, the court will ilkely apply the 'thin skull rule'

to make J (and AJ) for that harm. On these facts, the Court may provide that the harm is divisible in some respect.

With regard to remoteness, S will argue that the, although S made representations ot the contrary while taking

them up about the conditions, he was misled by the provision of metereological information and did so in good

faither. Nevertheless, as an experienced balloon operator, N will argue that a reasonable he ought to have

forseen (Wagon Mound I) the type (Hughes v Lord Advocate) of harm that could result, and thus as the balloon

operator S is liable for the full extent (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray). At this point, there appears to be a prima facie

case for negligence, and the onus turns to S and AJ to defend themselves.

They are likely to rely on a defence of 'voluntary assumption of risk' insofar as (1) knowledge of the factual risk

was made virtually certain (Lambert v Lastoplex) given that N had made reservations about going on the hot air

balloon and therefore by inference he should have known as much, and that he expliclty stated it in his diary: 'Im

worried, yes, but this not a risk I cannot take; actually, I can definitely take it'. Moreover, (2) the risk was made

explicit in writing with the written agreement (Dube v Labar) so in effect N bargained away his right to sue. On that

fact, N may argue that he was assured it was 'just a formality, a confirmaiton that you are here to take this trip' and

was therefore not aware of the full legal significance of the document and the document. If the defence is

successful, it might be a full defence; however it is interpreted narrowly and on the facts is unlikely to succeed

because it is interpreted very narrowly and with restraint by the courts. If the negligence claim succeeds, N will

likely argue he requires (1) pecuniary special damages for the hospital costs occurred, and general damages

such as the costs of medical care moving forward and any loss of income as a result of his injuries; (2) he might

also seek non-pecuniary loses for his permanent impirment, and perhaps (3) even punitive dmaages, although

this is rare in Canadian courts at a higher quantium (Whitten).

Alice(A) v Steve (S)+ Amazing Journey (AJ): Alice (A) is likely to launch a similar claim (perhaps conjoint) as N with

respect to S (and AJ vicariously liable) in negligence (defined supra). The foregoing analysis of duty, breach,

casuation and remoteness would apply to her. The defences are likelyt o be similar. The expection is the level of

severity of her injuries which simply to not compare in gravity or in the way they manifested. As a result, she would

likely seek only (1) pecuniary special damages for the hospital costs and perhaps (2) non-pecuniary losses for

lost income taking care of her husband. Her quantum would be much lower.

Amazing Journey (AJ) v Steve (S): AJ may sue S for his negligent operation (elucidated supra) of the hot air

balloon resulting in the damaged balloon. It would likely be non-suited because of the contributory negligence of

the employer in allowing him to operate the balloon while intoxicated and against the better judgment to fanother

employee, and further because it was undertaken in the course of employment.

Steve (S) v Weatherprovision.com (W): Steve (S) is likely to bring suit for the neligent representation of

meterological information resulting in his economic loss and personal injury. In order to succeed, S must

establish that a duty of care arises out of a professional relationship (Hedley Byrne) giving rise to a 'special

relationship' (Queen v Cognos) inducing 'reasonable realiance' (Hercules Management v Ernst & Young). This is

a recognized duty at acommon law. S can argue that the duty of care arises because the provision of W's

professional 'informaiton, opinion or advice' created an assumptino of reasponibility in respect of it. The gerneal

rule in Hedley is that when someone (1) of special skill, being the meterologists (2) undertakes to apply that in

the assitance of another person, by posting it on their website; (3) a duty of care arises. On the facts, it is evident

that the meterologists posessed special skill in predicting the weather, and at they ought ot have foreseen

reasonable reliance on that information (Hercules Management). The foresseeability test of the duty appears to

be satisfied; however when considering proximity, the facts to not bear out a 'special relationship' of a nature of

trust, such as that between a solicitor-client, created by posting the material on a website. S woudl have been

unknown to the meterologists. Further, as a matter of public policy, the Court would likely find that imposing

liability in this instance would lead to indeterminate liability (Haig v Bamford) because there is potentially an

unlimited class of potential claimants (Ultramares). They would further be concerned about a potential 'windfall

situation' as a result of too much litigation. Therefore on policy grounds alone, and for reasons of foreseeability

the Curt is likely to dispose of the claim entirely at this point and non-suit it.

Nathan (N) v Allison (A): Nathan may bring a suit against Allison for negligently (defined supra) providing him with

a gift that led to his injury. With respect to the finding of the duty, tha marriage implies per Anns refined in Cooper v

Hobart that there is sufficient relational proximity; but the finding of a duty would likely fail on the grounds

foreseeability. Moreover the court may militate against the finding of a duty alltogether on public policy grounds; for

'constituitonal considerations' similar to those articulated in Dobson v Dobson, the court may not recognize a duty

at law within a familial situation. It may also created administrative 'floodgates' issues.

3)

A claim for a 'loss of chance' occurs where a plaintiff can establish that a defendant's
harm, through negligence, occassioned a loss of chance at 'full recovery.' Typically, it
occurs in cases of medical malpractice. Lord Nicholls' approach to loss of chance may
treat it as a distinct injury which avoids the obvious difficulties with causation. If loss of
chance is defined as a distinct injury, the loss of change problem disappears entirely
because there is no doubt htat the physician did cause the los sof chance, and damages
will be assessed on a probabilistic basis. For example if a doctor negligent performs a
surgery on a hand, the outcome is a less than perfect hand, such as in the contracts case
of Hawkins v McGee it can be said that the plaintiff should receive compensation for the
harm caused. Of course, in that context it was in contract; however, a claim for negligent
medical malpractice could yield compensation to remedy the loss of change of a perfectly
good hand in the situation. In this situation, the causation element is dealt with similarly to
the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur insofar as the causal element is proved prima facie by the
outcome of the surgery in question, and the distinct nature of the injury. There are distinct
issues with compensation, in this regard, however. As a matter of public policy, doctors
are under a duty to perform to the best of their ability to their patients, and almost any
surgery could become liable for a malpractice claim because causation is proved 'on the
face of things', thereby potentially opening floodgates of litigation and economic
disequilibria when things do not go as planned. The causation element is therefore crucial,
and should not be wholesale abandoned.

Where loss of chance is distinct, as discussion above highlights, it overcomes the
rigorous causation analysis because it is proved on the face of things. However, when
there are other harmful elements, such as a natural cause of pre-existing ailments,
conditions, disesased, the occurrence of a previous harm through tortious action, etc. and
subseuqent negligence on the part of a doctor addressing loss of chance becomes much
more difficult. For example, in Gregg v Scott, there was a doctor who misdiagnosed
cancer as benign; there was evidently a pre-existing condition, and in so doing the plaintiff
allegedly lost a chance at a favourable outcome. In this instance, the Court must rely on an
exercise of probobility to determine the 'loss of chance' suffered by the plaintiff, and it
becomes an extremely difficult exercise apportioning fair and adequate compensation.
The court msut consider whether the patient was doomed anyway, insofar as they had no
chance at survival anyway; the were lucky, insofar at the alleged negligent misdiagnosis
had no effect; or early discovery matters for them, and the harm exacted which was was
effectively a supervening element on existing harm, and the effect of seriously
exacerbating it. In this case, the Court struggles to strike a tolerable balance between the
rights of victims and defendants, because too favourable would, siilar to the foregoing
discusison above, have distinct public policy implicaitons; but too lenient of a system
would visit individual injustice. While, as Baroness Hale points out, almost any claim in
negligence can be formulated as a 'loss of chance', the Canadian courts have tended to
award much compesnation because of the difficulties evaluating the precise quantifiable
probability. It is simply outside the scope of competence of the courts.

Reconciling the prevailing approaches to tort law, being the rights (ex post) ad economic
welfare/instrumentalist view help tease out some of the implications of loss of chance
phenomonea. For the Weinrib schol of though, which is unique insofar as it treats tort law
as a unified structure predicated on strict bipolarity and correlativity between plaintiff and
defendant, it seems awarding compensation for a loss of chance vindicates the rights of
the injured party. For him, policy considerations such as the 'floodgates' analayis would be
extrinsic to consideration of the court because cases ought to be decided on principle and
not policy. Further, as illustrated by the Holmes, Judges have traditionally opted fo the
rights-based approach. Wenrib woudl likely support a loss of chance award where there is
a distinct injury, as discussed in the first paragraph. Where there are pre-existing injuries
or supervening careless elements, however, his analysis is likely to be more confused
because that defies the strictly bilateral nature tort causes of action that he advocates for
in his scholarly work. For the econoic welfarists, who view Tort law as a solution to (or
instrument used to address, viz. instrumentalism) a human problem, that being it is
something of a double-edged sowrds. On the one hand, awarding loss of chance acts as
a means of deterrence insofar as it would send a signal to doctors and medical
practitioners to take due care in ensuring they do not neligently perform surgery or
undertake diagnoses. But at the same time, it would create immense economic
disequilibria and diseconoies of scale if there was more litigation in regards to medical
malpractice and loss of chance. In that light, regulation may be a more effective means
that tort litigation at affecting deterrance in the market.

END OF EXAM
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1)

Jim (J) v Autosafe (A): Jim is likely to bring suit against his employer, Autosafe (A) for the negligent construction of

the protoype device which lead to his accident with the tree and sustained injuries. To succeed in a claim of

negligence, the onu s is on J to show that A owed him a duty of care, acted in a careless manne that cause

dproximate harm for which there is no defence. In this instance the act in question would be permitting ot let J

install the device in his car, and it woudl also be an omission that invites risk if it not fully functional and able to

use. There is a recognized duty of care at common law for products liability establishd in Donoghue v Stevenson.

The fact situation suggests there was sufficient relational proximity between J and A as one of their employees,

and by pertitting him to use the device it would have been reasonably forseeable that he woudl use it; and without

ensuring it was fully functional, it is reasonably foreseable that some harm may occur as a result of its use. The

fact situation does not specify the device was licensed or regulated, but as Weinrib suggests a failure to

adequately license to product might elucdiate a normative context for the duty of care and breach. J cna argue that

breach the standard of care of a 'reasonable person' in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) by allowing him to

install the device that was faulty at night and omitting to exercise due care ot ensure it was functional. With regard

to cause, a cause-in-fact analysis suggest that 'but for' the isntallation of teh device, Jim would not have 'felt safe

knowing he had a prototype developed by Autosafe' in his care, leading to a determinate result. With regard to the

remoteness of ddamage, which is a tool the Court will use to negative or limit the scope of liability, it is arguable

that the harm was reasonable foreseeable for the foregoing reasons, satisfying the Wagon Mound I test; further,

all that is required is that the type of harm (Hughes v Lord Advocate) occasioned is forseeable, and that the extent

(Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray) which encompasses the damage to his care, his severe injuries and becoming

paralyzed, are thus compensable. In response, A's counsel may argue that there were intervening events which

severed the causal chain, and that they are only liable for divisible harm if anything (ie. that which led up to the

accident and damage to the car, but not the medical harm occasioned by the intervention of Marie (M). If the court

establishes that J has a prima facie claim at the point, the onus shift to A and there is a consideration of

defences. It is likelyt hey will argue that he voluntarily assumed the risk by installing the prototype in his car, and

that there was knowledge of the factual risk (Lambert v Lastoplex), and therefore some acceptance of the lega

risk in which he bargained away his right to sue. This defence is likely to be unsuccessful because there was no

excplit assupmiton of particular risk on his part. Therefore, A may also rely on the defence of contributory

negligence; that J was driving carelessly (discussed infra) likely contributed to the collision causally, and

therefore he should shoulder some of the resultant liability.

Autosafe (A) v Jim (J): A may bring a countersuit against J for the negligent (negligence defined supra) driving

resulting in the economic loss of their protoype. It is arguable that there was a duty of care as an employee,

however, and J would likely bring up the fact that he was using the prototype to further business aims and in the

course of his employment and therefore he should not be held liable for the damaged prototype. Moreover, he

could argue for contributory negligence as the foregoing analysis discusses, which woudl result in a lesser

quantum of damages.

Jim (J) v Claire (C): J is likely to bring suit against J for her negligence (define supra) in not adequately lighting her

trees. The onus is on J to argue that the duty of care is confirmed by the statutory requirement of promulgated byt

eh City of Toronto in the Beautify Our City By-Law that she light her trees (there is ordinarly no nominate tort for

breach of statute per Saskatchewan Wheat Board, but this elucidates guidelines governing conduct as Weinrib

argues), and in light of her omission to do so (where there is ordinarily no finding of duty per Moch v Rensselar), it

is arguable that, following the guidelines on omissions established in Childs v Desmoreaux, that she

intentionally invited obvious risk (Depue v Flateau) to her property by passing by cars. By failing to live up to the

standard, she therefore breached teh duty of care of what an ordinary (wo)man of reasonable prudence would

have done in the same situation (Vaughan v Menlove). As such, J is likely to argue that 'but for' her failure to

observe the statutory requirement, he would have seen the tree and avoided it as well as the harm he suffered:

the damage to his car, and the serious medical injury resulting in his paralysis. J will seek indivisible full

compensation for the harm he suffered because this is more advantageous; but wIth respect to cause, C is likely

to argue that there were sequential events that create divisible liability, and she is merely responsible for her

alleged negligence and the initial damage to the car and not the subsequent paralysis. In this case, the Court

may adopt a quasi-contributory approach such as McL CJ suggsted in Sunrise v Lake Winnipeg. With regard to

remoteness, J will argue that the type of harm occassioned was reasonable forseeable in the context (Vaughan v

Menlove), and that C is therefore responsible for the type of loss (Hughes v Lord Advocate) as well as the full

extent of the loss (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray). However, she will argue that there were intervening acts, namely

M's decision ot rescue, that sever the chain of causation. If there is a prima facie case of negligence at this point,

the onus turns to C. She is likely to argue that there was contributory negligence, and the full argument for that is

outlined infra in her counter-suit. With regard to damages, assuming the court confirms negligence, J is likelyt o

claim pecuniary lsoses for his hospital stayed, and general dmaages for the costs of prolonged medical care,

loss of earning capacity as a result of his injury; this will be subject to a discount rate of 2.5% if awarded, and may

be reduced if there is a finding of contributory negligence. Applying the learned hand formula articulated in US v

Carroll Towing as a final exercise in deliberation, the Court shoudl consider the relaitonship between objective

foerseeabiliy of risk, the probability of risk materalizing (P), the Burden of Precaution (B) and the Seriousness of

Resulting Injury (L). In this instance, it appears the burden would be low, the probability of risk somwhat low, and

the risk of serious at the same low; ordinarily where B > PL, such as in Bolton v Stone and Latimer v AEC there is

a finding of no liability: effectively what this says is the risk was not foreseeable. However, policy reasons, and the

fact that there was a statuory requirement to light the premises adequately, may militate against the application of

the economic analysis. Thus, there is a sound case in this instance for J.

Keira (K) v Claire (A): Keira may bring a suit against Claire for her negligence(defined supra) in not adequately

lighting the trees per the statutory requiremenst (outlined supra in J's claim) and therefore she suffered

psychiatric injury as a secondary victim of the incident. Typically, there are two r/equired elements: (1) A serious

injury (Mustapha v Culligan), which could be that her 'birthday was ruined for the rest of her life', arguably; and (2)

a shock (Tame v New South Wales) which could be substantianted by the fact that she prefers to stay in her own

room and is no longer socially active. In secondary victim cases, the court will be slightly less inclined to award

damages because of the relative forseeability of damage at both the level of duty of care, and remoteness; with

respect to duty, however, the breach of statute may confirm forseeability; however, it is likely to be found to be too

remote. In the event the Court entertains the suit, K will likely seek pecuaniary general damages for the loss of

earning capacity as a result of her diminishing grades, and potentially a quantum of non-pecuniary dmagaes for

her pain, suffering, and permanent impariment with respect ot enjoying her birthday.

Keira (K) v Autosafe (A): Keira(K) may bring a suit against Autosafe (A) for neligence (define supra) in permitting

her father to drive with the protoype resulting in her psychiatric injury. The content of the claim is outlined supra. If

successful, she will likely bring about a claim for damages as outlined in the cause of action with C infra.

Claire (C) v Jim (J) + Autosafe (A): Claire is likely to bring suit against Jim (J) for his negligent (neligence define

supra) driving causing damage to her property, and attempt to hold Autosafe (A) vicariously liable for his careless

actions. Dealing first with vicarious liability, it is arguable whether the fact situation satisfies the Salmond Test: it

is evident J committed the alleged tortious act while driving his car, authorized by his employer; but it is uncertain

if it was in the 'course of employment' since he was driving home to see his daughter. C may be able to sustain

this by arguing that in using the protoype he was working on in his own care he was (1) further business aims

(Bazley v Curry) and woudl thus use that to establish vicarious liability to ensure a greater yield of money to

replace the damaged trees. Concerning J, there is an established duty of care of drivers towards others

established by statute, although the scope of liability is usually limited in Canada. That J was rushing home from

work suggests some element of carelessness on his part. It is evident that due to working long hours, he may not

have had the required volition to drive the car to the standard of a reasonable person, and he may argue he is

excempt from the objective standard of care (Buckley v Smith Transportation) on the grounds he was suffering a

temporary frailty/illness; C will argue that he should have known better than to drive, and that this confirms A's

liaibliy in this respect insofar as they permitted to work himself to the point where he may not safely be able to

drrive. With respect to cause-in-fact, it is evident using a simple 'but for' test that 'but for' the allaged careless

driving the trees would not have been damaged, thereby producing a determinate result. Regarding remoteness,

the fact situation suggest that a reasonable person in teh same context would have foreseen the potential for

proximate harm (Wagon Mount I), that the type of harm resulting from careless driving was evident (Hughes v

Lord Advocate) and thereby J and A should be liabile for the full extent of damages (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray).

With regard to defences, J and A can argue that Claire was in breach of the Make Our City Beautify By-Law, which

elucidates a normative standard of due care in regard to the property, thereby visiting upon her a standard of care

as regards contributory negligence; moreover, they can argue that had she (but for) performed in respect of the

bylaw, it is unlikely tat the outset that J would have noticed the tree that was at the corner of C's pproperty.

Moreover, it was reasonably foreseeable, given hte compliants of her neighbour Karen (K) that they 'limit the

views' that her property was too dark. If the Court finds there was contributory negligence, and cannot determine a

practical degree of fault, parties will be deemed equally at fault (Negligence Act RSO 1990). With respect ot

damges, C will likely seek pecuniary losses and general damages to provide compensation for the replacement

of her trees. However, the loss may be apportioned between them, depending of the outcome of the foregoing

suits.

Jim (J) v Marie (M) + Pizza Delivery Company: Jim (J) is likely to bring a suit for the negligent (negligence defined

supra) performance of a rescue by Marie (M), and can try to attempt to argue the Pizza Delivery Company (PDC) is

vicariously liable because they have 'deeper pockets' to compensate him, and as a pizza delivery person it can be

reasonably inferred that M would have an inadequate amount of funds to compensate. The Salmond Test

appears to confirm vicarious liability to the extent that M allegedly (1) committed a tort (of negligent rescue) (2)

while in the course of employment by PDC and (3) while in the course of employment. The fact that M was not

using her company car but her own car at the time may make it difficult to establish this, and was acting in the

scope of duty; however, J can argue that M was an agend of PDC at the time and was (1) furthering their business

aims (Bazley v Curry). Establishing vicarious liability will be nevertheless difficult in this instance, however J's

counsel will likely try simploy because of the economics of the case and the need for lots of compensation.

Ordinarily at common law, there is no duty of care and assumption of risk does not apply n cases of a rescue

because it is a case of nonfeasance (Haynes v Harwood); normally 'good samaritans' in this respect are

protected by statutes such as the Good Samaritan Act. The notable exception is where the rescuer (M)

exacerabtes the risk grossly or in a negligent manner, and that is likely where J's suit will attempt to argue.

Supposing a duty is established on the facts, J can argue that M breached the standard care of a reasonable

woman in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) by attempting to perform a rescue for which she was not

adequately experienced. Moreover, the fact that she started 'shaking him robustly' could indicate a marked

departure from the norm. With respect to the cause, a 'cause-in-fact' leads to indeterminate results because as

the hospital opined, it is uncertain whether it was M's robust shaking or the preceding accident itself that led to the

debilitating spinal injury. In this case, a material contribution test would be appropriate; in this case J cannot

succeed with (1) a simble 'but for' and therefore by the exception in Clements v Clements he can argue that M is

responsible; he can argue that her robust shaking (1) materially contributed to his injury, and bring in expert

witnesses from the hospital to testify to that effect; (2) that the risk materialized; (3) and that there is no evidence in

his control to substantiate (Snell v Farrell). In this case, the onus would shift to M to either exculpate herself by

bringing in expert witnesses, or show an apportionment of her contribution. With regard to remotness, J will

attempt to argue that a reasonable person in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) would have foreseen the

type (Hughes v Lord Advocate) of harm occassioned by robust shaking, and she is therefore liabile for the extent

(Smith v Gray; Cotic v Leech). In response, M can argue that her action was merely supervening on pre-existing

injury; that J had a 'pre-existing condition' by being already injured, and therefore a 'crumbling skull' in which the

paralysis was bound to materialize anyway (Jobling) and that she is only liable for minor aggravation of the harm.

J may further argue that M's shakign deprive him of a loss of change of a full recovery (Blackstock v Forster),

however he will once again need expert witnesses. With regard to damages, assuming the court confirms

negligence, J is likelyt o claim pecuniary lsoses for his hospital stayed, and general dmaages for the costs of

prolonged medical care, loss of earning capacity as a result of his injury; this will be subject to a discount rate of

2.5% if awarded, subject to whatever awards result from his other suits. However, given that this was a genuine

attempt to rescue, and M had no intention, the Court will likely non-suit the claim.

Jim (J) v Marie (M): J is also likely to bring an action for battery against M. Battery is the direct intentional physical

interference that is unconsented to with another person that is harmful or offensive to a reasonable person. On

the first elements, it is evident there was a direct interference in the form of M's robust shaking. It is also evident

that she intended to shake him on the facts, but not as obvious that she intended ot injure him. Moreover, the

resulting harm of a spinal injury woudl be harmful or offensive to a reasonable person in the circumstances. In

response, M is likely to bring up the defence of necessity in light of all the circumstances, however, and this claim

will likely fail.

Karen (K) v Claire (C): Karen is likely to bring a nuisance claim against Claire. An actionable nuisance refers to an

unreasonable interference with the use and enjoyment of land. In this instance, K will argue that C's failure ot

install the lights on her property constitutes a private nuisance that is further in breach of statutory requirements

outlined by the By-Law. To succeed, K establish that the failure to comply with the statute in regards to 'keeping

C's trees in a codnnition that limit her from enjoying her house' constitutes an actionable claim insofar as a

reasonable person woudl consider that to be an actionable irritation (Rogers v Elliott). Further, K will argue that

the local context is a crucial consideration; presumably, given that there is a fine attached to compliance with the

statute, there is substantial compliance in the neighbourhood, indiciating that her failure to comply may be deem

her an 'unreaosnable user' of the land (Bamford v Turnley) and that it interferes with the local standards of

decency (Laws v Florinplace). In response, C is likely to argue that K is being particularly sensitive (Rogers v

Elliott) in her visible emotional upset, and rely on common law authorities such as Rogers v Elliott and

Shuttleworth v Vancouver General Hopsital in that regard to disqualify the grounds of liability. While in some

cases, a diminuition in economic value may lead to a court finding for the plaintiff in a situation like K (Antrim

Truck Centre), K is merely a renter and not the owner and would thus not be affected; and further there is no

specific mention in the fact situation. Further, in response, C may argue that K does no have a right to succeed in

the nuisance claim 'merely because it dperive her of asethetic enjoyment' (Fontainbleau). Further C is likely to

respond that landowners have no right to unobstructed light (Fontainebleau), or in this case a lackthereof, thereby

stating that the nuisance in question is actually an omission that constitutes nusiance, which is typically not

actionable at common law. There is no 'emanation', which is typically required at common law to be actionable

(Hunter v Canary Wharf). At this point, it seems unlikley a nuisance claim advanced by K would succeed because

(1) there is no emanation (2) arguably the nuisnace is an omission to make an emanation (3) she is no an owner

and sufferes loss of economic value beyond economic enjoyment and (4) foregoing reasons discussed above.

She would be better advised to seek some form of enforcement through the govenrment to ensure that C is

complying with statutory authority. Supposing the Court does find a nuisance claim, there appear to be few

defences except for picking apart the arguments of K in the respect outlined above. As for a remedy, an injunction

would not suffice, so she could claim for damages in respect of here loss of 'enjoyment' (Black v Canada Copper

Co), or perhaps compel specific performance on the part of the Court to comply with statute.

2)

Nathan(N) v Steve (S) + Amazing Journey (AJ): Nathan (N) is likely to bring suit against Steve (S) for the neligent

operation of the hot air balloon resulting in his injury and hold Amazing Journey (AJ) vicariously liable for his

actions. He will likely do this because AJ will have more money to compensate him for his harm. To succeed in a

claim of negligence in this respect, the onus is on N to show that S (and AJ vicariously) owed him a duty of care,

acted in a acreless manner that caused proximate harm and for which there is no defence. In this case it is S's

act of operating the hot air balloon in poor conditions, while intoxicated, against the advice of another employee,

which N will argue is a departrue from what a reasonable and prudent man would and would not do in the same

circumstances (Blyth v Birmingham Co).There is a prima facie case for vicarious liability per the Salmond Test

because N was (1) allegedly comitting a tort (2) while employed by AJ (3) and committed it in the course of action.

In this case, AJ would be liable even without fault. Further adding to the confirmation of vicarious liability in this

respect is their failure to adequately supervise their employees and to prevent them from intoxicating themselves

beyond a reasonable level or at all. With respect to the duty of care, a duty is available at common law because S

was in a supervisory and controlling role at the time; this implies sufficient relationa proximity per Stage 1 of the

Anns Test refined in Cooper v Hobart; further any harm exacted as result of negligence was reasonably

forseeable, and there were other expectcations such as reliance on the appropriate due care in taking them in a

hot air balloon (Kamloops/Anns). With respect to Stage 2 or policy analysis, there appear to be no significant

reasons that woudl militate against a duty or negative the scope; on the contrary, there would likely be a finding of

duty to ensure all such commercial operators exercise such due care, and thereby fulfilling an 'economic welfare'

market deterrant role through tort confirming a kind of Calabresian logic. With respect to breach, there are two

countervailing considerations: (1) on the one hand, as a professional hot air balloon operator he would be

subjected to a heightened standard of care beyond the reasonable man of ordinary prudence (Vaughan v

Menlove): as such S ought to have known that in windy conditions, and on the advice of his colleague and while

inebriated, he should not have made the trip despite having 'done it hundreds of times'. (2) On the other hand, on

the facts, it appears to be an industry norm that drinking is allowed, perhaps suggesting conforming with best

practice. Being intoxicated may have impaired his volitional abilities in this respect, however the court will likely

find there was a breach of duty notwithstanding the industry norms because intoxication was self-induced, and

likely taken beyond a reasonable limit in respect to the professional norms.

With respect to causation, it is apparent in this instance the a cause-in-fact 'but for' analysis is determinate; but for

being intoxicated, and making representations to Nathan and Alison regarding his ability to command the

balloon, the crash landing woudl not have occurred, and Nathan would not have sustained serious injuries. Had

S acted with reasonable care, it is unlikely this would have happened. S an J woudl there fore be liabile for all the

harm caused in respect of the injuries to his back and knees (Athey v Leonati). In evaluating causation, however,

the Court will likely determine whether and to what extent S and his employer are liable for the two injuries: (1) to

his legs which per badly injured because of his known injuries; and the (2) unknown back injury that all of a

sudden materialized. Expert medical testimony would be needed to validate. On the facts, however, it appears the

former migh be subject to the 'crumbling skull' rule where since N had a pres-existing condition, S (and AJ) will

compensate less because it was arguably bound to materialize anyway (Jobling v Associated Dairy). With regard

to the second injury, however, since it was a pre-existing disposition, the court will ilkely apply the 'thin skull rule'

to make J (and AJ) for that harm. On these facts, the Court may provide that the harm is divisible in some respect.

With regard to remoteness, S will argue that the, although S made representations ot the contrary while taking

them up about the conditions, he was misled by the provision of metereological information and did so in good

faither. Nevertheless, as an experienced balloon operator, N will argue that a reasonable he ought to have

forseen (Wagon Mound I) the type (Hughes v Lord Advocate) of harm that could result, and thus as the balloon

operator S is liable for the full extent (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray). At this point, there appears to be a prima facie

case for negligence, and the onus turns to S and AJ to defend themselves.

They are likely to rely on a defence of 'voluntary assumption of risk' insofar as (1) knowledge of the factual risk

was made virtually certain (Lambert v Lastoplex) given that N had made reservations about going on the hot air

balloon and therefore by inference he should have known as much, and that he expliclty stated it in his diary: 'Im

worried, yes, but this not a risk I cannot take; actually, I can definitely take it'. Moreover, (2) the risk was made

explicit in writing with the written agreement (Dube v Labar) so in effect N bargained away his right to sue. On that

fact, N may argue that he was assured it was 'just a formality, a confirmaiton that you are here to take this trip' and

was therefore not aware of the full legal significance of the document and the document. If the defence is

successful, it might be a full defence; however it is interpreted narrowly and on the facts is unlikely to succeed

because it is interpreted very narrowly and with restraint by the courts. If the negligence claim succeeds, N will

likely argue he requires (1) pecuniary special damages for the hospital costs occurred, and general damages

such as the costs of medical care moving forward and any loss of income as a result of his injuries; (2) he might

also seek non-pecuniary loses for his permanent impirment, and perhaps (3) even punitive dmaages, although

this is rare in Canadian courts at a higher quantium (Whitten).

Alice(A) v Steve (S)+ Amazing Journey (AJ): Alice (A) is likely to launch a similar claim (perhaps conjoint) as N with

respect to S (and AJ vicariously liable) in negligence (defined supra). The foregoing analysis of duty, breach,

casuation and remoteness would apply to her. The defences are likelyt o be similar. The expection is the level of

severity of her injuries which simply to not compare in gravity or in the way they manifested. As a result, she would

likely seek only (1) pecuniary special damages for the hospital costs and perhaps (2) non-pecuniary losses for

lost income taking care of her husband. Her quantum would be much lower.

Amazing Journey (AJ) v Steve (S): AJ may sue S for his negligent operation (elucidated supra) of the hot air

balloon resulting in the damaged balloon. It would likely be non-suited because of the contributory negligence of

the employer in allowing him to operate the balloon while intoxicated and against the better judgment to fanother

employee, and further because it was undertaken in the course of employment.

Steve (S) v Weatherprovision.com (W): Steve (S) is likely to bring suit for the neligent representation of

meterological information resulting in his economic loss and personal injury. In order to succeed, S must

establish that a duty of care arises out of a professional relationship (Hedley Byrne) giving rise to a 'special

relationship' (Queen v Cognos) inducing 'reasonable realiance' (Hercules Management v Ernst & Young). This is

a recognized duty at acommon law. S can argue that the duty of care arises because the provision of W's

professional 'informaiton, opinion or advice' created an assumptino of reasponibility in respect of it. The gerneal

rule in Hedley is that when someone (1) of special skill, being the meterologists (2) undertakes to apply that in

the assitance of another person, by posting it on their website; (3) a duty of care arises. On the facts, it is evident

that the meterologists posessed special skill in predicting the weather, and at they ought ot have foreseen

reasonable reliance on that information (Hercules Management). The foresseeability test of the duty appears to

be satisfied; however when considering proximity, the facts to not bear out a 'special relationship' of a nature of

trust, such as that between a solicitor-client, created by posting the material on a website. S woudl have been

unknown to the meterologists. Further, as a matter of public policy, the Court would likely find that imposing

liability in this instance would lead to indeterminate liability (Haig v Bamford) because there is potentially an

unlimited class of potential claimants (Ultramares). They would further be concerned about a potential 'windfall

situation' as a result of too much litigation. Therefore on policy grounds alone, and for reasons of foreseeability

the Curt is likely to dispose of the claim entirely at this point and non-suit it.

Nathan (N) v Allison (A): Nathan may bring a suit against Allison for negligently (defined supra) providing him with

a gift that led to his injury. With respect to the finding of the duty, tha marriage implies per Anns refined in Cooper v

Hobart that there is sufficient relational proximity; but the finding of a duty would likely fail on the grounds

foreseeability. Moreover the court may militate against the finding of a duty alltogether on public policy grounds; for

'constituitonal considerations' similar to those articulated in Dobson v Dobson, the court may not recognize a duty

at law within a familial situation. It may also created administrative 'floodgates' issues.

3)

A claim for a 'loss of chance' occurs where a plaintiff can establish that a defendant's
harm, through negligence, occassioned a loss of chance at 'full recovery.' Typically, it
occurs in cases of medical malpractice. Lord Nicholls' approach to loss of chance may
treat it as a distinct injury which avoids the obvious difficulties with causation. If loss of
chance is defined as a distinct injury, the loss of change problem disappears entirely
because there is no doubt htat the physician did cause the los sof chance, and damages
will be assessed on a probabilistic basis. For example if a doctor negligent performs a
surgery on a hand, the outcome is a less than perfect hand, such as in the contracts case
of Hawkins v McGee it can be said that the plaintiff should receive compensation for the
harm caused. Of course, in that context it was in contract; however, a claim for negligent
medical malpractice could yield compensation to remedy the loss of change of a perfectly
good hand in the situation. In this situation, the causation element is dealt with similarly to
the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur insofar as the causal element is proved prima facie by the
outcome of the surgery in question, and the distinct nature of the injury. There are distinct
issues with compensation, in this regard, however. As a matter of public policy, doctors
are under a duty to perform to the best of their ability to their patients, and almost any
surgery could become liable for a malpractice claim because causation is proved 'on the
face of things', thereby potentially opening floodgates of litigation and economic
disequilibria when things do not go as planned. The causation element is therefore crucial,
and should not be wholesale abandoned.

Where loss of chance is distinct, as discussion above highlights, it overcomes the
rigorous causation analysis because it is proved on the face of things. However, when
there are other harmful elements, such as a natural cause of pre-existing ailments,
conditions, disesased, the occurrence of a previous harm through tortious action, etc. and
subseuqent negligence on the part of a doctor addressing loss of chance becomes much
more difficult. For example, in Gregg v Scott, there was a doctor who misdiagnosed
cancer as benign; there was evidently a pre-existing condition, and in so doing the plaintiff
allegedly lost a chance at a favourable outcome. In this instance, the Court must rely on an
exercise of probobility to determine the 'loss of chance' suffered by the plaintiff, and it
becomes an extremely difficult exercise apportioning fair and adequate compensation.
The court msut consider whether the patient was doomed anyway, insofar as they had no
chance at survival anyway; the were lucky, insofar at the alleged negligent misdiagnosis
had no effect; or early discovery matters for them, and the harm exacted which was was
effectively a supervening element on existing harm, and the effect of seriously
exacerbating it. In this case, the Court struggles to strike a tolerable balance between the
rights of victims and defendants, because too favourable would, siilar to the foregoing
discusison above, have distinct public policy implicaitons; but too lenient of a system
would visit individual injustice. While, as Baroness Hale points out, almost any claim in
negligence can be formulated as a 'loss of chance', the Canadian courts have tended to
award much compesnation because of the difficulties evaluating the precise quantifiable
probability. It is simply outside the scope of competence of the courts.

Reconciling the prevailing approaches to tort law, being the rights (ex post) ad economic
welfare/instrumentalist view help tease out some of the implications of loss of chance
phenomonea. For the Weinrib schol of though, which is unique insofar as it treats tort law
as a unified structure predicated on strict bipolarity and correlativity between plaintiff and
defendant, it seems awarding compensation for a loss of chance vindicates the rights of
the injured party. For him, policy considerations such as the 'floodgates' analayis would be
extrinsic to consideration of the court because cases ought to be decided on principle and
not policy. Further, as illustrated by the Holmes, Judges have traditionally opted fo the
rights-based approach. Wenrib woudl likely support a loss of chance award where there is
a distinct injury, as discussed in the first paragraph. Where there are pre-existing injuries
or supervening careless elements, however, his analysis is likely to be more confused
because that defies the strictly bilateral nature tort causes of action that he advocates for
in his scholarly work. For the econoic welfarists, who view Tort law as a solution to (or
instrument used to address, viz. instrumentalism) a human problem, that being it is
something of a double-edged sowrds. On the one hand, awarding loss of chance acts as
a means of deterrence insofar as it would send a signal to doctors and medical
practitioners to take due care in ensuring they do not neligently perform surgery or
undertake diagnoses. But at the same time, it would create immense economic
disequilibria and diseconoies of scale if there was more litigation in regards to medical
malpractice and loss of chance. In that light, regulation may be a more effective means
that tort litigation at affecting deterrance in the market.

END OF EXAM
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1)

Jim (J) v Autosafe (A): Jim is likely to bring suit against his employer, Autosafe (A) for the negligent construction of

the protoype device which lead to his accident with the tree and sustained injuries. To succeed in a claim of

negligence, the onu s is on J to show that A owed him a duty of care, acted in a careless manne that cause

dproximate harm for which there is no defence. In this instance the act in question would be permitting ot let J

install the device in his car, and it woudl also be an omission that invites risk if it not fully functional and able to

use. There is a recognized duty of care at common law for products liability establishd in Donoghue v Stevenson.

The fact situation suggests there was sufficient relational proximity between J and A as one of their employees,

and by pertitting him to use the device it would have been reasonably forseeable that he woudl use it; and without

ensuring it was fully functional, it is reasonably foreseable that some harm may occur as a result of its use. The

fact situation does not specify the device was licensed or regulated, but as Weinrib suggests a failure to

adequately license to product might elucdiate a normative context for the duty of care and breach. J cna argue that

breach the standard of care of a 'reasonable person' in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) by allowing him to

install the device that was faulty at night and omitting to exercise due care ot ensure it was functional. With regard

to cause, a cause-in-fact analysis suggest that 'but for' the isntallation of teh device, Jim would not have 'felt safe

knowing he had a prototype developed by Autosafe' in his care, leading to a determinate result. With regard to the

remoteness of ddamage, which is a tool the Court will use to negative or limit the scope of liability, it is arguable

that the harm was reasonable foreseeable for the foregoing reasons, satisfying the Wagon Mound I test; further,

all that is required is that the type of harm (Hughes v Lord Advocate) occasioned is forseeable, and that the extent

(Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray) which encompasses the damage to his care, his severe injuries and becoming

paralyzed, are thus compensable. In response, A's counsel may argue that there were intervening events which

severed the causal chain, and that they are only liable for divisible harm if anything (ie. that which led up to the

accident and damage to the car, but not the medical harm occasioned by the intervention of Marie (M). If the court

establishes that J has a prima facie claim at the point, the onus shift to A and there is a consideration of

defences. It is likelyt hey will argue that he voluntarily assumed the risk by installing the prototype in his car, and

that there was knowledge of the factual risk (Lambert v Lastoplex), and therefore some acceptance of the lega

risk in which he bargained away his right to sue. This defence is likely to be unsuccessful because there was no

excplit assupmiton of particular risk on his part. Therefore, A may also rely on the defence of contributory

negligence; that J was driving carelessly (discussed infra) likely contributed to the collision causally, and

therefore he should shoulder some of the resultant liability.

Autosafe (A) v Jim (J): A may bring a countersuit against J for the negligent (negligence defined supra) driving

resulting in the economic loss of their protoype. It is arguable that there was a duty of care as an employee,

however, and J would likely bring up the fact that he was using the prototype to further business aims and in the

course of his employment and therefore he should not be held liable for the damaged prototype. Moreover, he

could argue for contributory negligence as the foregoing analysis discusses, which woudl result in a lesser

quantum of damages.

Jim (J) v Claire (C): J is likely to bring suit against J for her negligence (define supra) in not adequately lighting her

trees. The onus is on J to argue that the duty of care is confirmed by the statutory requirement of promulgated byt

eh City of Toronto in the Beautify Our City By-Law that she light her trees (there is ordinarly no nominate tort for

breach of statute per Saskatchewan Wheat Board, but this elucidates guidelines governing conduct as Weinrib

argues), and in light of her omission to do so (where there is ordinarily no finding of duty per Moch v Rensselar), it

is arguable that, following the guidelines on omissions established in Childs v Desmoreaux, that she

intentionally invited obvious risk (Depue v Flateau) to her property by passing by cars. By failing to live up to the

standard, she therefore breached teh duty of care of what an ordinary (wo)man of reasonable prudence would

have done in the same situation (Vaughan v Menlove). As such, J is likely to argue that 'but for' her failure to

observe the statutory requirement, he would have seen the tree and avoided it as well as the harm he suffered:

the damage to his car, and the serious medical injury resulting in his paralysis. J will seek indivisible full

compensation for the harm he suffered because this is more advantageous; but wIth respect to cause, C is likely

to argue that there were sequential events that create divisible liability, and she is merely responsible for her

alleged negligence and the initial damage to the car and not the subsequent paralysis. In this case, the Court

may adopt a quasi-contributory approach such as McL CJ suggsted in Sunrise v Lake Winnipeg. With regard to

remoteness, J will argue that the type of harm occassioned was reasonable forseeable in the context (Vaughan v

Menlove), and that C is therefore responsible for the type of loss (Hughes v Lord Advocate) as well as the full

extent of the loss (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray). However, she will argue that there were intervening acts, namely

M's decision ot rescue, that sever the chain of causation. If there is a prima facie case of negligence at this point,

the onus turns to C. She is likely to argue that there was contributory negligence, and the full argument for that is

outlined infra in her counter-suit. With regard to damages, assuming the court confirms negligence, J is likelyt o

claim pecuniary lsoses for his hospital stayed, and general dmaages for the costs of prolonged medical care,

loss of earning capacity as a result of his injury; this will be subject to a discount rate of 2.5% if awarded, and may

be reduced if there is a finding of contributory negligence. Applying the learned hand formula articulated in US v

Carroll Towing as a final exercise in deliberation, the Court shoudl consider the relaitonship between objective

foerseeabiliy of risk, the probability of risk materalizing (P), the Burden of Precaution (B) and the Seriousness of

Resulting Injury (L). In this instance, it appears the burden would be low, the probability of risk somwhat low, and

the risk of serious at the same low; ordinarily where B > PL, such as in Bolton v Stone and Latimer v AEC there is

a finding of no liability: effectively what this says is the risk was not foreseeable. However, policy reasons, and the

fact that there was a statuory requirement to light the premises adequately, may militate against the application of

the economic analysis. Thus, there is a sound case in this instance for J.

Keira (K) v Claire (A): Keira may bring a suit against Claire for her negligence(defined supra) in not adequately

lighting the trees per the statutory requiremenst (outlined supra in J's claim) and therefore she suffered

psychiatric injury as a secondary victim of the incident. Typically, there are two r/equired elements: (1) A serious

injury (Mustapha v Culligan), which could be that her 'birthday was ruined for the rest of her life', arguably; and (2)

a shock (Tame v New South Wales) which could be substantianted by the fact that she prefers to stay in her own

room and is no longer socially active. In secondary victim cases, the court will be slightly less inclined to award

damages because of the relative forseeability of damage at both the level of duty of care, and remoteness; with

respect to duty, however, the breach of statute may confirm forseeability; however, it is likely to be found to be too

remote. In the event the Court entertains the suit, K will likely seek pecuaniary general damages for the loss of

earning capacity as a result of her diminishing grades, and potentially a quantum of non-pecuniary dmagaes for

her pain, suffering, and permanent impariment with respect ot enjoying her birthday.

Keira (K) v Autosafe (A): Keira(K) may bring a suit against Autosafe (A) for neligence (define supra) in permitting

her father to drive with the protoype resulting in her psychiatric injury. The content of the claim is outlined supra. If

successful, she will likely bring about a claim for damages as outlined in the cause of action with C infra.

Claire (C) v Jim (J) + Autosafe (A): Claire is likely to bring suit against Jim (J) for his negligent (neligence define

supra) driving causing damage to her property, and attempt to hold Autosafe (A) vicariously liable for his careless

actions. Dealing first with vicarious liability, it is arguable whether the fact situation satisfies the Salmond Test: it

is evident J committed the alleged tortious act while driving his car, authorized by his employer; but it is uncertain

if it was in the 'course of employment' since he was driving home to see his daughter. C may be able to sustain

this by arguing that in using the protoype he was working on in his own care he was (1) further business aims

(Bazley v Curry) and woudl thus use that to establish vicarious liability to ensure a greater yield of money to

replace the damaged trees. Concerning J, there is an established duty of care of drivers towards others

established by statute, although the scope of liability is usually limited in Canada. That J was rushing home from

work suggests some element of carelessness on his part. It is evident that due to working long hours, he may not

have had the required volition to drive the car to the standard of a reasonable person, and he may argue he is

excempt from the objective standard of care (Buckley v Smith Transportation) on the grounds he was suffering a

temporary frailty/illness; C will argue that he should have known better than to drive, and that this confirms A's

liaibliy in this respect insofar as they permitted to work himself to the point where he may not safely be able to

drrive. With respect to cause-in-fact, it is evident using a simple 'but for' test that 'but for' the allaged careless

driving the trees would not have been damaged, thereby producing a determinate result. Regarding remoteness,

the fact situation suggest that a reasonable person in teh same context would have foreseen the potential for

proximate harm (Wagon Mount I), that the type of harm resulting from careless driving was evident (Hughes v

Lord Advocate) and thereby J and A should be liabile for the full extent of damages (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray).

With regard to defences, J and A can argue that Claire was in breach of the Make Our City Beautify By-Law, which

elucidates a normative standard of due care in regard to the property, thereby visiting upon her a standard of care

as regards contributory negligence; moreover, they can argue that had she (but for) performed in respect of the

bylaw, it is unlikely tat the outset that J would have noticed the tree that was at the corner of C's pproperty.

Moreover, it was reasonably foreseeable, given hte compliants of her neighbour Karen (K) that they 'limit the

views' that her property was too dark. If the Court finds there was contributory negligence, and cannot determine a

practical degree of fault, parties will be deemed equally at fault (Negligence Act RSO 1990). With respect ot

damges, C will likely seek pecuniary losses and general damages to provide compensation for the replacement

of her trees. However, the loss may be apportioned between them, depending of the outcome of the foregoing

suits.

Jim (J) v Marie (M) + Pizza Delivery Company: Jim (J) is likely to bring a suit for the negligent (negligence defined

supra) performance of a rescue by Marie (M), and can try to attempt to argue the Pizza Delivery Company (PDC) is

vicariously liable because they have 'deeper pockets' to compensate him, and as a pizza delivery person it can be

reasonably inferred that M would have an inadequate amount of funds to compensate. The Salmond Test

appears to confirm vicarious liability to the extent that M allegedly (1) committed a tort (of negligent rescue) (2)

while in the course of employment by PDC and (3) while in the course of employment. The fact that M was not

using her company car but her own car at the time may make it difficult to establish this, and was acting in the

scope of duty; however, J can argue that M was an agend of PDC at the time and was (1) furthering their business

aims (Bazley v Curry). Establishing vicarious liability will be nevertheless difficult in this instance, however J's

counsel will likely try simploy because of the economics of the case and the need for lots of compensation.

Ordinarily at common law, there is no duty of care and assumption of risk does not apply n cases of a rescue

because it is a case of nonfeasance (Haynes v Harwood); normally 'good samaritans' in this respect are

protected by statutes such as the Good Samaritan Act. The notable exception is where the rescuer (M)

exacerabtes the risk grossly or in a negligent manner, and that is likely where J's suit will attempt to argue.

Supposing a duty is established on the facts, J can argue that M breached the standard care of a reasonable

woman in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) by attempting to perform a rescue for which she was not

adequately experienced. Moreover, the fact that she started 'shaking him robustly' could indicate a marked

departure from the norm. With respect to the cause, a 'cause-in-fact' leads to indeterminate results because as

the hospital opined, it is uncertain whether it was M's robust shaking or the preceding accident itself that led to the

debilitating spinal injury. In this case, a material contribution test would be appropriate; in this case J cannot

succeed with (1) a simble 'but for' and therefore by the exception in Clements v Clements he can argue that M is

responsible; he can argue that her robust shaking (1) materially contributed to his injury, and bring in expert

witnesses from the hospital to testify to that effect; (2) that the risk materialized; (3) and that there is no evidence in

his control to substantiate (Snell v Farrell). In this case, the onus would shift to M to either exculpate herself by

bringing in expert witnesses, or show an apportionment of her contribution. With regard to remotness, J will

attempt to argue that a reasonable person in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) would have foreseen the

type (Hughes v Lord Advocate) of harm occassioned by robust shaking, and she is therefore liabile for the extent

(Smith v Gray; Cotic v Leech). In response, M can argue that her action was merely supervening on pre-existing

injury; that J had a 'pre-existing condition' by being already injured, and therefore a 'crumbling skull' in which the

paralysis was bound to materialize anyway (Jobling) and that she is only liable for minor aggravation of the harm.

J may further argue that M's shakign deprive him of a loss of change of a full recovery (Blackstock v Forster),

however he will once again need expert witnesses. With regard to damages, assuming the court confirms

negligence, J is likelyt o claim pecuniary lsoses for his hospital stayed, and general dmaages for the costs of

prolonged medical care, loss of earning capacity as a result of his injury; this will be subject to a discount rate of

2.5% if awarded, subject to whatever awards result from his other suits. However, given that this was a genuine

attempt to rescue, and M had no intention, the Court will likely non-suit the claim.

Jim (J) v Marie (M): J is also likely to bring an action for battery against M. Battery is the direct intentional physical

interference that is unconsented to with another person that is harmful or offensive to a reasonable person. On

the first elements, it is evident there was a direct interference in the form of M's robust shaking. It is also evident

that she intended to shake him on the facts, but not as obvious that she intended ot injure him. Moreover, the

resulting harm of a spinal injury woudl be harmful or offensive to a reasonable person in the circumstances. In

response, M is likely to bring up the defence of necessity in light of all the circumstances, however, and this claim

will likely fail.

Karen (K) v Claire (C): Karen is likely to bring a nuisance claim against Claire. An actionable nuisance refers to an

unreasonable interference with the use and enjoyment of land. In this instance, K will argue that C's failure ot

install the lights on her property constitutes a private nuisance that is further in breach of statutory requirements

outlined by the By-Law. To succeed, K establish that the failure to comply with the statute in regards to 'keeping

C's trees in a codnnition that limit her from enjoying her house' constitutes an actionable claim insofar as a

reasonable person woudl consider that to be an actionable irritation (Rogers v Elliott). Further, K will argue that

the local context is a crucial consideration; presumably, given that there is a fine attached to compliance with the

statute, there is substantial compliance in the neighbourhood, indiciating that her failure to comply may be deem

her an 'unreaosnable user' of the land (Bamford v Turnley) and that it interferes with the local standards of

decency (Laws v Florinplace). In response, C is likely to argue that K is being particularly sensitive (Rogers v

Elliott) in her visible emotional upset, and rely on common law authorities such as Rogers v Elliott and

Shuttleworth v Vancouver General Hopsital in that regard to disqualify the grounds of liability. While in some

cases, a diminuition in economic value may lead to a court finding for the plaintiff in a situation like K (Antrim

Truck Centre), K is merely a renter and not the owner and would thus not be affected; and further there is no

specific mention in the fact situation. Further, in response, C may argue that K does no have a right to succeed in

the nuisance claim 'merely because it dperive her of asethetic enjoyment' (Fontainbleau). Further C is likely to

respond that landowners have no right to unobstructed light (Fontainebleau), or in this case a lackthereof, thereby

stating that the nuisance in question is actually an omission that constitutes nusiance, which is typically not

actionable at common law. There is no 'emanation', which is typically required at common law to be actionable

(Hunter v Canary Wharf). At this point, it seems unlikley a nuisance claim advanced by K would succeed because

(1) there is no emanation (2) arguably the nuisnace is an omission to make an emanation (3) she is no an owner

and sufferes loss of economic value beyond economic enjoyment and (4) foregoing reasons discussed above.

She would be better advised to seek some form of enforcement through the govenrment to ensure that C is

complying with statutory authority. Supposing the Court does find a nuisance claim, there appear to be few

defences except for picking apart the arguments of K in the respect outlined above. As for a remedy, an injunction

would not suffice, so she could claim for damages in respect of here loss of 'enjoyment' (Black v Canada Copper

Co), or perhaps compel specific performance on the part of the Court to comply with statute.

2)

Nathan(N) v Steve (S) + Amazing Journey (AJ): Nathan (N) is likely to bring suit against Steve (S) for the neligent

operation of the hot air balloon resulting in his injury and hold Amazing Journey (AJ) vicariously liable for his

actions. He will likely do this because AJ will have more money to compensate him for his harm. To succeed in a

claim of negligence in this respect, the onus is on N to show that S (and AJ vicariously) owed him a duty of care,

acted in a acreless manner that caused proximate harm and for which there is no defence. In this case it is S's

act of operating the hot air balloon in poor conditions, while intoxicated, against the advice of another employee,

which N will argue is a departrue from what a reasonable and prudent man would and would not do in the same

circumstances (Blyth v Birmingham Co).There is a prima facie case for vicarious liability per the Salmond Test

because N was (1) allegedly comitting a tort (2) while employed by AJ (3) and committed it in the course of action.

In this case, AJ would be liable even without fault. Further adding to the confirmation of vicarious liability in this

respect is their failure to adequately supervise their employees and to prevent them from intoxicating themselves

beyond a reasonable level or at all. With respect to the duty of care, a duty is available at common law because S

was in a supervisory and controlling role at the time; this implies sufficient relationa proximity per Stage 1 of the

Anns Test refined in Cooper v Hobart; further any harm exacted as result of negligence was reasonably

forseeable, and there were other expectcations such as reliance on the appropriate due care in taking them in a

hot air balloon (Kamloops/Anns). With respect to Stage 2 or policy analysis, there appear to be no significant

reasons that woudl militate against a duty or negative the scope; on the contrary, there would likely be a finding of

duty to ensure all such commercial operators exercise such due care, and thereby fulfilling an 'economic welfare'

market deterrant role through tort confirming a kind of Calabresian logic. With respect to breach, there are two

countervailing considerations: (1) on the one hand, as a professional hot air balloon operator he would be

subjected to a heightened standard of care beyond the reasonable man of ordinary prudence (Vaughan v

Menlove): as such S ought to have known that in windy conditions, and on the advice of his colleague and while

inebriated, he should not have made the trip despite having 'done it hundreds of times'. (2) On the other hand, on

the facts, it appears to be an industry norm that drinking is allowed, perhaps suggesting conforming with best

practice. Being intoxicated may have impaired his volitional abilities in this respect, however the court will likely

find there was a breach of duty notwithstanding the industry norms because intoxication was self-induced, and

likely taken beyond a reasonable limit in respect to the professional norms.

With respect to causation, it is apparent in this instance the a cause-in-fact 'but for' analysis is determinate; but for

being intoxicated, and making representations to Nathan and Alison regarding his ability to command the

balloon, the crash landing woudl not have occurred, and Nathan would not have sustained serious injuries. Had

S acted with reasonable care, it is unlikely this would have happened. S an J woudl there fore be liabile for all the

harm caused in respect of the injuries to his back and knees (Athey v Leonati). In evaluating causation, however,

the Court will likely determine whether and to what extent S and his employer are liable for the two injuries: (1) to

his legs which per badly injured because of his known injuries; and the (2) unknown back injury that all of a

sudden materialized. Expert medical testimony would be needed to validate. On the facts, however, it appears the

former migh be subject to the 'crumbling skull' rule where since N had a pres-existing condition, S (and AJ) will

compensate less because it was arguably bound to materialize anyway (Jobling v Associated Dairy). With regard

to the second injury, however, since it was a pre-existing disposition, the court will ilkely apply the 'thin skull rule'

to make J (and AJ) for that harm. On these facts, the Court may provide that the harm is divisible in some respect.

With regard to remoteness, S will argue that the, although S made representations ot the contrary while taking

them up about the conditions, he was misled by the provision of metereological information and did so in good

faither. Nevertheless, as an experienced balloon operator, N will argue that a reasonable he ought to have

forseen (Wagon Mound I) the type (Hughes v Lord Advocate) of harm that could result, and thus as the balloon

operator S is liable for the full extent (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray). At this point, there appears to be a prima facie

case for negligence, and the onus turns to S and AJ to defend themselves.

They are likely to rely on a defence of 'voluntary assumption of risk' insofar as (1) knowledge of the factual risk

was made virtually certain (Lambert v Lastoplex) given that N had made reservations about going on the hot air

balloon and therefore by inference he should have known as much, and that he expliclty stated it in his diary: 'Im

worried, yes, but this not a risk I cannot take; actually, I can definitely take it'. Moreover, (2) the risk was made

explicit in writing with the written agreement (Dube v Labar) so in effect N bargained away his right to sue. On that

fact, N may argue that he was assured it was 'just a formality, a confirmaiton that you are here to take this trip' and

was therefore not aware of the full legal significance of the document and the document. If the defence is

successful, it might be a full defence; however it is interpreted narrowly and on the facts is unlikely to succeed

because it is interpreted very narrowly and with restraint by the courts. If the negligence claim succeeds, N will

likely argue he requires (1) pecuniary special damages for the hospital costs occurred, and general damages

such as the costs of medical care moving forward and any loss of income as a result of his injuries; (2) he might

also seek non-pecuniary loses for his permanent impirment, and perhaps (3) even punitive dmaages, although

this is rare in Canadian courts at a higher quantium (Whitten).

Alice(A) v Steve (S)+ Amazing Journey (AJ): Alice (A) is likely to launch a similar claim (perhaps conjoint) as N with

respect to S (and AJ vicariously liable) in negligence (defined supra). The foregoing analysis of duty, breach,

casuation and remoteness would apply to her. The defences are likelyt o be similar. The expection is the level of

severity of her injuries which simply to not compare in gravity or in the way they manifested. As a result, she would

likely seek only (1) pecuniary special damages for the hospital costs and perhaps (2) non-pecuniary losses for

lost income taking care of her husband. Her quantum would be much lower.

Amazing Journey (AJ) v Steve (S): AJ may sue S for his negligent operation (elucidated supra) of the hot air

balloon resulting in the damaged balloon. It would likely be non-suited because of the contributory negligence of

the employer in allowing him to operate the balloon while intoxicated and against the better judgment to fanother

employee, and further because it was undertaken in the course of employment.

Steve (S) v Weatherprovision.com (W): Steve (S) is likely to bring suit for the neligent representation of

meterological information resulting in his economic loss and personal injury. In order to succeed, S must

establish that a duty of care arises out of a professional relationship (Hedley Byrne) giving rise to a 'special

relationship' (Queen v Cognos) inducing 'reasonable realiance' (Hercules Management v Ernst & Young). This is

a recognized duty at acommon law. S can argue that the duty of care arises because the provision of W's

professional 'informaiton, opinion or advice' created an assumptino of reasponibility in respect of it. The gerneal

rule in Hedley is that when someone (1) of special skill, being the meterologists (2) undertakes to apply that in

the assitance of another person, by posting it on their website; (3) a duty of care arises. On the facts, it is evident

that the meterologists posessed special skill in predicting the weather, and at they ought ot have foreseen

reasonable reliance on that information (Hercules Management). The foresseeability test of the duty appears to

be satisfied; however when considering proximity, the facts to not bear out a 'special relationship' of a nature of

trust, such as that between a solicitor-client, created by posting the material on a website. S woudl have been

unknown to the meterologists. Further, as a matter of public policy, the Court would likely find that imposing

liability in this instance would lead to indeterminate liability (Haig v Bamford) because there is potentially an

unlimited class of potential claimants (Ultramares). They would further be concerned about a potential 'windfall

situation' as a result of too much litigation. Therefore on policy grounds alone, and for reasons of foreseeability

the Curt is likely to dispose of the claim entirely at this point and non-suit it.

Nathan (N) v Allison (A): Nathan may bring a suit against Allison for negligently (defined supra) providing him with

a gift that led to his injury. With respect to the finding of the duty, tha marriage implies per Anns refined in Cooper v

Hobart that there is sufficient relational proximity; but the finding of a duty would likely fail on the grounds

foreseeability. Moreover the court may militate against the finding of a duty alltogether on public policy grounds; for

'constituitonal considerations' similar to those articulated in Dobson v Dobson, the court may not recognize a duty

at law within a familial situation. It may also created administrative 'floodgates' issues.

3)

A claim for a 'loss of chance' occurs where a plaintiff can establish that a defendant's
harm, through negligence, occassioned a loss of chance at 'full recovery.' Typically, it
occurs in cases of medical malpractice. Lord Nicholls' approach to loss of chance may
treat it as a distinct injury which avoids the obvious difficulties with causation. If loss of
chance is defined as a distinct injury, the loss of change problem disappears entirely
because there is no doubt htat the physician did cause the los sof chance, and damages
will be assessed on a probabilistic basis. For example if a doctor negligent performs a
surgery on a hand, the outcome is a less than perfect hand, such as in the contracts case
of Hawkins v McGee it can be said that the plaintiff should receive compensation for the
harm caused. Of course, in that context it was in contract; however, a claim for negligent
medical malpractice could yield compensation to remedy the loss of change of a perfectly
good hand in the situation. In this situation, the causation element is dealt with similarly to
the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur insofar as the causal element is proved prima facie by the
outcome of the surgery in question, and the distinct nature of the injury. There are distinct
issues with compensation, in this regard, however. As a matter of public policy, doctors
are under a duty to perform to the best of their ability to their patients, and almost any
surgery could become liable for a malpractice claim because causation is proved 'on the
face of things', thereby potentially opening floodgates of litigation and economic
disequilibria when things do not go as planned. The causation element is therefore crucial,
and should not be wholesale abandoned.

Where loss of chance is distinct, as discussion above highlights, it overcomes the
rigorous causation analysis because it is proved on the face of things. However, when
there are other harmful elements, such as a natural cause of pre-existing ailments,
conditions, disesased, the occurrence of a previous harm through tortious action, etc. and
subseuqent negligence on the part of a doctor addressing loss of chance becomes much
more difficult. For example, in Gregg v Scott, there was a doctor who misdiagnosed
cancer as benign; there was evidently a pre-existing condition, and in so doing the plaintiff
allegedly lost a chance at a favourable outcome. In this instance, the Court must rely on an
exercise of probobility to determine the 'loss of chance' suffered by the plaintiff, and it
becomes an extremely difficult exercise apportioning fair and adequate compensation.
The court msut consider whether the patient was doomed anyway, insofar as they had no
chance at survival anyway; the were lucky, insofar at the alleged negligent misdiagnosis
had no effect; or early discovery matters for them, and the harm exacted which was was
effectively a supervening element on existing harm, and the effect of seriously
exacerbating it. In this case, the Court struggles to strike a tolerable balance between the
rights of victims and defendants, because too favourable would, siilar to the foregoing
discusison above, have distinct public policy implicaitons; but too lenient of a system
would visit individual injustice. While, as Baroness Hale points out, almost any claim in
negligence can be formulated as a 'loss of chance', the Canadian courts have tended to
award much compesnation because of the difficulties evaluating the precise quantifiable
probability. It is simply outside the scope of competence of the courts.

Reconciling the prevailing approaches to tort law, being the rights (ex post) ad economic
welfare/instrumentalist view help tease out some of the implications of loss of chance
phenomonea. For the Weinrib schol of though, which is unique insofar as it treats tort law
as a unified structure predicated on strict bipolarity and correlativity between plaintiff and
defendant, it seems awarding compensation for a loss of chance vindicates the rights of
the injured party. For him, policy considerations such as the 'floodgates' analayis would be
extrinsic to consideration of the court because cases ought to be decided on principle and
not policy. Further, as illustrated by the Holmes, Judges have traditionally opted fo the
rights-based approach. Wenrib woudl likely support a loss of chance award where there is
a distinct injury, as discussed in the first paragraph. Where there are pre-existing injuries
or supervening careless elements, however, his analysis is likely to be more confused
because that defies the strictly bilateral nature tort causes of action that he advocates for
in his scholarly work. For the econoic welfarists, who view Tort law as a solution to (or
instrument used to address, viz. instrumentalism) a human problem, that being it is
something of a double-edged sowrds. On the one hand, awarding loss of chance acts as
a means of deterrence insofar as it would send a signal to doctors and medical
practitioners to take due care in ensuring they do not neligently perform surgery or
undertake diagnoses. But at the same time, it would create immense economic
disequilibria and diseconoies of scale if there was more litigation in regards to medical
malpractice and loss of chance. In that light, regulation may be a more effective means
that tort litigation at affecting deterrance in the market.

END OF EXAM
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1)

Jim (J) v Autosafe (A): Jim is likely to bring suit against his employer, Autosafe (A) for the negligent construction of

the protoype device which lead to his accident with the tree and sustained injuries. To succeed in a claim of

negligence, the onu s is on J to show that A owed him a duty of care, acted in a careless manne that cause

dproximate harm for which there is no defence. In this instance the act in question would be permitting ot let J

install the device in his car, and it woudl also be an omission that invites risk if it not fully functional and able to

use. There is a recognized duty of care at common law for products liability establishd in Donoghue v Stevenson.

The fact situation suggests there was sufficient relational proximity between J and A as one of their employees,

and by pertitting him to use the device it would have been reasonably forseeable that he woudl use it; and without

ensuring it was fully functional, it is reasonably foreseable that some harm may occur as a result of its use. The

fact situation does not specify the device was licensed or regulated, but as Weinrib suggests a failure to

adequately license to product might elucdiate a normative context for the duty of care and breach. J cna argue that

breach the standard of care of a 'reasonable person' in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) by allowing him to

install the device that was faulty at night and omitting to exercise due care ot ensure it was functional. With regard

to cause, a cause-in-fact analysis suggest that 'but for' the isntallation of teh device, Jim would not have 'felt safe

knowing he had a prototype developed by Autosafe' in his care, leading to a determinate result. With regard to the

remoteness of ddamage, which is a tool the Court will use to negative or limit the scope of liability, it is arguable

that the harm was reasonable foreseeable for the foregoing reasons, satisfying the Wagon Mound I test; further,

all that is required is that the type of harm (Hughes v Lord Advocate) occasioned is forseeable, and that the extent

(Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray) which encompasses the damage to his care, his severe injuries and becoming

paralyzed, are thus compensable. In response, A's counsel may argue that there were intervening events which

severed the causal chain, and that they are only liable for divisible harm if anything (ie. that which led up to the

accident and damage to the car, but not the medical harm occasioned by the intervention of Marie (M). If the court

establishes that J has a prima facie claim at the point, the onus shift to A and there is a consideration of

defences. It is likelyt hey will argue that he voluntarily assumed the risk by installing the prototype in his car, and

that there was knowledge of the factual risk (Lambert v Lastoplex), and therefore some acceptance of the lega

risk in which he bargained away his right to sue. This defence is likely to be unsuccessful because there was no

excplit assupmiton of particular risk on his part. Therefore, A may also rely on the defence of contributory

negligence; that J was driving carelessly (discussed infra) likely contributed to the collision causally, and

therefore he should shoulder some of the resultant liability.

Autosafe (A) v Jim (J): A may bring a countersuit against J for the negligent (negligence defined supra) driving

resulting in the economic loss of their protoype. It is arguable that there was a duty of care as an employee,

however, and J would likely bring up the fact that he was using the prototype to further business aims and in the

course of his employment and therefore he should not be held liable for the damaged prototype. Moreover, he

could argue for contributory negligence as the foregoing analysis discusses, which woudl result in a lesser

quantum of damages.

Jim (J) v Claire (C): J is likely to bring suit against J for her negligence (define supra) in not adequately lighting her

trees. The onus is on J to argue that the duty of care is confirmed by the statutory requirement of promulgated byt

eh City of Toronto in the Beautify Our City By-Law that she light her trees (there is ordinarly no nominate tort for

breach of statute per Saskatchewan Wheat Board, but this elucidates guidelines governing conduct as Weinrib

argues), and in light of her omission to do so (where there is ordinarily no finding of duty per Moch v Rensselar), it

is arguable that, following the guidelines on omissions established in Childs v Desmoreaux, that she

intentionally invited obvious risk (Depue v Flateau) to her property by passing by cars. By failing to live up to the

standard, she therefore breached teh duty of care of what an ordinary (wo)man of reasonable prudence would

have done in the same situation (Vaughan v Menlove). As such, J is likely to argue that 'but for' her failure to

observe the statutory requirement, he would have seen the tree and avoided it as well as the harm he suffered:

the damage to his car, and the serious medical injury resulting in his paralysis. J will seek indivisible full

compensation for the harm he suffered because this is more advantageous; but wIth respect to cause, C is likely

to argue that there were sequential events that create divisible liability, and she is merely responsible for her

alleged negligence and the initial damage to the car and not the subsequent paralysis. In this case, the Court

may adopt a quasi-contributory approach such as McL CJ suggsted in Sunrise v Lake Winnipeg. With regard to

remoteness, J will argue that the type of harm occassioned was reasonable forseeable in the context (Vaughan v

Menlove), and that C is therefore responsible for the type of loss (Hughes v Lord Advocate) as well as the full

extent of the loss (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray). However, she will argue that there were intervening acts, namely

M's decision ot rescue, that sever the chain of causation. If there is a prima facie case of negligence at this point,

the onus turns to C. She is likely to argue that there was contributory negligence, and the full argument for that is

outlined infra in her counter-suit. With regard to damages, assuming the court confirms negligence, J is likelyt o

claim pecuniary lsoses for his hospital stayed, and general dmaages for the costs of prolonged medical care,

loss of earning capacity as a result of his injury; this will be subject to a discount rate of 2.5% if awarded, and may

be reduced if there is a finding of contributory negligence. Applying the learned hand formula articulated in US v

Carroll Towing as a final exercise in deliberation, the Court shoudl consider the relaitonship between objective

foerseeabiliy of risk, the probability of risk materalizing (P), the Burden of Precaution (B) and the Seriousness of

Resulting Injury (L). In this instance, it appears the burden would be low, the probability of risk somwhat low, and

the risk of serious at the same low; ordinarily where B > PL, such as in Bolton v Stone and Latimer v AEC there is

a finding of no liability: effectively what this says is the risk was not foreseeable. However, policy reasons, and the

fact that there was a statuory requirement to light the premises adequately, may militate against the application of

the economic analysis. Thus, there is a sound case in this instance for J.

Keira (K) v Claire (A): Keira may bring a suit against Claire for her negligence(defined supra) in not adequately

lighting the trees per the statutory requiremenst (outlined supra in J's claim) and therefore she suffered

psychiatric injury as a secondary victim of the incident. Typically, there are two r/equired elements: (1) A serious

injury (Mustapha v Culligan), which could be that her 'birthday was ruined for the rest of her life', arguably; and (2)

a shock (Tame v New South Wales) which could be substantianted by the fact that she prefers to stay in her own

room and is no longer socially active. In secondary victim cases, the court will be slightly less inclined to award

damages because of the relative forseeability of damage at both the level of duty of care, and remoteness; with

respect to duty, however, the breach of statute may confirm forseeability; however, it is likely to be found to be too

remote. In the event the Court entertains the suit, K will likely seek pecuaniary general damages for the loss of

earning capacity as a result of her diminishing grades, and potentially a quantum of non-pecuniary dmagaes for

her pain, suffering, and permanent impariment with respect ot enjoying her birthday.

Keira (K) v Autosafe (A): Keira(K) may bring a suit against Autosafe (A) for neligence (define supra) in permitting

her father to drive with the protoype resulting in her psychiatric injury. The content of the claim is outlined supra. If

successful, she will likely bring about a claim for damages as outlined in the cause of action with C infra.

Claire (C) v Jim (J) + Autosafe (A): Claire is likely to bring suit against Jim (J) for his negligent (neligence define

supra) driving causing damage to her property, and attempt to hold Autosafe (A) vicariously liable for his careless

actions. Dealing first with vicarious liability, it is arguable whether the fact situation satisfies the Salmond Test: it

is evident J committed the alleged tortious act while driving his car, authorized by his employer; but it is uncertain

if it was in the 'course of employment' since he was driving home to see his daughter. C may be able to sustain

this by arguing that in using the protoype he was working on in his own care he was (1) further business aims

(Bazley v Curry) and woudl thus use that to establish vicarious liability to ensure a greater yield of money to

replace the damaged trees. Concerning J, there is an established duty of care of drivers towards others

established by statute, although the scope of liability is usually limited in Canada. That J was rushing home from

work suggests some element of carelessness on his part. It is evident that due to working long hours, he may not

have had the required volition to drive the car to the standard of a reasonable person, and he may argue he is

excempt from the objective standard of care (Buckley v Smith Transportation) on the grounds he was suffering a

temporary frailty/illness; C will argue that he should have known better than to drive, and that this confirms A's

liaibliy in this respect insofar as they permitted to work himself to the point where he may not safely be able to

drrive. With respect to cause-in-fact, it is evident using a simple 'but for' test that 'but for' the allaged careless

driving the trees would not have been damaged, thereby producing a determinate result. Regarding remoteness,

the fact situation suggest that a reasonable person in teh same context would have foreseen the potential for

proximate harm (Wagon Mount I), that the type of harm resulting from careless driving was evident (Hughes v

Lord Advocate) and thereby J and A should be liabile for the full extent of damages (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray).

With regard to defences, J and A can argue that Claire was in breach of the Make Our City Beautify By-Law, which

elucidates a normative standard of due care in regard to the property, thereby visiting upon her a standard of care

as regards contributory negligence; moreover, they can argue that had she (but for) performed in respect of the

bylaw, it is unlikely tat the outset that J would have noticed the tree that was at the corner of C's pproperty.

Moreover, it was reasonably foreseeable, given hte compliants of her neighbour Karen (K) that they 'limit the

views' that her property was too dark. If the Court finds there was contributory negligence, and cannot determine a

practical degree of fault, parties will be deemed equally at fault (Negligence Act RSO 1990). With respect ot

damges, C will likely seek pecuniary losses and general damages to provide compensation for the replacement

of her trees. However, the loss may be apportioned between them, depending of the outcome of the foregoing

suits.

Jim (J) v Marie (M) + Pizza Delivery Company: Jim (J) is likely to bring a suit for the negligent (negligence defined

supra) performance of a rescue by Marie (M), and can try to attempt to argue the Pizza Delivery Company (PDC) is

vicariously liable because they have 'deeper pockets' to compensate him, and as a pizza delivery person it can be

reasonably inferred that M would have an inadequate amount of funds to compensate. The Salmond Test

appears to confirm vicarious liability to the extent that M allegedly (1) committed a tort (of negligent rescue) (2)

while in the course of employment by PDC and (3) while in the course of employment. The fact that M was not

using her company car but her own car at the time may make it difficult to establish this, and was acting in the

scope of duty; however, J can argue that M was an agend of PDC at the time and was (1) furthering their business

aims (Bazley v Curry). Establishing vicarious liability will be nevertheless difficult in this instance, however J's

counsel will likely try simploy because of the economics of the case and the need for lots of compensation.

Ordinarily at common law, there is no duty of care and assumption of risk does not apply n cases of a rescue

because it is a case of nonfeasance (Haynes v Harwood); normally 'good samaritans' in this respect are

protected by statutes such as the Good Samaritan Act. The notable exception is where the rescuer (M)

exacerabtes the risk grossly or in a negligent manner, and that is likely where J's suit will attempt to argue.

Supposing a duty is established on the facts, J can argue that M breached the standard care of a reasonable

woman in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) by attempting to perform a rescue for which she was not

adequately experienced. Moreover, the fact that she started 'shaking him robustly' could indicate a marked

departure from the norm. With respect to the cause, a 'cause-in-fact' leads to indeterminate results because as

the hospital opined, it is uncertain whether it was M's robust shaking or the preceding accident itself that led to the

debilitating spinal injury. In this case, a material contribution test would be appropriate; in this case J cannot

succeed with (1) a simble 'but for' and therefore by the exception in Clements v Clements he can argue that M is

responsible; he can argue that her robust shaking (1) materially contributed to his injury, and bring in expert

witnesses from the hospital to testify to that effect; (2) that the risk materialized; (3) and that there is no evidence in

his control to substantiate (Snell v Farrell). In this case, the onus would shift to M to either exculpate herself by

bringing in expert witnesses, or show an apportionment of her contribution. With regard to remotness, J will

attempt to argue that a reasonable person in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) would have foreseen the

type (Hughes v Lord Advocate) of harm occassioned by robust shaking, and she is therefore liabile for the extent

(Smith v Gray; Cotic v Leech). In response, M can argue that her action was merely supervening on pre-existing

injury; that J had a 'pre-existing condition' by being already injured, and therefore a 'crumbling skull' in which the

paralysis was bound to materialize anyway (Jobling) and that she is only liable for minor aggravation of the harm.

J may further argue that M's shakign deprive him of a loss of change of a full recovery (Blackstock v Forster),

however he will once again need expert witnesses. With regard to damages, assuming the court confirms

negligence, J is likelyt o claim pecuniary lsoses for his hospital stayed, and general dmaages for the costs of

prolonged medical care, loss of earning capacity as a result of his injury; this will be subject to a discount rate of

2.5% if awarded, subject to whatever awards result from his other suits. However, given that this was a genuine

attempt to rescue, and M had no intention, the Court will likely non-suit the claim.

Jim (J) v Marie (M): J is also likely to bring an action for battery against M. Battery is the direct intentional physical

interference that is unconsented to with another person that is harmful or offensive to a reasonable person. On

the first elements, it is evident there was a direct interference in the form of M's robust shaking. It is also evident

that she intended to shake him on the facts, but not as obvious that she intended ot injure him. Moreover, the

resulting harm of a spinal injury woudl be harmful or offensive to a reasonable person in the circumstances. In

response, M is likely to bring up the defence of necessity in light of all the circumstances, however, and this claim

will likely fail.

Karen (K) v Claire (C): Karen is likely to bring a nuisance claim against Claire. An actionable nuisance refers to an

unreasonable interference with the use and enjoyment of land. In this instance, K will argue that C's failure ot

install the lights on her property constitutes a private nuisance that is further in breach of statutory requirements

outlined by the By-Law. To succeed, K establish that the failure to comply with the statute in regards to 'keeping

C's trees in a codnnition that limit her from enjoying her house' constitutes an actionable claim insofar as a

reasonable person woudl consider that to be an actionable irritation (Rogers v Elliott). Further, K will argue that

the local context is a crucial consideration; presumably, given that there is a fine attached to compliance with the

statute, there is substantial compliance in the neighbourhood, indiciating that her failure to comply may be deem

her an 'unreaosnable user' of the land (Bamford v Turnley) and that it interferes with the local standards of

decency (Laws v Florinplace). In response, C is likely to argue that K is being particularly sensitive (Rogers v

Elliott) in her visible emotional upset, and rely on common law authorities such as Rogers v Elliott and

Shuttleworth v Vancouver General Hopsital in that regard to disqualify the grounds of liability. While in some

cases, a diminuition in economic value may lead to a court finding for the plaintiff in a situation like K (Antrim

Truck Centre), K is merely a renter and not the owner and would thus not be affected; and further there is no

specific mention in the fact situation. Further, in response, C may argue that K does no have a right to succeed in

the nuisance claim 'merely because it dperive her of asethetic enjoyment' (Fontainbleau). Further C is likely to

respond that landowners have no right to unobstructed light (Fontainebleau), or in this case a lackthereof, thereby

stating that the nuisance in question is actually an omission that constitutes nusiance, which is typically not

actionable at common law. There is no 'emanation', which is typically required at common law to be actionable

(Hunter v Canary Wharf). At this point, it seems unlikley a nuisance claim advanced by K would succeed because

(1) there is no emanation (2) arguably the nuisnace is an omission to make an emanation (3) she is no an owner

and sufferes loss of economic value beyond economic enjoyment and (4) foregoing reasons discussed above.

She would be better advised to seek some form of enforcement through the govenrment to ensure that C is

complying with statutory authority. Supposing the Court does find a nuisance claim, there appear to be few

defences except for picking apart the arguments of K in the respect outlined above. As for a remedy, an injunction

would not suffice, so she could claim for damages in respect of here loss of 'enjoyment' (Black v Canada Copper

Co), or perhaps compel specific performance on the part of the Court to comply with statute.

2)

Nathan(N) v Steve (S) + Amazing Journey (AJ): Nathan (N) is likely to bring suit against Steve (S) for the neligent

operation of the hot air balloon resulting in his injury and hold Amazing Journey (AJ) vicariously liable for his

actions. He will likely do this because AJ will have more money to compensate him for his harm. To succeed in a

claim of negligence in this respect, the onus is on N to show that S (and AJ vicariously) owed him a duty of care,

acted in a acreless manner that caused proximate harm and for which there is no defence. In this case it is S's

act of operating the hot air balloon in poor conditions, while intoxicated, against the advice of another employee,

which N will argue is a departrue from what a reasonable and prudent man would and would not do in the same

circumstances (Blyth v Birmingham Co).There is a prima facie case for vicarious liability per the Salmond Test

because N was (1) allegedly comitting a tort (2) while employed by AJ (3) and committed it in the course of action.

In this case, AJ would be liable even without fault. Further adding to the confirmation of vicarious liability in this

respect is their failure to adequately supervise their employees and to prevent them from intoxicating themselves

beyond a reasonable level or at all. With respect to the duty of care, a duty is available at common law because S

was in a supervisory and controlling role at the time; this implies sufficient relationa proximity per Stage 1 of the

Anns Test refined in Cooper v Hobart; further any harm exacted as result of negligence was reasonably

forseeable, and there were other expectcations such as reliance on the appropriate due care in taking them in a

hot air balloon (Kamloops/Anns). With respect to Stage 2 or policy analysis, there appear to be no significant

reasons that woudl militate against a duty or negative the scope; on the contrary, there would likely be a finding of

duty to ensure all such commercial operators exercise such due care, and thereby fulfilling an 'economic welfare'

market deterrant role through tort confirming a kind of Calabresian logic. With respect to breach, there are two

countervailing considerations: (1) on the one hand, as a professional hot air balloon operator he would be

subjected to a heightened standard of care beyond the reasonable man of ordinary prudence (Vaughan v

Menlove): as such S ought to have known that in windy conditions, and on the advice of his colleague and while

inebriated, he should not have made the trip despite having 'done it hundreds of times'. (2) On the other hand, on

the facts, it appears to be an industry norm that drinking is allowed, perhaps suggesting conforming with best

practice. Being intoxicated may have impaired his volitional abilities in this respect, however the court will likely

find there was a breach of duty notwithstanding the industry norms because intoxication was self-induced, and

likely taken beyond a reasonable limit in respect to the professional norms.

With respect to causation, it is apparent in this instance the a cause-in-fact 'but for' analysis is determinate; but for

being intoxicated, and making representations to Nathan and Alison regarding his ability to command the

balloon, the crash landing woudl not have occurred, and Nathan would not have sustained serious injuries. Had

S acted with reasonable care, it is unlikely this would have happened. S an J woudl there fore be liabile for all the

harm caused in respect of the injuries to his back and knees (Athey v Leonati). In evaluating causation, however,

the Court will likely determine whether and to what extent S and his employer are liable for the two injuries: (1) to

his legs which per badly injured because of his known injuries; and the (2) unknown back injury that all of a

sudden materialized. Expert medical testimony would be needed to validate. On the facts, however, it appears the

former migh be subject to the 'crumbling skull' rule where since N had a pres-existing condition, S (and AJ) will

compensate less because it was arguably bound to materialize anyway (Jobling v Associated Dairy). With regard

to the second injury, however, since it was a pre-existing disposition, the court will ilkely apply the 'thin skull rule'

to make J (and AJ) for that harm. On these facts, the Court may provide that the harm is divisible in some respect.

With regard to remoteness, S will argue that the, although S made representations ot the contrary while taking

them up about the conditions, he was misled by the provision of metereological information and did so in good

faither. Nevertheless, as an experienced balloon operator, N will argue that a reasonable he ought to have

forseen (Wagon Mound I) the type (Hughes v Lord Advocate) of harm that could result, and thus as the balloon

operator S is liable for the full extent (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray). At this point, there appears to be a prima facie

case for negligence, and the onus turns to S and AJ to defend themselves.

They are likely to rely on a defence of 'voluntary assumption of risk' insofar as (1) knowledge of the factual risk

was made virtually certain (Lambert v Lastoplex) given that N had made reservations about going on the hot air

balloon and therefore by inference he should have known as much, and that he expliclty stated it in his diary: 'Im

worried, yes, but this not a risk I cannot take; actually, I can definitely take it'. Moreover, (2) the risk was made

explicit in writing with the written agreement (Dube v Labar) so in effect N bargained away his right to sue. On that

fact, N may argue that he was assured it was 'just a formality, a confirmaiton that you are here to take this trip' and

was therefore not aware of the full legal significance of the document and the document. If the defence is

successful, it might be a full defence; however it is interpreted narrowly and on the facts is unlikely to succeed

because it is interpreted very narrowly and with restraint by the courts. If the negligence claim succeeds, N will

likely argue he requires (1) pecuniary special damages for the hospital costs occurred, and general damages

such as the costs of medical care moving forward and any loss of income as a result of his injuries; (2) he might

also seek non-pecuniary loses for his permanent impirment, and perhaps (3) even punitive dmaages, although

this is rare in Canadian courts at a higher quantium (Whitten).

Alice(A) v Steve (S)+ Amazing Journey (AJ): Alice (A) is likely to launch a similar claim (perhaps conjoint) as N with

respect to S (and AJ vicariously liable) in negligence (defined supra). The foregoing analysis of duty, breach,

casuation and remoteness would apply to her. The defences are likelyt o be similar. The expection is the level of

severity of her injuries which simply to not compare in gravity or in the way they manifested. As a result, she would

likely seek only (1) pecuniary special damages for the hospital costs and perhaps (2) non-pecuniary losses for

lost income taking care of her husband. Her quantum would be much lower.

Amazing Journey (AJ) v Steve (S): AJ may sue S for his negligent operation (elucidated supra) of the hot air

balloon resulting in the damaged balloon. It would likely be non-suited because of the contributory negligence of

the employer in allowing him to operate the balloon while intoxicated and against the better judgment to fanother

employee, and further because it was undertaken in the course of employment.

Steve (S) v Weatherprovision.com (W): Steve (S) is likely to bring suit for the neligent representation of

meterological information resulting in his economic loss and personal injury. In order to succeed, S must

establish that a duty of care arises out of a professional relationship (Hedley Byrne) giving rise to a 'special

relationship' (Queen v Cognos) inducing 'reasonable realiance' (Hercules Management v Ernst & Young). This is

a recognized duty at acommon law. S can argue that the duty of care arises because the provision of W's

professional 'informaiton, opinion or advice' created an assumptino of reasponibility in respect of it. The gerneal

rule in Hedley is that when someone (1) of special skill, being the meterologists (2) undertakes to apply that in

the assitance of another person, by posting it on their website; (3) a duty of care arises. On the facts, it is evident

that the meterologists posessed special skill in predicting the weather, and at they ought ot have foreseen

reasonable reliance on that information (Hercules Management). The foresseeability test of the duty appears to

be satisfied; however when considering proximity, the facts to not bear out a 'special relationship' of a nature of

trust, such as that between a solicitor-client, created by posting the material on a website. S woudl have been

unknown to the meterologists. Further, as a matter of public policy, the Court would likely find that imposing

liability in this instance would lead to indeterminate liability (Haig v Bamford) because there is potentially an

unlimited class of potential claimants (Ultramares). They would further be concerned about a potential 'windfall

situation' as a result of too much litigation. Therefore on policy grounds alone, and for reasons of foreseeability

the Curt is likely to dispose of the claim entirely at this point and non-suit it.

Nathan (N) v Allison (A): Nathan may bring a suit against Allison for negligently (defined supra) providing him with

a gift that led to his injury. With respect to the finding of the duty, tha marriage implies per Anns refined in Cooper v

Hobart that there is sufficient relational proximity; but the finding of a duty would likely fail on the grounds

foreseeability. Moreover the court may militate against the finding of a duty alltogether on public policy grounds; for

'constituitonal considerations' similar to those articulated in Dobson v Dobson, the court may not recognize a duty

at law within a familial situation. It may also created administrative 'floodgates' issues.

3)

A claim for a 'loss of chance' occurs where a plaintiff can establish that a defendant's
harm, through negligence, occassioned a loss of chance at 'full recovery.' Typically, it
occurs in cases of medical malpractice. Lord Nicholls' approach to loss of chance may
treat it as a distinct injury which avoids the obvious difficulties with causation. If loss of
chance is defined as a distinct injury, the loss of change problem disappears entirely
because there is no doubt htat the physician did cause the los sof chance, and damages
will be assessed on a probabilistic basis. For example if a doctor negligent performs a
surgery on a hand, the outcome is a less than perfect hand, such as in the contracts case
of Hawkins v McGee it can be said that the plaintiff should receive compensation for the
harm caused. Of course, in that context it was in contract; however, a claim for negligent
medical malpractice could yield compensation to remedy the loss of change of a perfectly
good hand in the situation. In this situation, the causation element is dealt with similarly to
the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur insofar as the causal element is proved prima facie by the
outcome of the surgery in question, and the distinct nature of the injury. There are distinct
issues with compensation, in this regard, however. As a matter of public policy, doctors
are under a duty to perform to the best of their ability to their patients, and almost any
surgery could become liable for a malpractice claim because causation is proved 'on the
face of things', thereby potentially opening floodgates of litigation and economic
disequilibria when things do not go as planned. The causation element is therefore crucial,
and should not be wholesale abandoned.

Where loss of chance is distinct, as discussion above highlights, it overcomes the
rigorous causation analysis because it is proved on the face of things. However, when
there are other harmful elements, such as a natural cause of pre-existing ailments,
conditions, disesased, the occurrence of a previous harm through tortious action, etc. and
subseuqent negligence on the part of a doctor addressing loss of chance becomes much
more difficult. For example, in Gregg v Scott, there was a doctor who misdiagnosed
cancer as benign; there was evidently a pre-existing condition, and in so doing the plaintiff
allegedly lost a chance at a favourable outcome. In this instance, the Court must rely on an
exercise of probobility to determine the 'loss of chance' suffered by the plaintiff, and it
becomes an extremely difficult exercise apportioning fair and adequate compensation.
The court msut consider whether the patient was doomed anyway, insofar as they had no
chance at survival anyway; the were lucky, insofar at the alleged negligent misdiagnosis
had no effect; or early discovery matters for them, and the harm exacted which was was
effectively a supervening element on existing harm, and the effect of seriously
exacerbating it. In this case, the Court struggles to strike a tolerable balance between the
rights of victims and defendants, because too favourable would, siilar to the foregoing
discusison above, have distinct public policy implicaitons; but too lenient of a system
would visit individual injustice. While, as Baroness Hale points out, almost any claim in
negligence can be formulated as a 'loss of chance', the Canadian courts have tended to
award much compesnation because of the difficulties evaluating the precise quantifiable
probability. It is simply outside the scope of competence of the courts.

Reconciling the prevailing approaches to tort law, being the rights (ex post) ad economic
welfare/instrumentalist view help tease out some of the implications of loss of chance
phenomonea. For the Weinrib schol of though, which is unique insofar as it treats tort law
as a unified structure predicated on strict bipolarity and correlativity between plaintiff and
defendant, it seems awarding compensation for a loss of chance vindicates the rights of
the injured party. For him, policy considerations such as the 'floodgates' analayis would be
extrinsic to consideration of the court because cases ought to be decided on principle and
not policy. Further, as illustrated by the Holmes, Judges have traditionally opted fo the
rights-based approach. Wenrib woudl likely support a loss of chance award where there is
a distinct injury, as discussed in the first paragraph. Where there are pre-existing injuries
or supervening careless elements, however, his analysis is likely to be more confused
because that defies the strictly bilateral nature tort causes of action that he advocates for
in his scholarly work. For the econoic welfarists, who view Tort law as a solution to (or
instrument used to address, viz. instrumentalism) a human problem, that being it is
something of a double-edged sowrds. On the one hand, awarding loss of chance acts as
a means of deterrence insofar as it would send a signal to doctors and medical
practitioners to take due care in ensuring they do not neligently perform surgery or
undertake diagnoses. But at the same time, it would create immense economic
disequilibria and diseconoies of scale if there was more litigation in regards to medical
malpractice and loss of chance. In that light, regulation may be a more effective means
that tort litigation at affecting deterrance in the market.

END OF EXAM
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1)

Jim (J) v Autosafe (A): Jim is likely to bring suit against his employer, Autosafe (A) for the negligent construction of

the protoype device which lead to his accident with the tree and sustained injuries. To succeed in a claim of

negligence, the onu s is on J to show that A owed him a duty of care, acted in a careless manne that cause

dproximate harm for which there is no defence. In this instance the act in question would be permitting ot let J

install the device in his car, and it woudl also be an omission that invites risk if it not fully functional and able to

use. There is a recognized duty of care at common law for products liability establishd in Donoghue v Stevenson.

The fact situation suggests there was sufficient relational proximity between J and A as one of their employees,

and by pertitting him to use the device it would have been reasonably forseeable that he woudl use it; and without

ensuring it was fully functional, it is reasonably foreseable that some harm may occur as a result of its use. The

fact situation does not specify the device was licensed or regulated, but as Weinrib suggests a failure to

adequately license to product might elucdiate a normative context for the duty of care and breach. J cna argue that

breach the standard of care of a 'reasonable person' in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) by allowing him to

install the device that was faulty at night and omitting to exercise due care ot ensure it was functional. With regard

to cause, a cause-in-fact analysis suggest that 'but for' the isntallation of teh device, Jim would not have 'felt safe

knowing he had a prototype developed by Autosafe' in his care, leading to a determinate result. With regard to the

remoteness of ddamage, which is a tool the Court will use to negative or limit the scope of liability, it is arguable

that the harm was reasonable foreseeable for the foregoing reasons, satisfying the Wagon Mound I test; further,

all that is required is that the type of harm (Hughes v Lord Advocate) occasioned is forseeable, and that the extent

(Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray) which encompasses the damage to his care, his severe injuries and becoming

paralyzed, are thus compensable. In response, A's counsel may argue that there were intervening events which

severed the causal chain, and that they are only liable for divisible harm if anything (ie. that which led up to the

accident and damage to the car, but not the medical harm occasioned by the intervention of Marie (M). If the court

establishes that J has a prima facie claim at the point, the onus shift to A and there is a consideration of

defences. It is likelyt hey will argue that he voluntarily assumed the risk by installing the prototype in his car, and

that there was knowledge of the factual risk (Lambert v Lastoplex), and therefore some acceptance of the lega

risk in which he bargained away his right to sue. This defence is likely to be unsuccessful because there was no

excplit assupmiton of particular risk on his part. Therefore, A may also rely on the defence of contributory

negligence; that J was driving carelessly (discussed infra) likely contributed to the collision causally, and

therefore he should shoulder some of the resultant liability.

Autosafe (A) v Jim (J): A may bring a countersuit against J for the negligent (negligence defined supra) driving

resulting in the economic loss of their protoype. It is arguable that there was a duty of care as an employee,

however, and J would likely bring up the fact that he was using the prototype to further business aims and in the

course of his employment and therefore he should not be held liable for the damaged prototype. Moreover, he

could argue for contributory negligence as the foregoing analysis discusses, which woudl result in a lesser

quantum of damages.

Jim (J) v Claire (C): J is likely to bring suit against J for her negligence (define supra) in not adequately lighting her

trees. The onus is on J to argue that the duty of care is confirmed by the statutory requirement of promulgated byt

eh City of Toronto in the Beautify Our City By-Law that she light her trees (there is ordinarly no nominate tort for

breach of statute per Saskatchewan Wheat Board, but this elucidates guidelines governing conduct as Weinrib

argues), and in light of her omission to do so (where there is ordinarily no finding of duty per Moch v Rensselar), it

is arguable that, following the guidelines on omissions established in Childs v Desmoreaux, that she

intentionally invited obvious risk (Depue v Flateau) to her property by passing by cars. By failing to live up to the

standard, she therefore breached teh duty of care of what an ordinary (wo)man of reasonable prudence would

have done in the same situation (Vaughan v Menlove). As such, J is likely to argue that 'but for' her failure to

observe the statutory requirement, he would have seen the tree and avoided it as well as the harm he suffered:

the damage to his car, and the serious medical injury resulting in his paralysis. J will seek indivisible full

compensation for the harm he suffered because this is more advantageous; but wIth respect to cause, C is likely

to argue that there were sequential events that create divisible liability, and she is merely responsible for her

alleged negligence and the initial damage to the car and not the subsequent paralysis. In this case, the Court

may adopt a quasi-contributory approach such as McL CJ suggsted in Sunrise v Lake Winnipeg. With regard to

remoteness, J will argue that the type of harm occassioned was reasonable forseeable in the context (Vaughan v

Menlove), and that C is therefore responsible for the type of loss (Hughes v Lord Advocate) as well as the full

extent of the loss (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray). However, she will argue that there were intervening acts, namely

M's decision ot rescue, that sever the chain of causation. If there is a prima facie case of negligence at this point,

the onus turns to C. She is likely to argue that there was contributory negligence, and the full argument for that is

outlined infra in her counter-suit. With regard to damages, assuming the court confirms negligence, J is likelyt o

claim pecuniary lsoses for his hospital stayed, and general dmaages for the costs of prolonged medical care,

loss of earning capacity as a result of his injury; this will be subject to a discount rate of 2.5% if awarded, and may

be reduced if there is a finding of contributory negligence. Applying the learned hand formula articulated in US v

Carroll Towing as a final exercise in deliberation, the Court shoudl consider the relaitonship between objective

foerseeabiliy of risk, the probability of risk materalizing (P), the Burden of Precaution (B) and the Seriousness of

Resulting Injury (L). In this instance, it appears the burden would be low, the probability of risk somwhat low, and

the risk of serious at the same low; ordinarily where B > PL, such as in Bolton v Stone and Latimer v AEC there is

a finding of no liability: effectively what this says is the risk was not foreseeable. However, policy reasons, and the

fact that there was a statuory requirement to light the premises adequately, may militate against the application of

the economic analysis. Thus, there is a sound case in this instance for J.

Keira (K) v Claire (A): Keira may bring a suit against Claire for her negligence(defined supra) in not adequately

lighting the trees per the statutory requiremenst (outlined supra in J's claim) and therefore she suffered

psychiatric injury as a secondary victim of the incident. Typically, there are two r/equired elements: (1) A serious

injury (Mustapha v Culligan), which could be that her 'birthday was ruined for the rest of her life', arguably; and (2)

a shock (Tame v New South Wales) which could be substantianted by the fact that she prefers to stay in her own

room and is no longer socially active. In secondary victim cases, the court will be slightly less inclined to award

damages because of the relative forseeability of damage at both the level of duty of care, and remoteness; with

respect to duty, however, the breach of statute may confirm forseeability; however, it is likely to be found to be too

remote. In the event the Court entertains the suit, K will likely seek pecuaniary general damages for the loss of

earning capacity as a result of her diminishing grades, and potentially a quantum of non-pecuniary dmagaes for

her pain, suffering, and permanent impariment with respect ot enjoying her birthday.

Keira (K) v Autosafe (A): Keira(K) may bring a suit against Autosafe (A) for neligence (define supra) in permitting

her father to drive with the protoype resulting in her psychiatric injury. The content of the claim is outlined supra. If

successful, she will likely bring about a claim for damages as outlined in the cause of action with C infra.

Claire (C) v Jim (J) + Autosafe (A): Claire is likely to bring suit against Jim (J) for his negligent (neligence define

supra) driving causing damage to her property, and attempt to hold Autosafe (A) vicariously liable for his careless

actions. Dealing first with vicarious liability, it is arguable whether the fact situation satisfies the Salmond Test: it

is evident J committed the alleged tortious act while driving his car, authorized by his employer; but it is uncertain

if it was in the 'course of employment' since he was driving home to see his daughter. C may be able to sustain

this by arguing that in using the protoype he was working on in his own care he was (1) further business aims

(Bazley v Curry) and woudl thus use that to establish vicarious liability to ensure a greater yield of money to

replace the damaged trees. Concerning J, there is an established duty of care of drivers towards others

established by statute, although the scope of liability is usually limited in Canada. That J was rushing home from

work suggests some element of carelessness on his part. It is evident that due to working long hours, he may not

have had the required volition to drive the car to the standard of a reasonable person, and he may argue he is

excempt from the objective standard of care (Buckley v Smith Transportation) on the grounds he was suffering a

temporary frailty/illness; C will argue that he should have known better than to drive, and that this confirms A's

liaibliy in this respect insofar as they permitted to work himself to the point where he may not safely be able to

drrive. With respect to cause-in-fact, it is evident using a simple 'but for' test that 'but for' the allaged careless

driving the trees would not have been damaged, thereby producing a determinate result. Regarding remoteness,

the fact situation suggest that a reasonable person in teh same context would have foreseen the potential for

proximate harm (Wagon Mount I), that the type of harm resulting from careless driving was evident (Hughes v

Lord Advocate) and thereby J and A should be liabile for the full extent of damages (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray).

With regard to defences, J and A can argue that Claire was in breach of the Make Our City Beautify By-Law, which

elucidates a normative standard of due care in regard to the property, thereby visiting upon her a standard of care

as regards contributory negligence; moreover, they can argue that had she (but for) performed in respect of the

bylaw, it is unlikely tat the outset that J would have noticed the tree that was at the corner of C's pproperty.

Moreover, it was reasonably foreseeable, given hte compliants of her neighbour Karen (K) that they 'limit the

views' that her property was too dark. If the Court finds there was contributory negligence, and cannot determine a

practical degree of fault, parties will be deemed equally at fault (Negligence Act RSO 1990). With respect ot

damges, C will likely seek pecuniary losses and general damages to provide compensation for the replacement

of her trees. However, the loss may be apportioned between them, depending of the outcome of the foregoing

suits.

Jim (J) v Marie (M) + Pizza Delivery Company: Jim (J) is likely to bring a suit for the negligent (negligence defined

supra) performance of a rescue by Marie (M), and can try to attempt to argue the Pizza Delivery Company (PDC) is

vicariously liable because they have 'deeper pockets' to compensate him, and as a pizza delivery person it can be

reasonably inferred that M would have an inadequate amount of funds to compensate. The Salmond Test

appears to confirm vicarious liability to the extent that M allegedly (1) committed a tort (of negligent rescue) (2)

while in the course of employment by PDC and (3) while in the course of employment. The fact that M was not

using her company car but her own car at the time may make it difficult to establish this, and was acting in the

scope of duty; however, J can argue that M was an agend of PDC at the time and was (1) furthering their business

aims (Bazley v Curry). Establishing vicarious liability will be nevertheless difficult in this instance, however J's

counsel will likely try simploy because of the economics of the case and the need for lots of compensation.

Ordinarily at common law, there is no duty of care and assumption of risk does not apply n cases of a rescue

because it is a case of nonfeasance (Haynes v Harwood); normally 'good samaritans' in this respect are

protected by statutes such as the Good Samaritan Act. The notable exception is where the rescuer (M)

exacerabtes the risk grossly or in a negligent manner, and that is likely where J's suit will attempt to argue.

Supposing a duty is established on the facts, J can argue that M breached the standard care of a reasonable

woman in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) by attempting to perform a rescue for which she was not

adequately experienced. Moreover, the fact that she started 'shaking him robustly' could indicate a marked

departure from the norm. With respect to the cause, a 'cause-in-fact' leads to indeterminate results because as

the hospital opined, it is uncertain whether it was M's robust shaking or the preceding accident itself that led to the

debilitating spinal injury. In this case, a material contribution test would be appropriate; in this case J cannot

succeed with (1) a simble 'but for' and therefore by the exception in Clements v Clements he can argue that M is

responsible; he can argue that her robust shaking (1) materially contributed to his injury, and bring in expert

witnesses from the hospital to testify to that effect; (2) that the risk materialized; (3) and that there is no evidence in

his control to substantiate (Snell v Farrell). In this case, the onus would shift to M to either exculpate herself by

bringing in expert witnesses, or show an apportionment of her contribution. With regard to remotness, J will

attempt to argue that a reasonable person in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) would have foreseen the

type (Hughes v Lord Advocate) of harm occassioned by robust shaking, and she is therefore liabile for the extent

(Smith v Gray; Cotic v Leech). In response, M can argue that her action was merely supervening on pre-existing

injury; that J had a 'pre-existing condition' by being already injured, and therefore a 'crumbling skull' in which the

paralysis was bound to materialize anyway (Jobling) and that she is only liable for minor aggravation of the harm.

J may further argue that M's shakign deprive him of a loss of change of a full recovery (Blackstock v Forster),

however he will once again need expert witnesses. With regard to damages, assuming the court confirms

negligence, J is likelyt o claim pecuniary lsoses for his hospital stayed, and general dmaages for the costs of

prolonged medical care, loss of earning capacity as a result of his injury; this will be subject to a discount rate of

2.5% if awarded, subject to whatever awards result from his other suits. However, given that this was a genuine

attempt to rescue, and M had no intention, the Court will likely non-suit the claim.

Jim (J) v Marie (M): J is also likely to bring an action for battery against M. Battery is the direct intentional physical

interference that is unconsented to with another person that is harmful or offensive to a reasonable person. On

the first elements, it is evident there was a direct interference in the form of M's robust shaking. It is also evident

that she intended to shake him on the facts, but not as obvious that she intended ot injure him. Moreover, the

resulting harm of a spinal injury woudl be harmful or offensive to a reasonable person in the circumstances. In

response, M is likely to bring up the defence of necessity in light of all the circumstances, however, and this claim

will likely fail.

Karen (K) v Claire (C): Karen is likely to bring a nuisance claim against Claire. An actionable nuisance refers to an

unreasonable interference with the use and enjoyment of land. In this instance, K will argue that C's failure ot

install the lights on her property constitutes a private nuisance that is further in breach of statutory requirements

outlined by the By-Law. To succeed, K establish that the failure to comply with the statute in regards to 'keeping

C's trees in a codnnition that limit her from enjoying her house' constitutes an actionable claim insofar as a

reasonable person woudl consider that to be an actionable irritation (Rogers v Elliott). Further, K will argue that

the local context is a crucial consideration; presumably, given that there is a fine attached to compliance with the

statute, there is substantial compliance in the neighbourhood, indiciating that her failure to comply may be deem

her an 'unreaosnable user' of the land (Bamford v Turnley) and that it interferes with the local standards of

decency (Laws v Florinplace). In response, C is likely to argue that K is being particularly sensitive (Rogers v

Elliott) in her visible emotional upset, and rely on common law authorities such as Rogers v Elliott and

Shuttleworth v Vancouver General Hopsital in that regard to disqualify the grounds of liability. While in some

cases, a diminuition in economic value may lead to a court finding for the plaintiff in a situation like K (Antrim

Truck Centre), K is merely a renter and not the owner and would thus not be affected; and further there is no

specific mention in the fact situation. Further, in response, C may argue that K does no have a right to succeed in

the nuisance claim 'merely because it dperive her of asethetic enjoyment' (Fontainbleau). Further C is likely to

respond that landowners have no right to unobstructed light (Fontainebleau), or in this case a lackthereof, thereby

stating that the nuisance in question is actually an omission that constitutes nusiance, which is typically not

actionable at common law. There is no 'emanation', which is typically required at common law to be actionable

(Hunter v Canary Wharf). At this point, it seems unlikley a nuisance claim advanced by K would succeed because

(1) there is no emanation (2) arguably the nuisnace is an omission to make an emanation (3) she is no an owner

and sufferes loss of economic value beyond economic enjoyment and (4) foregoing reasons discussed above.

She would be better advised to seek some form of enforcement through the govenrment to ensure that C is

complying with statutory authority. Supposing the Court does find a nuisance claim, there appear to be few

defences except for picking apart the arguments of K in the respect outlined above. As for a remedy, an injunction

would not suffice, so she could claim for damages in respect of here loss of 'enjoyment' (Black v Canada Copper

Co), or perhaps compel specific performance on the part of the Court to comply with statute.

2)

Nathan(N) v Steve (S) + Amazing Journey (AJ): Nathan (N) is likely to bring suit against Steve (S) for the neligent

operation of the hot air balloon resulting in his injury and hold Amazing Journey (AJ) vicariously liable for his

actions. He will likely do this because AJ will have more money to compensate him for his harm. To succeed in a

claim of negligence in this respect, the onus is on N to show that S (and AJ vicariously) owed him a duty of care,

acted in a acreless manner that caused proximate harm and for which there is no defence. In this case it is S's

act of operating the hot air balloon in poor conditions, while intoxicated, against the advice of another employee,

which N will argue is a departrue from what a reasonable and prudent man would and would not do in the same

circumstances (Blyth v Birmingham Co).There is a prima facie case for vicarious liability per the Salmond Test

because N was (1) allegedly comitting a tort (2) while employed by AJ (3) and committed it in the course of action.

In this case, AJ would be liable even without fault. Further adding to the confirmation of vicarious liability in this

respect is their failure to adequately supervise their employees and to prevent them from intoxicating themselves

beyond a reasonable level or at all. With respect to the duty of care, a duty is available at common law because S

was in a supervisory and controlling role at the time; this implies sufficient relationa proximity per Stage 1 of the

Anns Test refined in Cooper v Hobart; further any harm exacted as result of negligence was reasonably

forseeable, and there were other expectcations such as reliance on the appropriate due care in taking them in a

hot air balloon (Kamloops/Anns). With respect to Stage 2 or policy analysis, there appear to be no significant

reasons that woudl militate against a duty or negative the scope; on the contrary, there would likely be a finding of

duty to ensure all such commercial operators exercise such due care, and thereby fulfilling an 'economic welfare'

market deterrant role through tort confirming a kind of Calabresian logic. With respect to breach, there are two

countervailing considerations: (1) on the one hand, as a professional hot air balloon operator he would be

subjected to a heightened standard of care beyond the reasonable man of ordinary prudence (Vaughan v

Menlove): as such S ought to have known that in windy conditions, and on the advice of his colleague and while

inebriated, he should not have made the trip despite having 'done it hundreds of times'. (2) On the other hand, on

the facts, it appears to be an industry norm that drinking is allowed, perhaps suggesting conforming with best

practice. Being intoxicated may have impaired his volitional abilities in this respect, however the court will likely

find there was a breach of duty notwithstanding the industry norms because intoxication was self-induced, and

likely taken beyond a reasonable limit in respect to the professional norms.

With respect to causation, it is apparent in this instance the a cause-in-fact 'but for' analysis is determinate; but for

being intoxicated, and making representations to Nathan and Alison regarding his ability to command the

balloon, the crash landing woudl not have occurred, and Nathan would not have sustained serious injuries. Had

S acted with reasonable care, it is unlikely this would have happened. S an J woudl there fore be liabile for all the

harm caused in respect of the injuries to his back and knees (Athey v Leonati). In evaluating causation, however,

the Court will likely determine whether and to what extent S and his employer are liable for the two injuries: (1) to

his legs which per badly injured because of his known injuries; and the (2) unknown back injury that all of a

sudden materialized. Expert medical testimony would be needed to validate. On the facts, however, it appears the

former migh be subject to the 'crumbling skull' rule where since N had a pres-existing condition, S (and AJ) will

compensate less because it was arguably bound to materialize anyway (Jobling v Associated Dairy). With regard

to the second injury, however, since it was a pre-existing disposition, the court will ilkely apply the 'thin skull rule'

to make J (and AJ) for that harm. On these facts, the Court may provide that the harm is divisible in some respect.

With regard to remoteness, S will argue that the, although S made representations ot the contrary while taking

them up about the conditions, he was misled by the provision of metereological information and did so in good

faither. Nevertheless, as an experienced balloon operator, N will argue that a reasonable he ought to have

forseen (Wagon Mound I) the type (Hughes v Lord Advocate) of harm that could result, and thus as the balloon

operator S is liable for the full extent (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray). At this point, there appears to be a prima facie

case for negligence, and the onus turns to S and AJ to defend themselves.

They are likely to rely on a defence of 'voluntary assumption of risk' insofar as (1) knowledge of the factual risk

was made virtually certain (Lambert v Lastoplex) given that N had made reservations about going on the hot air

balloon and therefore by inference he should have known as much, and that he expliclty stated it in his diary: 'Im

worried, yes, but this not a risk I cannot take; actually, I can definitely take it'. Moreover, (2) the risk was made

explicit in writing with the written agreement (Dube v Labar) so in effect N bargained away his right to sue. On that

fact, N may argue that he was assured it was 'just a formality, a confirmaiton that you are here to take this trip' and

was therefore not aware of the full legal significance of the document and the document. If the defence is

successful, it might be a full defence; however it is interpreted narrowly and on the facts is unlikely to succeed

because it is interpreted very narrowly and with restraint by the courts. If the negligence claim succeeds, N will

likely argue he requires (1) pecuniary special damages for the hospital costs occurred, and general damages

such as the costs of medical care moving forward and any loss of income as a result of his injuries; (2) he might

also seek non-pecuniary loses for his permanent impirment, and perhaps (3) even punitive dmaages, although

this is rare in Canadian courts at a higher quantium (Whitten).

Alice(A) v Steve (S)+ Amazing Journey (AJ): Alice (A) is likely to launch a similar claim (perhaps conjoint) as N with

respect to S (and AJ vicariously liable) in negligence (defined supra). The foregoing analysis of duty, breach,

casuation and remoteness would apply to her. The defences are likelyt o be similar. The expection is the level of

severity of her injuries which simply to not compare in gravity or in the way they manifested. As a result, she would

likely seek only (1) pecuniary special damages for the hospital costs and perhaps (2) non-pecuniary losses for

lost income taking care of her husband. Her quantum would be much lower.

Amazing Journey (AJ) v Steve (S): AJ may sue S for his negligent operation (elucidated supra) of the hot air

balloon resulting in the damaged balloon. It would likely be non-suited because of the contributory negligence of

the employer in allowing him to operate the balloon while intoxicated and against the better judgment to fanother

employee, and further because it was undertaken in the course of employment.

Steve (S) v Weatherprovision.com (W): Steve (S) is likely to bring suit for the neligent representation of

meterological information resulting in his economic loss and personal injury. In order to succeed, S must

establish that a duty of care arises out of a professional relationship (Hedley Byrne) giving rise to a 'special

relationship' (Queen v Cognos) inducing 'reasonable realiance' (Hercules Management v Ernst & Young). This is

a recognized duty at acommon law. S can argue that the duty of care arises because the provision of W's

professional 'informaiton, opinion or advice' created an assumptino of reasponibility in respect of it. The gerneal

rule in Hedley is that when someone (1) of special skill, being the meterologists (2) undertakes to apply that in

the assitance of another person, by posting it on their website; (3) a duty of care arises. On the facts, it is evident

that the meterologists posessed special skill in predicting the weather, and at they ought ot have foreseen

reasonable reliance on that information (Hercules Management). The foresseeability test of the duty appears to

be satisfied; however when considering proximity, the facts to not bear out a 'special relationship' of a nature of

trust, such as that between a solicitor-client, created by posting the material on a website. S woudl have been

unknown to the meterologists. Further, as a matter of public policy, the Court would likely find that imposing

liability in this instance would lead to indeterminate liability (Haig v Bamford) because there is potentially an

unlimited class of potential claimants (Ultramares). They would further be concerned about a potential 'windfall

situation' as a result of too much litigation. Therefore on policy grounds alone, and for reasons of foreseeability

the Curt is likely to dispose of the claim entirely at this point and non-suit it.

Nathan (N) v Allison (A): Nathan may bring a suit against Allison for negligently (defined supra) providing him with

a gift that led to his injury. With respect to the finding of the duty, tha marriage implies per Anns refined in Cooper v

Hobart that there is sufficient relational proximity; but the finding of a duty would likely fail on the grounds

foreseeability. Moreover the court may militate against the finding of a duty alltogether on public policy grounds; for

'constituitonal considerations' similar to those articulated in Dobson v Dobson, the court may not recognize a duty

at law within a familial situation. It may also created administrative 'floodgates' issues.

3)

A claim for a 'loss of chance' occurs where a plaintiff can establish that a defendant's
harm, through negligence, occassioned a loss of chance at 'full recovery.' Typically, it
occurs in cases of medical malpractice. Lord Nicholls' approach to loss of chance may
treat it as a distinct injury which avoids the obvious difficulties with causation. If loss of
chance is defined as a distinct injury, the loss of change problem disappears entirely
because there is no doubt htat the physician did cause the los sof chance, and damages
will be assessed on a probabilistic basis. For example if a doctor negligent performs a
surgery on a hand, the outcome is a less than perfect hand, such as in the contracts case
of Hawkins v McGee it can be said that the plaintiff should receive compensation for the
harm caused. Of course, in that context it was in contract; however, a claim for negligent
medical malpractice could yield compensation to remedy the loss of change of a perfectly
good hand in the situation. In this situation, the causation element is dealt with similarly to
the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur insofar as the causal element is proved prima facie by the
outcome of the surgery in question, and the distinct nature of the injury. There are distinct
issues with compensation, in this regard, however. As a matter of public policy, doctors
are under a duty to perform to the best of their ability to their patients, and almost any
surgery could become liable for a malpractice claim because causation is proved 'on the
face of things', thereby potentially opening floodgates of litigation and economic
disequilibria when things do not go as planned. The causation element is therefore crucial,
and should not be wholesale abandoned.

Where loss of chance is distinct, as discussion above highlights, it overcomes the
rigorous causation analysis because it is proved on the face of things. However, when
there are other harmful elements, such as a natural cause of pre-existing ailments,
conditions, disesased, the occurrence of a previous harm through tortious action, etc. and
subseuqent negligence on the part of a doctor addressing loss of chance becomes much
more difficult. For example, in Gregg v Scott, there was a doctor who misdiagnosed
cancer as benign; there was evidently a pre-existing condition, and in so doing the plaintiff
allegedly lost a chance at a favourable outcome. In this instance, the Court must rely on an
exercise of probobility to determine the 'loss of chance' suffered by the plaintiff, and it
becomes an extremely difficult exercise apportioning fair and adequate compensation.
The court msut consider whether the patient was doomed anyway, insofar as they had no
chance at survival anyway; the were lucky, insofar at the alleged negligent misdiagnosis
had no effect; or early discovery matters for them, and the harm exacted which was was
effectively a supervening element on existing harm, and the effect of seriously
exacerbating it. In this case, the Court struggles to strike a tolerable balance between the
rights of victims and defendants, because too favourable would, siilar to the foregoing
discusison above, have distinct public policy implicaitons; but too lenient of a system
would visit individual injustice. While, as Baroness Hale points out, almost any claim in
negligence can be formulated as a 'loss of chance', the Canadian courts have tended to
award much compesnation because of the difficulties evaluating the precise quantifiable
probability. It is simply outside the scope of competence of the courts.

Reconciling the prevailing approaches to tort law, being the rights (ex post) ad economic
welfare/instrumentalist view help tease out some of the implications of loss of chance
phenomonea. For the Weinrib schol of though, which is unique insofar as it treats tort law
as a unified structure predicated on strict bipolarity and correlativity between plaintiff and
defendant, it seems awarding compensation for a loss of chance vindicates the rights of
the injured party. For him, policy considerations such as the 'floodgates' analayis would be
extrinsic to consideration of the court because cases ought to be decided on principle and
not policy. Further, as illustrated by the Holmes, Judges have traditionally opted fo the
rights-based approach. Wenrib woudl likely support a loss of chance award where there is
a distinct injury, as discussed in the first paragraph. Where there are pre-existing injuries
or supervening careless elements, however, his analysis is likely to be more confused
because that defies the strictly bilateral nature tort causes of action that he advocates for
in his scholarly work. For the econoic welfarists, who view Tort law as a solution to (or
instrument used to address, viz. instrumentalism) a human problem, that being it is
something of a double-edged sowrds. On the one hand, awarding loss of chance acts as
a means of deterrence insofar as it would send a signal to doctors and medical
practitioners to take due care in ensuring they do not neligently perform surgery or
undertake diagnoses. But at the same time, it would create immense economic
disequilibria and diseconoies of scale if there was more litigation in regards to medical
malpractice and loss of chance. In that light, regulation may be a more effective means
that tort litigation at affecting deterrance in the market.

END OF EXAM
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1)

Jim (J) v Autosafe (A): Jim is likely to bring suit against his employer, Autosafe (A) for the negligent construction of

the protoype device which lead to his accident with the tree and sustained injuries. To succeed in a claim of

negligence, the onu s is on J to show that A owed him a duty of care, acted in a careless manne that cause

dproximate harm for which there is no defence. In this instance the act in question would be permitting ot let J

install the device in his car, and it woudl also be an omission that invites risk if it not fully functional and able to

use. There is a recognized duty of care at common law for products liability establishd in Donoghue v Stevenson.

The fact situation suggests there was sufficient relational proximity between J and A as one of their employees,

and by pertitting him to use the device it would have been reasonably forseeable that he woudl use it; and without

ensuring it was fully functional, it is reasonably foreseable that some harm may occur as a result of its use. The

fact situation does not specify the device was licensed or regulated, but as Weinrib suggests a failure to

adequately license to product might elucdiate a normative context for the duty of care and breach. J cna argue that

breach the standard of care of a 'reasonable person' in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) by allowing him to

install the device that was faulty at night and omitting to exercise due care ot ensure it was functional. With regard

to cause, a cause-in-fact analysis suggest that 'but for' the isntallation of teh device, Jim would not have 'felt safe

knowing he had a prototype developed by Autosafe' in his care, leading to a determinate result. With regard to the

remoteness of ddamage, which is a tool the Court will use to negative or limit the scope of liability, it is arguable

that the harm was reasonable foreseeable for the foregoing reasons, satisfying the Wagon Mound I test; further,

all that is required is that the type of harm (Hughes v Lord Advocate) occasioned is forseeable, and that the extent

(Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray) which encompasses the damage to his care, his severe injuries and becoming

paralyzed, are thus compensable. In response, A's counsel may argue that there were intervening events which

severed the causal chain, and that they are only liable for divisible harm if anything (ie. that which led up to the

accident and damage to the car, but not the medical harm occasioned by the intervention of Marie (M). If the court

establishes that J has a prima facie claim at the point, the onus shift to A and there is a consideration of

defences. It is likelyt hey will argue that he voluntarily assumed the risk by installing the prototype in his car, and

that there was knowledge of the factual risk (Lambert v Lastoplex), and therefore some acceptance of the lega

risk in which he bargained away his right to sue. This defence is likely to be unsuccessful because there was no

excplit assupmiton of particular risk on his part. Therefore, A may also rely on the defence of contributory

negligence; that J was driving carelessly (discussed infra) likely contributed to the collision causally, and

therefore he should shoulder some of the resultant liability.

Autosafe (A) v Jim (J): A may bring a countersuit against J for the negligent (negligence defined supra) driving

resulting in the economic loss of their protoype. It is arguable that there was a duty of care as an employee,

however, and J would likely bring up the fact that he was using the prototype to further business aims and in the

course of his employment and therefore he should not be held liable for the damaged prototype. Moreover, he

could argue for contributory negligence as the foregoing analysis discusses, which woudl result in a lesser

quantum of damages.

Jim (J) v Claire (C): J is likely to bring suit against J for her negligence (define supra) in not adequately lighting her

trees. The onus is on J to argue that the duty of care is confirmed by the statutory requirement of promulgated byt

eh City of Toronto in the Beautify Our City By-Law that she light her trees (there is ordinarly no nominate tort for

breach of statute per Saskatchewan Wheat Board, but this elucidates guidelines governing conduct as Weinrib

argues), and in light of her omission to do so (where there is ordinarily no finding of duty per Moch v Rensselar), it

is arguable that, following the guidelines on omissions established in Childs v Desmoreaux, that she

intentionally invited obvious risk (Depue v Flateau) to her property by passing by cars. By failing to live up to the

standard, she therefore breached teh duty of care of what an ordinary (wo)man of reasonable prudence would

have done in the same situation (Vaughan v Menlove). As such, J is likely to argue that 'but for' her failure to

observe the statutory requirement, he would have seen the tree and avoided it as well as the harm he suffered:

the damage to his car, and the serious medical injury resulting in his paralysis. J will seek indivisible full

compensation for the harm he suffered because this is more advantageous; but wIth respect to cause, C is likely

to argue that there were sequential events that create divisible liability, and she is merely responsible for her

alleged negligence and the initial damage to the car and not the subsequent paralysis. In this case, the Court

may adopt a quasi-contributory approach such as McL CJ suggsted in Sunrise v Lake Winnipeg. With regard to

remoteness, J will argue that the type of harm occassioned was reasonable forseeable in the context (Vaughan v

Menlove), and that C is therefore responsible for the type of loss (Hughes v Lord Advocate) as well as the full

extent of the loss (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray). However, she will argue that there were intervening acts, namely

M's decision ot rescue, that sever the chain of causation. If there is a prima facie case of negligence at this point,

the onus turns to C. She is likely to argue that there was contributory negligence, and the full argument for that is

outlined infra in her counter-suit. With regard to damages, assuming the court confirms negligence, J is likelyt o

claim pecuniary lsoses for his hospital stayed, and general dmaages for the costs of prolonged medical care,

loss of earning capacity as a result of his injury; this will be subject to a discount rate of 2.5% if awarded, and may

be reduced if there is a finding of contributory negligence. Applying the learned hand formula articulated in US v

Carroll Towing as a final exercise in deliberation, the Court shoudl consider the relaitonship between objective

foerseeabiliy of risk, the probability of risk materalizing (P), the Burden of Precaution (B) and the Seriousness of

Resulting Injury (L). In this instance, it appears the burden would be low, the probability of risk somwhat low, and

the risk of serious at the same low; ordinarily where B > PL, such as in Bolton v Stone and Latimer v AEC there is

a finding of no liability: effectively what this says is the risk was not foreseeable. However, policy reasons, and the

fact that there was a statuory requirement to light the premises adequately, may militate against the application of

the economic analysis. Thus, there is a sound case in this instance for J.

Keira (K) v Claire (A): Keira may bring a suit against Claire for her negligence(defined supra) in not adequately

lighting the trees per the statutory requiremenst (outlined supra in J's claim) and therefore she suffered

psychiatric injury as a secondary victim of the incident. Typically, there are two r/equired elements: (1) A serious

injury (Mustapha v Culligan), which could be that her 'birthday was ruined for the rest of her life', arguably; and (2)

a shock (Tame v New South Wales) which could be substantianted by the fact that she prefers to stay in her own

room and is no longer socially active. In secondary victim cases, the court will be slightly less inclined to award

damages because of the relative forseeability of damage at both the level of duty of care, and remoteness; with

respect to duty, however, the breach of statute may confirm forseeability; however, it is likely to be found to be too

remote. In the event the Court entertains the suit, K will likely seek pecuaniary general damages for the loss of

earning capacity as a result of her diminishing grades, and potentially a quantum of non-pecuniary dmagaes for

her pain, suffering, and permanent impariment with respect ot enjoying her birthday.

Keira (K) v Autosafe (A): Keira(K) may bring a suit against Autosafe (A) for neligence (define supra) in permitting

her father to drive with the protoype resulting in her psychiatric injury. The content of the claim is outlined supra. If

successful, she will likely bring about a claim for damages as outlined in the cause of action with C infra.

Claire (C) v Jim (J) + Autosafe (A): Claire is likely to bring suit against Jim (J) for his negligent (neligence define

supra) driving causing damage to her property, and attempt to hold Autosafe (A) vicariously liable for his careless

actions. Dealing first with vicarious liability, it is arguable whether the fact situation satisfies the Salmond Test: it

is evident J committed the alleged tortious act while driving his car, authorized by his employer; but it is uncertain

if it was in the 'course of employment' since he was driving home to see his daughter. C may be able to sustain

this by arguing that in using the protoype he was working on in his own care he was (1) further business aims

(Bazley v Curry) and woudl thus use that to establish vicarious liability to ensure a greater yield of money to

replace the damaged trees. Concerning J, there is an established duty of care of drivers towards others

established by statute, although the scope of liability is usually limited in Canada. That J was rushing home from

work suggests some element of carelessness on his part. It is evident that due to working long hours, he may not

have had the required volition to drive the car to the standard of a reasonable person, and he may argue he is

excempt from the objective standard of care (Buckley v Smith Transportation) on the grounds he was suffering a

temporary frailty/illness; C will argue that he should have known better than to drive, and that this confirms A's

liaibliy in this respect insofar as they permitted to work himself to the point where he may not safely be able to

drrive. With respect to cause-in-fact, it is evident using a simple 'but for' test that 'but for' the allaged careless

driving the trees would not have been damaged, thereby producing a determinate result. Regarding remoteness,

the fact situation suggest that a reasonable person in teh same context would have foreseen the potential for

proximate harm (Wagon Mount I), that the type of harm resulting from careless driving was evident (Hughes v

Lord Advocate) and thereby J and A should be liabile for the full extent of damages (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray).

With regard to defences, J and A can argue that Claire was in breach of the Make Our City Beautify By-Law, which

elucidates a normative standard of due care in regard to the property, thereby visiting upon her a standard of care

as regards contributory negligence; moreover, they can argue that had she (but for) performed in respect of the

bylaw, it is unlikely tat the outset that J would have noticed the tree that was at the corner of C's pproperty.

Moreover, it was reasonably foreseeable, given hte compliants of her neighbour Karen (K) that they 'limit the

views' that her property was too dark. If the Court finds there was contributory negligence, and cannot determine a

practical degree of fault, parties will be deemed equally at fault (Negligence Act RSO 1990). With respect ot

damges, C will likely seek pecuniary losses and general damages to provide compensation for the replacement

of her trees. However, the loss may be apportioned between them, depending of the outcome of the foregoing

suits.

Jim (J) v Marie (M) + Pizza Delivery Company: Jim (J) is likely to bring a suit for the negligent (negligence defined

supra) performance of a rescue by Marie (M), and can try to attempt to argue the Pizza Delivery Company (PDC) is

vicariously liable because they have 'deeper pockets' to compensate him, and as a pizza delivery person it can be

reasonably inferred that M would have an inadequate amount of funds to compensate. The Salmond Test

appears to confirm vicarious liability to the extent that M allegedly (1) committed a tort (of negligent rescue) (2)

while in the course of employment by PDC and (3) while in the course of employment. The fact that M was not

using her company car but her own car at the time may make it difficult to establish this, and was acting in the

scope of duty; however, J can argue that M was an agend of PDC at the time and was (1) furthering their business

aims (Bazley v Curry). Establishing vicarious liability will be nevertheless difficult in this instance, however J's

counsel will likely try simploy because of the economics of the case and the need for lots of compensation.

Ordinarily at common law, there is no duty of care and assumption of risk does not apply n cases of a rescue

because it is a case of nonfeasance (Haynes v Harwood); normally 'good samaritans' in this respect are

protected by statutes such as the Good Samaritan Act. The notable exception is where the rescuer (M)

exacerabtes the risk grossly or in a negligent manner, and that is likely where J's suit will attempt to argue.

Supposing a duty is established on the facts, J can argue that M breached the standard care of a reasonable

woman in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) by attempting to perform a rescue for which she was not

adequately experienced. Moreover, the fact that she started 'shaking him robustly' could indicate a marked

departure from the norm. With respect to the cause, a 'cause-in-fact' leads to indeterminate results because as

the hospital opined, it is uncertain whether it was M's robust shaking or the preceding accident itself that led to the

debilitating spinal injury. In this case, a material contribution test would be appropriate; in this case J cannot

succeed with (1) a simble 'but for' and therefore by the exception in Clements v Clements he can argue that M is

responsible; he can argue that her robust shaking (1) materially contributed to his injury, and bring in expert

witnesses from the hospital to testify to that effect; (2) that the risk materialized; (3) and that there is no evidence in

his control to substantiate (Snell v Farrell). In this case, the onus would shift to M to either exculpate herself by

bringing in expert witnesses, or show an apportionment of her contribution. With regard to remotness, J will

attempt to argue that a reasonable person in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) would have foreseen the

type (Hughes v Lord Advocate) of harm occassioned by robust shaking, and she is therefore liabile for the extent

(Smith v Gray; Cotic v Leech). In response, M can argue that her action was merely supervening on pre-existing

injury; that J had a 'pre-existing condition' by being already injured, and therefore a 'crumbling skull' in which the

paralysis was bound to materialize anyway (Jobling) and that she is only liable for minor aggravation of the harm.

J may further argue that M's shakign deprive him of a loss of change of a full recovery (Blackstock v Forster),

however he will once again need expert witnesses. With regard to damages, assuming the court confirms

negligence, J is likelyt o claim pecuniary lsoses for his hospital stayed, and general dmaages for the costs of

prolonged medical care, loss of earning capacity as a result of his injury; this will be subject to a discount rate of

2.5% if awarded, subject to whatever awards result from his other suits. However, given that this was a genuine

attempt to rescue, and M had no intention, the Court will likely non-suit the claim.

Jim (J) v Marie (M): J is also likely to bring an action for battery against M. Battery is the direct intentional physical

interference that is unconsented to with another person that is harmful or offensive to a reasonable person. On

the first elements, it is evident there was a direct interference in the form of M's robust shaking. It is also evident

that she intended to shake him on the facts, but not as obvious that she intended ot injure him. Moreover, the

resulting harm of a spinal injury woudl be harmful or offensive to a reasonable person in the circumstances. In

response, M is likely to bring up the defence of necessity in light of all the circumstances, however, and this claim

will likely fail.

Karen (K) v Claire (C): Karen is likely to bring a nuisance claim against Claire. An actionable nuisance refers to an

unreasonable interference with the use and enjoyment of land. In this instance, K will argue that C's failure ot

install the lights on her property constitutes a private nuisance that is further in breach of statutory requirements

outlined by the By-Law. To succeed, K establish that the failure to comply with the statute in regards to 'keeping

C's trees in a codnnition that limit her from enjoying her house' constitutes an actionable claim insofar as a

reasonable person woudl consider that to be an actionable irritation (Rogers v Elliott). Further, K will argue that

the local context is a crucial consideration; presumably, given that there is a fine attached to compliance with the

statute, there is substantial compliance in the neighbourhood, indiciating that her failure to comply may be deem

her an 'unreaosnable user' of the land (Bamford v Turnley) and that it interferes with the local standards of

decency (Laws v Florinplace). In response, C is likely to argue that K is being particularly sensitive (Rogers v

Elliott) in her visible emotional upset, and rely on common law authorities such as Rogers v Elliott and

Shuttleworth v Vancouver General Hopsital in that regard to disqualify the grounds of liability. While in some

cases, a diminuition in economic value may lead to a court finding for the plaintiff in a situation like K (Antrim

Truck Centre), K is merely a renter and not the owner and would thus not be affected; and further there is no

specific mention in the fact situation. Further, in response, C may argue that K does no have a right to succeed in

the nuisance claim 'merely because it dperive her of asethetic enjoyment' (Fontainbleau). Further C is likely to

respond that landowners have no right to unobstructed light (Fontainebleau), or in this case a lackthereof, thereby

stating that the nuisance in question is actually an omission that constitutes nusiance, which is typically not

actionable at common law. There is no 'emanation', which is typically required at common law to be actionable

(Hunter v Canary Wharf). At this point, it seems unlikley a nuisance claim advanced by K would succeed because

(1) there is no emanation (2) arguably the nuisnace is an omission to make an emanation (3) she is no an owner

and sufferes loss of economic value beyond economic enjoyment and (4) foregoing reasons discussed above.

She would be better advised to seek some form of enforcement through the govenrment to ensure that C is

complying with statutory authority. Supposing the Court does find a nuisance claim, there appear to be few

defences except for picking apart the arguments of K in the respect outlined above. As for a remedy, an injunction

would not suffice, so she could claim for damages in respect of here loss of 'enjoyment' (Black v Canada Copper

Co), or perhaps compel specific performance on the part of the Court to comply with statute.

2)

Nathan(N) v Steve (S) + Amazing Journey (AJ): Nathan (N) is likely to bring suit against Steve (S) for the neligent

operation of the hot air balloon resulting in his injury and hold Amazing Journey (AJ) vicariously liable for his

actions. He will likely do this because AJ will have more money to compensate him for his harm. To succeed in a

claim of negligence in this respect, the onus is on N to show that S (and AJ vicariously) owed him a duty of care,

acted in a acreless manner that caused proximate harm and for which there is no defence. In this case it is S's

act of operating the hot air balloon in poor conditions, while intoxicated, against the advice of another employee,

which N will argue is a departrue from what a reasonable and prudent man would and would not do in the same

circumstances (Blyth v Birmingham Co).There is a prima facie case for vicarious liability per the Salmond Test

because N was (1) allegedly comitting a tort (2) while employed by AJ (3) and committed it in the course of action.

In this case, AJ would be liable even without fault. Further adding to the confirmation of vicarious liability in this

respect is their failure to adequately supervise their employees and to prevent them from intoxicating themselves

beyond a reasonable level or at all. With respect to the duty of care, a duty is available at common law because S

was in a supervisory and controlling role at the time; this implies sufficient relationa proximity per Stage 1 of the

Anns Test refined in Cooper v Hobart; further any harm exacted as result of negligence was reasonably

forseeable, and there were other expectcations such as reliance on the appropriate due care in taking them in a

hot air balloon (Kamloops/Anns). With respect to Stage 2 or policy analysis, there appear to be no significant

reasons that woudl militate against a duty or negative the scope; on the contrary, there would likely be a finding of

duty to ensure all such commercial operators exercise such due care, and thereby fulfilling an 'economic welfare'

market deterrant role through tort confirming a kind of Calabresian logic. With respect to breach, there are two

countervailing considerations: (1) on the one hand, as a professional hot air balloon operator he would be

subjected to a heightened standard of care beyond the reasonable man of ordinary prudence (Vaughan v

Menlove): as such S ought to have known that in windy conditions, and on the advice of his colleague and while

inebriated, he should not have made the trip despite having 'done it hundreds of times'. (2) On the other hand, on

the facts, it appears to be an industry norm that drinking is allowed, perhaps suggesting conforming with best

practice. Being intoxicated may have impaired his volitional abilities in this respect, however the court will likely

find there was a breach of duty notwithstanding the industry norms because intoxication was self-induced, and

likely taken beyond a reasonable limit in respect to the professional norms.

With respect to causation, it is apparent in this instance the a cause-in-fact 'but for' analysis is determinate; but for

being intoxicated, and making representations to Nathan and Alison regarding his ability to command the

balloon, the crash landing woudl not have occurred, and Nathan would not have sustained serious injuries. Had

S acted with reasonable care, it is unlikely this would have happened. S an J woudl there fore be liabile for all the

harm caused in respect of the injuries to his back and knees (Athey v Leonati). In evaluating causation, however,

the Court will likely determine whether and to what extent S and his employer are liable for the two injuries: (1) to

his legs which per badly injured because of his known injuries; and the (2) unknown back injury that all of a

sudden materialized. Expert medical testimony would be needed to validate. On the facts, however, it appears the

former migh be subject to the 'crumbling skull' rule where since N had a pres-existing condition, S (and AJ) will

compensate less because it was arguably bound to materialize anyway (Jobling v Associated Dairy). With regard

to the second injury, however, since it was a pre-existing disposition, the court will ilkely apply the 'thin skull rule'

to make J (and AJ) for that harm. On these facts, the Court may provide that the harm is divisible in some respect.

With regard to remoteness, S will argue that the, although S made representations ot the contrary while taking

them up about the conditions, he was misled by the provision of metereological information and did so in good

faither. Nevertheless, as an experienced balloon operator, N will argue that a reasonable he ought to have

forseen (Wagon Mound I) the type (Hughes v Lord Advocate) of harm that could result, and thus as the balloon

operator S is liable for the full extent (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray). At this point, there appears to be a prima facie

case for negligence, and the onus turns to S and AJ to defend themselves.

They are likely to rely on a defence of 'voluntary assumption of risk' insofar as (1) knowledge of the factual risk

was made virtually certain (Lambert v Lastoplex) given that N had made reservations about going on the hot air

balloon and therefore by inference he should have known as much, and that he expliclty stated it in his diary: 'Im

worried, yes, but this not a risk I cannot take; actually, I can definitely take it'. Moreover, (2) the risk was made

explicit in writing with the written agreement (Dube v Labar) so in effect N bargained away his right to sue. On that

fact, N may argue that he was assured it was 'just a formality, a confirmaiton that you are here to take this trip' and

was therefore not aware of the full legal significance of the document and the document. If the defence is

successful, it might be a full defence; however it is interpreted narrowly and on the facts is unlikely to succeed

because it is interpreted very narrowly and with restraint by the courts. If the negligence claim succeeds, N will

likely argue he requires (1) pecuniary special damages for the hospital costs occurred, and general damages

such as the costs of medical care moving forward and any loss of income as a result of his injuries; (2) he might

also seek non-pecuniary loses for his permanent impirment, and perhaps (3) even punitive dmaages, although

this is rare in Canadian courts at a higher quantium (Whitten).

Alice(A) v Steve (S)+ Amazing Journey (AJ): Alice (A) is likely to launch a similar claim (perhaps conjoint) as N with

respect to S (and AJ vicariously liable) in negligence (defined supra). The foregoing analysis of duty, breach,

casuation and remoteness would apply to her. The defences are likelyt o be similar. The expection is the level of

severity of her injuries which simply to not compare in gravity or in the way they manifested. As a result, she would

likely seek only (1) pecuniary special damages for the hospital costs and perhaps (2) non-pecuniary losses for

lost income taking care of her husband. Her quantum would be much lower.

Amazing Journey (AJ) v Steve (S): AJ may sue S for his negligent operation (elucidated supra) of the hot air

balloon resulting in the damaged balloon. It would likely be non-suited because of the contributory negligence of

the employer in allowing him to operate the balloon while intoxicated and against the better judgment to fanother

employee, and further because it was undertaken in the course of employment.

Steve (S) v Weatherprovision.com (W): Steve (S) is likely to bring suit for the neligent representation of

meterological information resulting in his economic loss and personal injury. In order to succeed, S must

establish that a duty of care arises out of a professional relationship (Hedley Byrne) giving rise to a 'special

relationship' (Queen v Cognos) inducing 'reasonable realiance' (Hercules Management v Ernst & Young). This is

a recognized duty at acommon law. S can argue that the duty of care arises because the provision of W's

professional 'informaiton, opinion or advice' created an assumptino of reasponibility in respect of it. The gerneal

rule in Hedley is that when someone (1) of special skill, being the meterologists (2) undertakes to apply that in

the assitance of another person, by posting it on their website; (3) a duty of care arises. On the facts, it is evident

that the meterologists posessed special skill in predicting the weather, and at they ought ot have foreseen

reasonable reliance on that information (Hercules Management). The foresseeability test of the duty appears to

be satisfied; however when considering proximity, the facts to not bear out a 'special relationship' of a nature of

trust, such as that between a solicitor-client, created by posting the material on a website. S woudl have been

unknown to the meterologists. Further, as a matter of public policy, the Court would likely find that imposing

liability in this instance would lead to indeterminate liability (Haig v Bamford) because there is potentially an

unlimited class of potential claimants (Ultramares). They would further be concerned about a potential 'windfall

situation' as a result of too much litigation. Therefore on policy grounds alone, and for reasons of foreseeability

the Curt is likely to dispose of the claim entirely at this point and non-suit it.

Nathan (N) v Allison (A): Nathan may bring a suit against Allison for negligently (defined supra) providing him with

a gift that led to his injury. With respect to the finding of the duty, tha marriage implies per Anns refined in Cooper v

Hobart that there is sufficient relational proximity; but the finding of a duty would likely fail on the grounds

foreseeability. Moreover the court may militate against the finding of a duty alltogether on public policy grounds; for

'constituitonal considerations' similar to those articulated in Dobson v Dobson, the court may not recognize a duty

at law within a familial situation. It may also created administrative 'floodgates' issues.

3)

A claim for a 'loss of chance' occurs where a plaintiff can establish that a defendant's
harm, through negligence, occassioned a loss of chance at 'full recovery.' Typically, it
occurs in cases of medical malpractice. Lord Nicholls' approach to loss of chance may
treat it as a distinct injury which avoids the obvious difficulties with causation. If loss of
chance is defined as a distinct injury, the loss of change problem disappears entirely
because there is no doubt htat the physician did cause the los sof chance, and damages
will be assessed on a probabilistic basis. For example if a doctor negligent performs a
surgery on a hand, the outcome is a less than perfect hand, such as in the contracts case
of Hawkins v McGee it can be said that the plaintiff should receive compensation for the
harm caused. Of course, in that context it was in contract; however, a claim for negligent
medical malpractice could yield compensation to remedy the loss of change of a perfectly
good hand in the situation. In this situation, the causation element is dealt with similarly to
the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur insofar as the causal element is proved prima facie by the
outcome of the surgery in question, and the distinct nature of the injury. There are distinct
issues with compensation, in this regard, however. As a matter of public policy, doctors
are under a duty to perform to the best of their ability to their patients, and almost any
surgery could become liable for a malpractice claim because causation is proved 'on the
face of things', thereby potentially opening floodgates of litigation and economic
disequilibria when things do not go as planned. The causation element is therefore crucial,
and should not be wholesale abandoned.

Where loss of chance is distinct, as discussion above highlights, it overcomes the
rigorous causation analysis because it is proved on the face of things. However, when
there are other harmful elements, such as a natural cause of pre-existing ailments,
conditions, disesased, the occurrence of a previous harm through tortious action, etc. and
subseuqent negligence on the part of a doctor addressing loss of chance becomes much
more difficult. For example, in Gregg v Scott, there was a doctor who misdiagnosed
cancer as benign; there was evidently a pre-existing condition, and in so doing the plaintiff
allegedly lost a chance at a favourable outcome. In this instance, the Court must rely on an
exercise of probobility to determine the 'loss of chance' suffered by the plaintiff, and it
becomes an extremely difficult exercise apportioning fair and adequate compensation.
The court msut consider whether the patient was doomed anyway, insofar as they had no
chance at survival anyway; the were lucky, insofar at the alleged negligent misdiagnosis
had no effect; or early discovery matters for them, and the harm exacted which was was
effectively a supervening element on existing harm, and the effect of seriously
exacerbating it. In this case, the Court struggles to strike a tolerable balance between the
rights of victims and defendants, because too favourable would, siilar to the foregoing
discusison above, have distinct public policy implicaitons; but too lenient of a system
would visit individual injustice. While, as Baroness Hale points out, almost any claim in
negligence can be formulated as a 'loss of chance', the Canadian courts have tended to
award much compesnation because of the difficulties evaluating the precise quantifiable
probability. It is simply outside the scope of competence of the courts.

Reconciling the prevailing approaches to tort law, being the rights (ex post) ad economic
welfare/instrumentalist view help tease out some of the implications of loss of chance
phenomonea. For the Weinrib schol of though, which is unique insofar as it treats tort law
as a unified structure predicated on strict bipolarity and correlativity between plaintiff and
defendant, it seems awarding compensation for a loss of chance vindicates the rights of
the injured party. For him, policy considerations such as the 'floodgates' analayis would be
extrinsic to consideration of the court because cases ought to be decided on principle and
not policy. Further, as illustrated by the Holmes, Judges have traditionally opted fo the
rights-based approach. Wenrib woudl likely support a loss of chance award where there is
a distinct injury, as discussed in the first paragraph. Where there are pre-existing injuries
or supervening careless elements, however, his analysis is likely to be more confused
because that defies the strictly bilateral nature tort causes of action that he advocates for
in his scholarly work. For the econoic welfarists, who view Tort law as a solution to (or
instrument used to address, viz. instrumentalism) a human problem, that being it is
something of a double-edged sowrds. On the one hand, awarding loss of chance acts as
a means of deterrence insofar as it would send a signal to doctors and medical
practitioners to take due care in ensuring they do not neligently perform surgery or
undertake diagnoses. But at the same time, it would create immense economic
disequilibria and diseconoies of scale if there was more litigation in regards to medical
malpractice and loss of chance. In that light, regulation may be a more effective means
that tort litigation at affecting deterrance in the market.

END OF EXAM
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1)

Jim (J) v Autosafe (A): Jim is likely to bring suit against his employer, Autosafe (A) for the negligent construction of

the protoype device which lead to his accident with the tree and sustained injuries. To succeed in a claim of

negligence, the onu s is on J to show that A owed him a duty of care, acted in a careless manne that cause

dproximate harm for which there is no defence. In this instance the act in question would be permitting ot let J

install the device in his car, and it woudl also be an omission that invites risk if it not fully functional and able to

use. There is a recognized duty of care at common law for products liability establishd in Donoghue v Stevenson.

The fact situation suggests there was sufficient relational proximity between J and A as one of their employees,

and by pertitting him to use the device it would have been reasonably forseeable that he woudl use it; and without

ensuring it was fully functional, it is reasonably foreseable that some harm may occur as a result of its use. The

fact situation does not specify the device was licensed or regulated, but as Weinrib suggests a failure to

adequately license to product might elucdiate a normative context for the duty of care and breach. J cna argue that

breach the standard of care of a 'reasonable person' in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) by allowing him to

install the device that was faulty at night and omitting to exercise due care ot ensure it was functional. With regard

to cause, a cause-in-fact analysis suggest that 'but for' the isntallation of teh device, Jim would not have 'felt safe

knowing he had a prototype developed by Autosafe' in his care, leading to a determinate result. With regard to the

remoteness of ddamage, which is a tool the Court will use to negative or limit the scope of liability, it is arguable

that the harm was reasonable foreseeable for the foregoing reasons, satisfying the Wagon Mound I test; further,

all that is required is that the type of harm (Hughes v Lord Advocate) occasioned is forseeable, and that the extent

(Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray) which encompasses the damage to his care, his severe injuries and becoming

paralyzed, are thus compensable. In response, A's counsel may argue that there were intervening events which

severed the causal chain, and that they are only liable for divisible harm if anything (ie. that which led up to the

accident and damage to the car, but not the medical harm occasioned by the intervention of Marie (M). If the court

establishes that J has a prima facie claim at the point, the onus shift to A and there is a consideration of

defences. It is likelyt hey will argue that he voluntarily assumed the risk by installing the prototype in his car, and

that there was knowledge of the factual risk (Lambert v Lastoplex), and therefore some acceptance of the lega

risk in which he bargained away his right to sue. This defence is likely to be unsuccessful because there was no

excplit assupmiton of particular risk on his part. Therefore, A may also rely on the defence of contributory

negligence; that J was driving carelessly (discussed infra) likely contributed to the collision causally, and

therefore he should shoulder some of the resultant liability.

Autosafe (A) v Jim (J): A may bring a countersuit against J for the negligent (negligence defined supra) driving

resulting in the economic loss of their protoype. It is arguable that there was a duty of care as an employee,

however, and J would likely bring up the fact that he was using the prototype to further business aims and in the

course of his employment and therefore he should not be held liable for the damaged prototype. Moreover, he

could argue for contributory negligence as the foregoing analysis discusses, which woudl result in a lesser

quantum of damages.

Jim (J) v Claire (C): J is likely to bring suit against J for her negligence (define supra) in not adequately lighting her

trees. The onus is on J to argue that the duty of care is confirmed by the statutory requirement of promulgated byt

eh City of Toronto in the Beautify Our City By-Law that she light her trees (there is ordinarly no nominate tort for

breach of statute per Saskatchewan Wheat Board, but this elucidates guidelines governing conduct as Weinrib

argues), and in light of her omission to do so (where there is ordinarily no finding of duty per Moch v Rensselar), it

is arguable that, following the guidelines on omissions established in Childs v Desmoreaux, that she

intentionally invited obvious risk (Depue v Flateau) to her property by passing by cars. By failing to live up to the

standard, she therefore breached teh duty of care of what an ordinary (wo)man of reasonable prudence would

have done in the same situation (Vaughan v Menlove). As such, J is likely to argue that 'but for' her failure to

observe the statutory requirement, he would have seen the tree and avoided it as well as the harm he suffered:

the damage to his car, and the serious medical injury resulting in his paralysis. J will seek indivisible full

compensation for the harm he suffered because this is more advantageous; but wIth respect to cause, C is likely

to argue that there were sequential events that create divisible liability, and she is merely responsible for her

alleged negligence and the initial damage to the car and not the subsequent paralysis. In this case, the Court

may adopt a quasi-contributory approach such as McL CJ suggsted in Sunrise v Lake Winnipeg. With regard to

remoteness, J will argue that the type of harm occassioned was reasonable forseeable in the context (Vaughan v

Menlove), and that C is therefore responsible for the type of loss (Hughes v Lord Advocate) as well as the full

extent of the loss (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray). However, she will argue that there were intervening acts, namely

M's decision ot rescue, that sever the chain of causation. If there is a prima facie case of negligence at this point,

the onus turns to C. She is likely to argue that there was contributory negligence, and the full argument for that is

outlined infra in her counter-suit. With regard to damages, assuming the court confirms negligence, J is likelyt o

claim pecuniary lsoses for his hospital stayed, and general dmaages for the costs of prolonged medical care,

loss of earning capacity as a result of his injury; this will be subject to a discount rate of 2.5% if awarded, and may

be reduced if there is a finding of contributory negligence. Applying the learned hand formula articulated in US v

Carroll Towing as a final exercise in deliberation, the Court shoudl consider the relaitonship between objective

foerseeabiliy of risk, the probability of risk materalizing (P), the Burden of Precaution (B) and the Seriousness of

Resulting Injury (L). In this instance, it appears the burden would be low, the probability of risk somwhat low, and

the risk of serious at the same low; ordinarily where B > PL, such as in Bolton v Stone and Latimer v AEC there is

a finding of no liability: effectively what this says is the risk was not foreseeable. However, policy reasons, and the

fact that there was a statuory requirement to light the premises adequately, may militate against the application of

the economic analysis. Thus, there is a sound case in this instance for J.

Keira (K) v Claire (A): Keira may bring a suit against Claire for her negligence(defined supra) in not adequately

lighting the trees per the statutory requiremenst (outlined supra in J's claim) and therefore she suffered

psychiatric injury as a secondary victim of the incident. Typically, there are two r/equired elements: (1) A serious

injury (Mustapha v Culligan), which could be that her 'birthday was ruined for the rest of her life', arguably; and (2)

a shock (Tame v New South Wales) which could be substantianted by the fact that she prefers to stay in her own

room and is no longer socially active. In secondary victim cases, the court will be slightly less inclined to award

damages because of the relative forseeability of damage at both the level of duty of care, and remoteness; with

respect to duty, however, the breach of statute may confirm forseeability; however, it is likely to be found to be too

remote. In the event the Court entertains the suit, K will likely seek pecuaniary general damages for the loss of

earning capacity as a result of her diminishing grades, and potentially a quantum of non-pecuniary dmagaes for

her pain, suffering, and permanent impariment with respect ot enjoying her birthday.

Keira (K) v Autosafe (A): Keira(K) may bring a suit against Autosafe (A) for neligence (define supra) in permitting

her father to drive with the protoype resulting in her psychiatric injury. The content of the claim is outlined supra. If

successful, she will likely bring about a claim for damages as outlined in the cause of action with C infra.

Claire (C) v Jim (J) + Autosafe (A): Claire is likely to bring suit against Jim (J) for his negligent (neligence define

supra) driving causing damage to her property, and attempt to hold Autosafe (A) vicariously liable for his careless

actions. Dealing first with vicarious liability, it is arguable whether the fact situation satisfies the Salmond Test: it

is evident J committed the alleged tortious act while driving his car, authorized by his employer; but it is uncertain

if it was in the 'course of employment' since he was driving home to see his daughter. C may be able to sustain

this by arguing that in using the protoype he was working on in his own care he was (1) further business aims

(Bazley v Curry) and woudl thus use that to establish vicarious liability to ensure a greater yield of money to

replace the damaged trees. Concerning J, there is an established duty of care of drivers towards others

established by statute, although the scope of liability is usually limited in Canada. That J was rushing home from

work suggests some element of carelessness on his part. It is evident that due to working long hours, he may not

have had the required volition to drive the car to the standard of a reasonable person, and he may argue he is

excempt from the objective standard of care (Buckley v Smith Transportation) on the grounds he was suffering a

temporary frailty/illness; C will argue that he should have known better than to drive, and that this confirms A's

liaibliy in this respect insofar as they permitted to work himself to the point where he may not safely be able to

drrive. With respect to cause-in-fact, it is evident using a simple 'but for' test that 'but for' the allaged careless

driving the trees would not have been damaged, thereby producing a determinate result. Regarding remoteness,

the fact situation suggest that a reasonable person in teh same context would have foreseen the potential for

proximate harm (Wagon Mount I), that the type of harm resulting from careless driving was evident (Hughes v

Lord Advocate) and thereby J and A should be liabile for the full extent of damages (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray).

With regard to defences, J and A can argue that Claire was in breach of the Make Our City Beautify By-Law, which

elucidates a normative standard of due care in regard to the property, thereby visiting upon her a standard of care

as regards contributory negligence; moreover, they can argue that had she (but for) performed in respect of the

bylaw, it is unlikely tat the outset that J would have noticed the tree that was at the corner of C's pproperty.

Moreover, it was reasonably foreseeable, given hte compliants of her neighbour Karen (K) that they 'limit the

views' that her property was too dark. If the Court finds there was contributory negligence, and cannot determine a

practical degree of fault, parties will be deemed equally at fault (Negligence Act RSO 1990). With respect ot

damges, C will likely seek pecuniary losses and general damages to provide compensation for the replacement

of her trees. However, the loss may be apportioned between them, depending of the outcome of the foregoing

suits.

Jim (J) v Marie (M) + Pizza Delivery Company: Jim (J) is likely to bring a suit for the negligent (negligence defined

supra) performance of a rescue by Marie (M), and can try to attempt to argue the Pizza Delivery Company (PDC) is

vicariously liable because they have 'deeper pockets' to compensate him, and as a pizza delivery person it can be

reasonably inferred that M would have an inadequate amount of funds to compensate. The Salmond Test

appears to confirm vicarious liability to the extent that M allegedly (1) committed a tort (of negligent rescue) (2)

while in the course of employment by PDC and (3) while in the course of employment. The fact that M was not

using her company car but her own car at the time may make it difficult to establish this, and was acting in the

scope of duty; however, J can argue that M was an agend of PDC at the time and was (1) furthering their business

aims (Bazley v Curry). Establishing vicarious liability will be nevertheless difficult in this instance, however J's

counsel will likely try simploy because of the economics of the case and the need for lots of compensation.

Ordinarily at common law, there is no duty of care and assumption of risk does not apply n cases of a rescue

because it is a case of nonfeasance (Haynes v Harwood); normally 'good samaritans' in this respect are

protected by statutes such as the Good Samaritan Act. The notable exception is where the rescuer (M)

exacerabtes the risk grossly or in a negligent manner, and that is likely where J's suit will attempt to argue.

Supposing a duty is established on the facts, J can argue that M breached the standard care of a reasonable

woman in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) by attempting to perform a rescue for which she was not

adequately experienced. Moreover, the fact that she started 'shaking him robustly' could indicate a marked

departure from the norm. With respect to the cause, a 'cause-in-fact' leads to indeterminate results because as

the hospital opined, it is uncertain whether it was M's robust shaking or the preceding accident itself that led to the

debilitating spinal injury. In this case, a material contribution test would be appropriate; in this case J cannot

succeed with (1) a simble 'but for' and therefore by the exception in Clements v Clements he can argue that M is

responsible; he can argue that her robust shaking (1) materially contributed to his injury, and bring in expert

witnesses from the hospital to testify to that effect; (2) that the risk materialized; (3) and that there is no evidence in

his control to substantiate (Snell v Farrell). In this case, the onus would shift to M to either exculpate herself by

bringing in expert witnesses, or show an apportionment of her contribution. With regard to remotness, J will

attempt to argue that a reasonable person in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) would have foreseen the

type (Hughes v Lord Advocate) of harm occassioned by robust shaking, and she is therefore liabile for the extent

(Smith v Gray; Cotic v Leech). In response, M can argue that her action was merely supervening on pre-existing

injury; that J had a 'pre-existing condition' by being already injured, and therefore a 'crumbling skull' in which the

paralysis was bound to materialize anyway (Jobling) and that she is only liable for minor aggravation of the harm.

J may further argue that M's shakign deprive him of a loss of change of a full recovery (Blackstock v Forster),

however he will once again need expert witnesses. With regard to damages, assuming the court confirms

negligence, J is likelyt o claim pecuniary lsoses for his hospital stayed, and general dmaages for the costs of

prolonged medical care, loss of earning capacity as a result of his injury; this will be subject to a discount rate of

2.5% if awarded, subject to whatever awards result from his other suits. However, given that this was a genuine

attempt to rescue, and M had no intention, the Court will likely non-suit the claim.

Jim (J) v Marie (M): J is also likely to bring an action for battery against M. Battery is the direct intentional physical

interference that is unconsented to with another person that is harmful or offensive to a reasonable person. On

the first elements, it is evident there was a direct interference in the form of M's robust shaking. It is also evident

that she intended to shake him on the facts, but not as obvious that she intended ot injure him. Moreover, the

resulting harm of a spinal injury woudl be harmful or offensive to a reasonable person in the circumstances. In

response, M is likely to bring up the defence of necessity in light of all the circumstances, however, and this claim

will likely fail.

Karen (K) v Claire (C): Karen is likely to bring a nuisance claim against Claire. An actionable nuisance refers to an

unreasonable interference with the use and enjoyment of land. In this instance, K will argue that C's failure ot

install the lights on her property constitutes a private nuisance that is further in breach of statutory requirements

outlined by the By-Law. To succeed, K establish that the failure to comply with the statute in regards to 'keeping

C's trees in a codnnition that limit her from enjoying her house' constitutes an actionable claim insofar as a

reasonable person woudl consider that to be an actionable irritation (Rogers v Elliott). Further, K will argue that

the local context is a crucial consideration; presumably, given that there is a fine attached to compliance with the

statute, there is substantial compliance in the neighbourhood, indiciating that her failure to comply may be deem

her an 'unreaosnable user' of the land (Bamford v Turnley) and that it interferes with the local standards of

decency (Laws v Florinplace). In response, C is likely to argue that K is being particularly sensitive (Rogers v

Elliott) in her visible emotional upset, and rely on common law authorities such as Rogers v Elliott and

Shuttleworth v Vancouver General Hopsital in that regard to disqualify the grounds of liability. While in some

cases, a diminuition in economic value may lead to a court finding for the plaintiff in a situation like K (Antrim

Truck Centre), K is merely a renter and not the owner and would thus not be affected; and further there is no

specific mention in the fact situation. Further, in response, C may argue that K does no have a right to succeed in

the nuisance claim 'merely because it dperive her of asethetic enjoyment' (Fontainbleau). Further C is likely to

respond that landowners have no right to unobstructed light (Fontainebleau), or in this case a lackthereof, thereby

stating that the nuisance in question is actually an omission that constitutes nusiance, which is typically not

actionable at common law. There is no 'emanation', which is typically required at common law to be actionable

(Hunter v Canary Wharf). At this point, it seems unlikley a nuisance claim advanced by K would succeed because

(1) there is no emanation (2) arguably the nuisnace is an omission to make an emanation (3) she is no an owner

and sufferes loss of economic value beyond economic enjoyment and (4) foregoing reasons discussed above.

She would be better advised to seek some form of enforcement through the govenrment to ensure that C is

complying with statutory authority. Supposing the Court does find a nuisance claim, there appear to be few

defences except for picking apart the arguments of K in the respect outlined above. As for a remedy, an injunction

would not suffice, so she could claim for damages in respect of here loss of 'enjoyment' (Black v Canada Copper

Co), or perhaps compel specific performance on the part of the Court to comply with statute.

2)

Nathan(N) v Steve (S) + Amazing Journey (AJ): Nathan (N) is likely to bring suit against Steve (S) for the neligent

operation of the hot air balloon resulting in his injury and hold Amazing Journey (AJ) vicariously liable for his

actions. He will likely do this because AJ will have more money to compensate him for his harm. To succeed in a

claim of negligence in this respect, the onus is on N to show that S (and AJ vicariously) owed him a duty of care,

acted in a acreless manner that caused proximate harm and for which there is no defence. In this case it is S's

act of operating the hot air balloon in poor conditions, while intoxicated, against the advice of another employee,

which N will argue is a departrue from what a reasonable and prudent man would and would not do in the same

circumstances (Blyth v Birmingham Co).There is a prima facie case for vicarious liability per the Salmond Test

because N was (1) allegedly comitting a tort (2) while employed by AJ (3) and committed it in the course of action.

In this case, AJ would be liable even without fault. Further adding to the confirmation of vicarious liability in this

respect is their failure to adequately supervise their employees and to prevent them from intoxicating themselves

beyond a reasonable level or at all. With respect to the duty of care, a duty is available at common law because S

was in a supervisory and controlling role at the time; this implies sufficient relationa proximity per Stage 1 of the

Anns Test refined in Cooper v Hobart; further any harm exacted as result of negligence was reasonably

forseeable, and there were other expectcations such as reliance on the appropriate due care in taking them in a

hot air balloon (Kamloops/Anns). With respect to Stage 2 or policy analysis, there appear to be no significant

reasons that woudl militate against a duty or negative the scope; on the contrary, there would likely be a finding of

duty to ensure all such commercial operators exercise such due care, and thereby fulfilling an 'economic welfare'

market deterrant role through tort confirming a kind of Calabresian logic. With respect to breach, there are two

countervailing considerations: (1) on the one hand, as a professional hot air balloon operator he would be

subjected to a heightened standard of care beyond the reasonable man of ordinary prudence (Vaughan v

Menlove): as such S ought to have known that in windy conditions, and on the advice of his colleague and while

inebriated, he should not have made the trip despite having 'done it hundreds of times'. (2) On the other hand, on

the facts, it appears to be an industry norm that drinking is allowed, perhaps suggesting conforming with best

practice. Being intoxicated may have impaired his volitional abilities in this respect, however the court will likely

find there was a breach of duty notwithstanding the industry norms because intoxication was self-induced, and

likely taken beyond a reasonable limit in respect to the professional norms.

With respect to causation, it is apparent in this instance the a cause-in-fact 'but for' analysis is determinate; but for

being intoxicated, and making representations to Nathan and Alison regarding his ability to command the

balloon, the crash landing woudl not have occurred, and Nathan would not have sustained serious injuries. Had

S acted with reasonable care, it is unlikely this would have happened. S an J woudl there fore be liabile for all the

harm caused in respect of the injuries to his back and knees (Athey v Leonati). In evaluating causation, however,

the Court will likely determine whether and to what extent S and his employer are liable for the two injuries: (1) to

his legs which per badly injured because of his known injuries; and the (2) unknown back injury that all of a

sudden materialized. Expert medical testimony would be needed to validate. On the facts, however, it appears the

former migh be subject to the 'crumbling skull' rule where since N had a pres-existing condition, S (and AJ) will

compensate less because it was arguably bound to materialize anyway (Jobling v Associated Dairy). With regard

to the second injury, however, since it was a pre-existing disposition, the court will ilkely apply the 'thin skull rule'

to make J (and AJ) for that harm. On these facts, the Court may provide that the harm is divisible in some respect.

With regard to remoteness, S will argue that the, although S made representations ot the contrary while taking

them up about the conditions, he was misled by the provision of metereological information and did so in good

faither. Nevertheless, as an experienced balloon operator, N will argue that a reasonable he ought to have

forseen (Wagon Mound I) the type (Hughes v Lord Advocate) of harm that could result, and thus as the balloon

operator S is liable for the full extent (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray). At this point, there appears to be a prima facie

case for negligence, and the onus turns to S and AJ to defend themselves.

They are likely to rely on a defence of 'voluntary assumption of risk' insofar as (1) knowledge of the factual risk

was made virtually certain (Lambert v Lastoplex) given that N had made reservations about going on the hot air

balloon and therefore by inference he should have known as much, and that he expliclty stated it in his diary: 'Im

worried, yes, but this not a risk I cannot take; actually, I can definitely take it'. Moreover, (2) the risk was made

explicit in writing with the written agreement (Dube v Labar) so in effect N bargained away his right to sue. On that

fact, N may argue that he was assured it was 'just a formality, a confirmaiton that you are here to take this trip' and

was therefore not aware of the full legal significance of the document and the document. If the defence is

successful, it might be a full defence; however it is interpreted narrowly and on the facts is unlikely to succeed

because it is interpreted very narrowly and with restraint by the courts. If the negligence claim succeeds, N will

likely argue he requires (1) pecuniary special damages for the hospital costs occurred, and general damages

such as the costs of medical care moving forward and any loss of income as a result of his injuries; (2) he might

also seek non-pecuniary loses for his permanent impirment, and perhaps (3) even punitive dmaages, although

this is rare in Canadian courts at a higher quantium (Whitten).

Alice(A) v Steve (S)+ Amazing Journey (AJ): Alice (A) is likely to launch a similar claim (perhaps conjoint) as N with

respect to S (and AJ vicariously liable) in negligence (defined supra). The foregoing analysis of duty, breach,

casuation and remoteness would apply to her. The defences are likelyt o be similar. The expection is the level of

severity of her injuries which simply to not compare in gravity or in the way they manifested. As a result, she would

likely seek only (1) pecuniary special damages for the hospital costs and perhaps (2) non-pecuniary losses for

lost income taking care of her husband. Her quantum would be much lower.

Amazing Journey (AJ) v Steve (S): AJ may sue S for his negligent operation (elucidated supra) of the hot air

balloon resulting in the damaged balloon. It would likely be non-suited because of the contributory negligence of

the employer in allowing him to operate the balloon while intoxicated and against the better judgment to fanother

employee, and further because it was undertaken in the course of employment.

Steve (S) v Weatherprovision.com (W): Steve (S) is likely to bring suit for the neligent representation of

meterological information resulting in his economic loss and personal injury. In order to succeed, S must

establish that a duty of care arises out of a professional relationship (Hedley Byrne) giving rise to a 'special

relationship' (Queen v Cognos) inducing 'reasonable realiance' (Hercules Management v Ernst & Young). This is

a recognized duty at acommon law. S can argue that the duty of care arises because the provision of W's

professional 'informaiton, opinion or advice' created an assumptino of reasponibility in respect of it. The gerneal

rule in Hedley is that when someone (1) of special skill, being the meterologists (2) undertakes to apply that in

the assitance of another person, by posting it on their website; (3) a duty of care arises. On the facts, it is evident

that the meterologists posessed special skill in predicting the weather, and at they ought ot have foreseen

reasonable reliance on that information (Hercules Management). The foresseeability test of the duty appears to

be satisfied; however when considering proximity, the facts to not bear out a 'special relationship' of a nature of

trust, such as that between a solicitor-client, created by posting the material on a website. S woudl have been

unknown to the meterologists. Further, as a matter of public policy, the Court would likely find that imposing

liability in this instance would lead to indeterminate liability (Haig v Bamford) because there is potentially an

unlimited class of potential claimants (Ultramares). They would further be concerned about a potential 'windfall

situation' as a result of too much litigation. Therefore on policy grounds alone, and for reasons of foreseeability

the Curt is likely to dispose of the claim entirely at this point and non-suit it.

Nathan (N) v Allison (A): Nathan may bring a suit against Allison for negligently (defined supra) providing him with

a gift that led to his injury. With respect to the finding of the duty, tha marriage implies per Anns refined in Cooper v

Hobart that there is sufficient relational proximity; but the finding of a duty would likely fail on the grounds

foreseeability. Moreover the court may militate against the finding of a duty alltogether on public policy grounds; for

'constituitonal considerations' similar to those articulated in Dobson v Dobson, the court may not recognize a duty

at law within a familial situation. It may also created administrative 'floodgates' issues.

3)

A claim for a 'loss of chance' occurs where a plaintiff can establish that a defendant's
harm, through negligence, occassioned a loss of chance at 'full recovery.' Typically, it
occurs in cases of medical malpractice. Lord Nicholls' approach to loss of chance may
treat it as a distinct injury which avoids the obvious difficulties with causation. If loss of
chance is defined as a distinct injury, the loss of change problem disappears entirely
because there is no doubt htat the physician did cause the los sof chance, and damages
will be assessed on a probabilistic basis. For example if a doctor negligent performs a
surgery on a hand, the outcome is a less than perfect hand, such as in the contracts case
of Hawkins v McGee it can be said that the plaintiff should receive compensation for the
harm caused. Of course, in that context it was in contract; however, a claim for negligent
medical malpractice could yield compensation to remedy the loss of change of a perfectly
good hand in the situation. In this situation, the causation element is dealt with similarly to
the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur insofar as the causal element is proved prima facie by the
outcome of the surgery in question, and the distinct nature of the injury. There are distinct
issues with compensation, in this regard, however. As a matter of public policy, doctors
are under a duty to perform to the best of their ability to their patients, and almost any
surgery could become liable for a malpractice claim because causation is proved 'on the
face of things', thereby potentially opening floodgates of litigation and economic
disequilibria when things do not go as planned. The causation element is therefore crucial,
and should not be wholesale abandoned.

Where loss of chance is distinct, as discussion above highlights, it overcomes the
rigorous causation analysis because it is proved on the face of things. However, when
there are other harmful elements, such as a natural cause of pre-existing ailments,
conditions, disesased, the occurrence of a previous harm through tortious action, etc. and
subseuqent negligence on the part of a doctor addressing loss of chance becomes much
more difficult. For example, in Gregg v Scott, there was a doctor who misdiagnosed
cancer as benign; there was evidently a pre-existing condition, and in so doing the plaintiff
allegedly lost a chance at a favourable outcome. In this instance, the Court must rely on an
exercise of probobility to determine the 'loss of chance' suffered by the plaintiff, and it
becomes an extremely difficult exercise apportioning fair and adequate compensation.
The court msut consider whether the patient was doomed anyway, insofar as they had no
chance at survival anyway; the were lucky, insofar at the alleged negligent misdiagnosis
had no effect; or early discovery matters for them, and the harm exacted which was was
effectively a supervening element on existing harm, and the effect of seriously
exacerbating it. In this case, the Court struggles to strike a tolerable balance between the
rights of victims and defendants, because too favourable would, siilar to the foregoing
discusison above, have distinct public policy implicaitons; but too lenient of a system
would visit individual injustice. While, as Baroness Hale points out, almost any claim in
negligence can be formulated as a 'loss of chance', the Canadian courts have tended to
award much compesnation because of the difficulties evaluating the precise quantifiable
probability. It is simply outside the scope of competence of the courts.

Reconciling the prevailing approaches to tort law, being the rights (ex post) ad economic
welfare/instrumentalist view help tease out some of the implications of loss of chance
phenomonea. For the Weinrib schol of though, which is unique insofar as it treats tort law
as a unified structure predicated on strict bipolarity and correlativity between plaintiff and
defendant, it seems awarding compensation for a loss of chance vindicates the rights of
the injured party. For him, policy considerations such as the 'floodgates' analayis would be
extrinsic to consideration of the court because cases ought to be decided on principle and
not policy. Further, as illustrated by the Holmes, Judges have traditionally opted fo the
rights-based approach. Wenrib woudl likely support a loss of chance award where there is
a distinct injury, as discussed in the first paragraph. Where there are pre-existing injuries
or supervening careless elements, however, his analysis is likely to be more confused
because that defies the strictly bilateral nature tort causes of action that he advocates for
in his scholarly work. For the econoic welfarists, who view Tort law as a solution to (or
instrument used to address, viz. instrumentalism) a human problem, that being it is
something of a double-edged sowrds. On the one hand, awarding loss of chance acts as
a means of deterrence insofar as it would send a signal to doctors and medical
practitioners to take due care in ensuring they do not neligently perform surgery or
undertake diagnoses. But at the same time, it would create immense economic
disequilibria and diseconoies of scale if there was more litigation in regards to medical
malpractice and loss of chance. In that light, regulation may be a more effective means
that tort litigation at affecting deterrance in the market.
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1)

Jim (J) v Autosafe (A): Jim is likely to bring suit against his employer, Autosafe (A) for the negligent construction of

the protoype device which lead to his accident with the tree and sustained injuries. To succeed in a claim of

negligence, the onu s is on J to show that A owed him a duty of care, acted in a careless manne that cause

dproximate harm for which there is no defence. In this instance the act in question would be permitting ot let J

install the device in his car, and it woudl also be an omission that invites risk if it not fully functional and able to

use. There is a recognized duty of care at common law for products liability establishd in Donoghue v Stevenson.

The fact situation suggests there was sufficient relational proximity between J and A as one of their employees,

and by pertitting him to use the device it would have been reasonably forseeable that he woudl use it; and without

ensuring it was fully functional, it is reasonably foreseable that some harm may occur as a result of its use. The

fact situation does not specify the device was licensed or regulated, but as Weinrib suggests a failure to

adequately license to product might elucdiate a normative context for the duty of care and breach. J cna argue that

breach the standard of care of a 'reasonable person' in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) by allowing him to

install the device that was faulty at night and omitting to exercise due care ot ensure it was functional. With regard

to cause, a cause-in-fact analysis suggest that 'but for' the isntallation of teh device, Jim would not have 'felt safe

knowing he had a prototype developed by Autosafe' in his care, leading to a determinate result. With regard to the

remoteness of ddamage, which is a tool the Court will use to negative or limit the scope of liability, it is arguable

that the harm was reasonable foreseeable for the foregoing reasons, satisfying the Wagon Mound I test; further,

all that is required is that the type of harm (Hughes v Lord Advocate) occasioned is forseeable, and that the extent

(Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray) which encompasses the damage to his care, his severe injuries and becoming

paralyzed, are thus compensable. In response, A's counsel may argue that there were intervening events which

severed the causal chain, and that they are only liable for divisible harm if anything (ie. that which led up to the

accident and damage to the car, but not the medical harm occasioned by the intervention of Marie (M). If the court

establishes that J has a prima facie claim at the point, the onus shift to A and there is a consideration of

defences. It is likelyt hey will argue that he voluntarily assumed the risk by installing the prototype in his car, and

that there was knowledge of the factual risk (Lambert v Lastoplex), and therefore some acceptance of the lega

risk in which he bargained away his right to sue. This defence is likely to be unsuccessful because there was no

excplit assupmiton of particular risk on his part. Therefore, A may also rely on the defence of contributory

negligence; that J was driving carelessly (discussed infra) likely contributed to the collision causally, and

therefore he should shoulder some of the resultant liability.

Autosafe (A) v Jim (J): A may bring a countersuit against J for the negligent (negligence defined supra) driving

resulting in the economic loss of their protoype. It is arguable that there was a duty of care as an employee,

however, and J would likely bring up the fact that he was using the prototype to further business aims and in the

course of his employment and therefore he should not be held liable for the damaged prototype. Moreover, he

could argue for contributory negligence as the foregoing analysis discusses, which woudl result in a lesser

quantum of damages.

Jim (J) v Claire (C): J is likely to bring suit against J for her negligence (define supra) in not adequately lighting her

trees. The onus is on J to argue that the duty of care is confirmed by the statutory requirement of promulgated byt

eh City of Toronto in the Beautify Our City By-Law that she light her trees (there is ordinarly no nominate tort for

breach of statute per Saskatchewan Wheat Board, but this elucidates guidelines governing conduct as Weinrib

argues), and in light of her omission to do so (where there is ordinarily no finding of duty per Moch v Rensselar), it

is arguable that, following the guidelines on omissions established in Childs v Desmoreaux, that she

intentionally invited obvious risk (Depue v Flateau) to her property by passing by cars. By failing to live up to the

standard, she therefore breached teh duty of care of what an ordinary (wo)man of reasonable prudence would

have done in the same situation (Vaughan v Menlove). As such, J is likely to argue that 'but for' her failure to

observe the statutory requirement, he would have seen the tree and avoided it as well as the harm he suffered:

the damage to his car, and the serious medical injury resulting in his paralysis. J will seek indivisible full

compensation for the harm he suffered because this is more advantageous; but wIth respect to cause, C is likely

to argue that there were sequential events that create divisible liability, and she is merely responsible for her

alleged negligence and the initial damage to the car and not the subsequent paralysis. In this case, the Court

may adopt a quasi-contributory approach such as McL CJ suggsted in Sunrise v Lake Winnipeg. With regard to

remoteness, J will argue that the type of harm occassioned was reasonable forseeable in the context (Vaughan v

Menlove), and that C is therefore responsible for the type of loss (Hughes v Lord Advocate) as well as the full

extent of the loss (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray). However, she will argue that there were intervening acts, namely

M's decision ot rescue, that sever the chain of causation. If there is a prima facie case of negligence at this point,

the onus turns to C. She is likely to argue that there was contributory negligence, and the full argument for that is

outlined infra in her counter-suit. With regard to damages, assuming the court confirms negligence, J is likelyt o

claim pecuniary lsoses for his hospital stayed, and general dmaages for the costs of prolonged medical care,

loss of earning capacity as a result of his injury; this will be subject to a discount rate of 2.5% if awarded, and may

be reduced if there is a finding of contributory negligence. Applying the learned hand formula articulated in US v

Carroll Towing as a final exercise in deliberation, the Court shoudl consider the relaitonship between objective

foerseeabiliy of risk, the probability of risk materalizing (P), the Burden of Precaution (B) and the Seriousness of

Resulting Injury (L). In this instance, it appears the burden would be low, the probability of risk somwhat low, and

the risk of serious at the same low; ordinarily where B > PL, such as in Bolton v Stone and Latimer v AEC there is

a finding of no liability: effectively what this says is the risk was not foreseeable. However, policy reasons, and the

fact that there was a statuory requirement to light the premises adequately, may militate against the application of

the economic analysis. Thus, there is a sound case in this instance for J.

Keira (K) v Claire (A): Keira may bring a suit against Claire for her negligence(defined supra) in not adequately

lighting the trees per the statutory requiremenst (outlined supra in J's claim) and therefore she suffered

psychiatric injury as a secondary victim of the incident. Typically, there are two r/equired elements: (1) A serious

injury (Mustapha v Culligan), which could be that her 'birthday was ruined for the rest of her life', arguably; and (2)

a shock (Tame v New South Wales) which could be substantianted by the fact that she prefers to stay in her own

room and is no longer socially active. In secondary victim cases, the court will be slightly less inclined to award

damages because of the relative forseeability of damage at both the level of duty of care, and remoteness; with

respect to duty, however, the breach of statute may confirm forseeability; however, it is likely to be found to be too

remote. In the event the Court entertains the suit, K will likely seek pecuaniary general damages for the loss of

earning capacity as a result of her diminishing grades, and potentially a quantum of non-pecuniary dmagaes for

her pain, suffering, and permanent impariment with respect ot enjoying her birthday.

Keira (K) v Autosafe (A): Keira(K) may bring a suit against Autosafe (A) for neligence (define supra) in permitting

her father to drive with the protoype resulting in her psychiatric injury. The content of the claim is outlined supra. If

successful, she will likely bring about a claim for damages as outlined in the cause of action with C infra.

Claire (C) v Jim (J) + Autosafe (A): Claire is likely to bring suit against Jim (J) for his negligent (neligence define

supra) driving causing damage to her property, and attempt to hold Autosafe (A) vicariously liable for his careless

actions. Dealing first with vicarious liability, it is arguable whether the fact situation satisfies the Salmond Test: it

is evident J committed the alleged tortious act while driving his car, authorized by his employer; but it is uncertain

if it was in the 'course of employment' since he was driving home to see his daughter. C may be able to sustain

this by arguing that in using the protoype he was working on in his own care he was (1) further business aims

(Bazley v Curry) and woudl thus use that to establish vicarious liability to ensure a greater yield of money to

replace the damaged trees. Concerning J, there is an established duty of care of drivers towards others

established by statute, although the scope of liability is usually limited in Canada. That J was rushing home from

work suggests some element of carelessness on his part. It is evident that due to working long hours, he may not

have had the required volition to drive the car to the standard of a reasonable person, and he may argue he is

excempt from the objective standard of care (Buckley v Smith Transportation) on the grounds he was suffering a

temporary frailty/illness; C will argue that he should have known better than to drive, and that this confirms A's

liaibliy in this respect insofar as they permitted to work himself to the point where he may not safely be able to

drrive. With respect to cause-in-fact, it is evident using a simple 'but for' test that 'but for' the allaged careless

driving the trees would not have been damaged, thereby producing a determinate result. Regarding remoteness,

the fact situation suggest that a reasonable person in teh same context would have foreseen the potential for

proximate harm (Wagon Mount I), that the type of harm resulting from careless driving was evident (Hughes v

Lord Advocate) and thereby J and A should be liabile for the full extent of damages (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray).

With regard to defences, J and A can argue that Claire was in breach of the Make Our City Beautify By-Law, which

elucidates a normative standard of due care in regard to the property, thereby visiting upon her a standard of care

as regards contributory negligence; moreover, they can argue that had she (but for) performed in respect of the

bylaw, it is unlikely tat the outset that J would have noticed the tree that was at the corner of C's pproperty.

Moreover, it was reasonably foreseeable, given hte compliants of her neighbour Karen (K) that they 'limit the

views' that her property was too dark. If the Court finds there was contributory negligence, and cannot determine a

practical degree of fault, parties will be deemed equally at fault (Negligence Act RSO 1990). With respect ot

damges, C will likely seek pecuniary losses and general damages to provide compensation for the replacement

of her trees. However, the loss may be apportioned between them, depending of the outcome of the foregoing

suits.

Jim (J) v Marie (M) + Pizza Delivery Company: Jim (J) is likely to bring a suit for the negligent (negligence defined

supra) performance of a rescue by Marie (M), and can try to attempt to argue the Pizza Delivery Company (PDC) is

vicariously liable because they have 'deeper pockets' to compensate him, and as a pizza delivery person it can be

reasonably inferred that M would have an inadequate amount of funds to compensate. The Salmond Test

appears to confirm vicarious liability to the extent that M allegedly (1) committed a tort (of negligent rescue) (2)

while in the course of employment by PDC and (3) while in the course of employment. The fact that M was not

using her company car but her own car at the time may make it difficult to establish this, and was acting in the

scope of duty; however, J can argue that M was an agend of PDC at the time and was (1) furthering their business

aims (Bazley v Curry). Establishing vicarious liability will be nevertheless difficult in this instance, however J's

counsel will likely try simploy because of the economics of the case and the need for lots of compensation.

Ordinarily at common law, there is no duty of care and assumption of risk does not apply n cases of a rescue

because it is a case of nonfeasance (Haynes v Harwood); normally 'good samaritans' in this respect are

protected by statutes such as the Good Samaritan Act. The notable exception is where the rescuer (M)

exacerabtes the risk grossly or in a negligent manner, and that is likely where J's suit will attempt to argue.

Supposing a duty is established on the facts, J can argue that M breached the standard care of a reasonable

woman in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) by attempting to perform a rescue for which she was not

adequately experienced. Moreover, the fact that she started 'shaking him robustly' could indicate a marked

departure from the norm. With respect to the cause, a 'cause-in-fact' leads to indeterminate results because as

the hospital opined, it is uncertain whether it was M's robust shaking or the preceding accident itself that led to the

debilitating spinal injury. In this case, a material contribution test would be appropriate; in this case J cannot

succeed with (1) a simble 'but for' and therefore by the exception in Clements v Clements he can argue that M is

responsible; he can argue that her robust shaking (1) materially contributed to his injury, and bring in expert

witnesses from the hospital to testify to that effect; (2) that the risk materialized; (3) and that there is no evidence in

his control to substantiate (Snell v Farrell). In this case, the onus would shift to M to either exculpate herself by

bringing in expert witnesses, or show an apportionment of her contribution. With regard to remotness, J will

attempt to argue that a reasonable person in the same context (Vaughan v Menlove) would have foreseen the

type (Hughes v Lord Advocate) of harm occassioned by robust shaking, and she is therefore liabile for the extent

(Smith v Gray; Cotic v Leech). In response, M can argue that her action was merely supervening on pre-existing

injury; that J had a 'pre-existing condition' by being already injured, and therefore a 'crumbling skull' in which the

paralysis was bound to materialize anyway (Jobling) and that she is only liable for minor aggravation of the harm.

J may further argue that M's shakign deprive him of a loss of change of a full recovery (Blackstock v Forster),

however he will once again need expert witnesses. With regard to damages, assuming the court confirms

negligence, J is likelyt o claim pecuniary lsoses for his hospital stayed, and general dmaages for the costs of

prolonged medical care, loss of earning capacity as a result of his injury; this will be subject to a discount rate of

2.5% if awarded, subject to whatever awards result from his other suits. However, given that this was a genuine

attempt to rescue, and M had no intention, the Court will likely non-suit the claim.

Jim (J) v Marie (M): J is also likely to bring an action for battery against M. Battery is the direct intentional physical

interference that is unconsented to with another person that is harmful or offensive to a reasonable person. On

the first elements, it is evident there was a direct interference in the form of M's robust shaking. It is also evident

that she intended to shake him on the facts, but not as obvious that she intended ot injure him. Moreover, the

resulting harm of a spinal injury woudl be harmful or offensive to a reasonable person in the circumstances. In

response, M is likely to bring up the defence of necessity in light of all the circumstances, however, and this claim

will likely fail.

Karen (K) v Claire (C): Karen is likely to bring a nuisance claim against Claire. An actionable nuisance refers to an

unreasonable interference with the use and enjoyment of land. In this instance, K will argue that C's failure ot

install the lights on her property constitutes a private nuisance that is further in breach of statutory requirements

outlined by the By-Law. To succeed, K establish that the failure to comply with the statute in regards to 'keeping

C's trees in a codnnition that limit her from enjoying her house' constitutes an actionable claim insofar as a

reasonable person woudl consider that to be an actionable irritation (Rogers v Elliott). Further, K will argue that

the local context is a crucial consideration; presumably, given that there is a fine attached to compliance with the

statute, there is substantial compliance in the neighbourhood, indiciating that her failure to comply may be deem

her an 'unreaosnable user' of the land (Bamford v Turnley) and that it interferes with the local standards of

decency (Laws v Florinplace). In response, C is likely to argue that K is being particularly sensitive (Rogers v

Elliott) in her visible emotional upset, and rely on common law authorities such as Rogers v Elliott and

Shuttleworth v Vancouver General Hopsital in that regard to disqualify the grounds of liability. While in some

cases, a diminuition in economic value may lead to a court finding for the plaintiff in a situation like K (Antrim

Truck Centre), K is merely a renter and not the owner and would thus not be affected; and further there is no

specific mention in the fact situation. Further, in response, C may argue that K does no have a right to succeed in

the nuisance claim 'merely because it dperive her of asethetic enjoyment' (Fontainbleau). Further C is likely to

respond that landowners have no right to unobstructed light (Fontainebleau), or in this case a lackthereof, thereby

stating that the nuisance in question is actually an omission that constitutes nusiance, which is typically not

actionable at common law. There is no 'emanation', which is typically required at common law to be actionable

(Hunter v Canary Wharf). At this point, it seems unlikley a nuisance claim advanced by K would succeed because

(1) there is no emanation (2) arguably the nuisnace is an omission to make an emanation (3) she is no an owner

and sufferes loss of economic value beyond economic enjoyment and (4) foregoing reasons discussed above.

She would be better advised to seek some form of enforcement through the govenrment to ensure that C is

complying with statutory authority. Supposing the Court does find a nuisance claim, there appear to be few

defences except for picking apart the arguments of K in the respect outlined above. As for a remedy, an injunction

would not suffice, so she could claim for damages in respect of here loss of 'enjoyment' (Black v Canada Copper

Co), or perhaps compel specific performance on the part of the Court to comply with statute.

2)

Nathan(N) v Steve (S) + Amazing Journey (AJ): Nathan (N) is likely to bring suit against Steve (S) for the neligent

operation of the hot air balloon resulting in his injury and hold Amazing Journey (AJ) vicariously liable for his

actions. He will likely do this because AJ will have more money to compensate him for his harm. To succeed in a

claim of negligence in this respect, the onus is on N to show that S (and AJ vicariously) owed him a duty of care,

acted in a acreless manner that caused proximate harm and for which there is no defence. In this case it is S's

act of operating the hot air balloon in poor conditions, while intoxicated, against the advice of another employee,

which N will argue is a departrue from what a reasonable and prudent man would and would not do in the same

circumstances (Blyth v Birmingham Co).There is a prima facie case for vicarious liability per the Salmond Test

because N was (1) allegedly comitting a tort (2) while employed by AJ (3) and committed it in the course of action.

In this case, AJ would be liable even without fault. Further adding to the confirmation of vicarious liability in this

respect is their failure to adequately supervise their employees and to prevent them from intoxicating themselves

beyond a reasonable level or at all. With respect to the duty of care, a duty is available at common law because S

was in a supervisory and controlling role at the time; this implies sufficient relationa proximity per Stage 1 of the

Anns Test refined in Cooper v Hobart; further any harm exacted as result of negligence was reasonably

forseeable, and there were other expectcations such as reliance on the appropriate due care in taking them in a

hot air balloon (Kamloops/Anns). With respect to Stage 2 or policy analysis, there appear to be no significant

reasons that woudl militate against a duty or negative the scope; on the contrary, there would likely be a finding of

duty to ensure all such commercial operators exercise such due care, and thereby fulfilling an 'economic welfare'

market deterrant role through tort confirming a kind of Calabresian logic. With respect to breach, there are two

countervailing considerations: (1) on the one hand, as a professional hot air balloon operator he would be

subjected to a heightened standard of care beyond the reasonable man of ordinary prudence (Vaughan v

Menlove): as such S ought to have known that in windy conditions, and on the advice of his colleague and while

inebriated, he should not have made the trip despite having 'done it hundreds of times'. (2) On the other hand, on

the facts, it appears to be an industry norm that drinking is allowed, perhaps suggesting conforming with best

practice. Being intoxicated may have impaired his volitional abilities in this respect, however the court will likely

find there was a breach of duty notwithstanding the industry norms because intoxication was self-induced, and

likely taken beyond a reasonable limit in respect to the professional norms.

With respect to causation, it is apparent in this instance the a cause-in-fact 'but for' analysis is determinate; but for

being intoxicated, and making representations to Nathan and Alison regarding his ability to command the

balloon, the crash landing woudl not have occurred, and Nathan would not have sustained serious injuries. Had

S acted with reasonable care, it is unlikely this would have happened. S an J woudl there fore be liabile for all the

harm caused in respect of the injuries to his back and knees (Athey v Leonati). In evaluating causation, however,

the Court will likely determine whether and to what extent S and his employer are liable for the two injuries: (1) to

his legs which per badly injured because of his known injuries; and the (2) unknown back injury that all of a

sudden materialized. Expert medical testimony would be needed to validate. On the facts, however, it appears the

former migh be subject to the 'crumbling skull' rule where since N had a pres-existing condition, S (and AJ) will

compensate less because it was arguably bound to materialize anyway (Jobling v Associated Dairy). With regard

to the second injury, however, since it was a pre-existing disposition, the court will ilkely apply the 'thin skull rule'

to make J (and AJ) for that harm. On these facts, the Court may provide that the harm is divisible in some respect.

With regard to remoteness, S will argue that the, although S made representations ot the contrary while taking

them up about the conditions, he was misled by the provision of metereological information and did so in good

faither. Nevertheless, as an experienced balloon operator, N will argue that a reasonable he ought to have

forseen (Wagon Mound I) the type (Hughes v Lord Advocate) of harm that could result, and thus as the balloon

operator S is liable for the full extent (Smith v Leech; Cotic v Gray). At this point, there appears to be a prima facie

case for negligence, and the onus turns to S and AJ to defend themselves.

They are likely to rely on a defence of 'voluntary assumption of risk' insofar as (1) knowledge of the factual risk

was made virtually certain (Lambert v Lastoplex) given that N had made reservations about going on the hot air

balloon and therefore by inference he should have known as much, and that he expliclty stated it in his diary: 'Im

worried, yes, but this not a risk I cannot take; actually, I can definitely take it'. Moreover, (2) the risk was made

explicit in writing with the written agreement (Dube v Labar) so in effect N bargained away his right to sue. On that

fact, N may argue that he was assured it was 'just a formality, a confirmaiton that you are here to take this trip' and

was therefore not aware of the full legal significance of the document and the document. If the defence is

successful, it might be a full defence; however it is interpreted narrowly and on the facts is unlikely to succeed

because it is interpreted very narrowly and with restraint by the courts. If the negligence claim succeeds, N will

likely argue he requires (1) pecuniary special damages for the hospital costs occurred, and general damages

such as the costs of medical care moving forward and any loss of income as a result of his injuries; (2) he might

also seek non-pecuniary loses for his permanent impirment, and perhaps (3) even punitive dmaages, although

this is rare in Canadian courts at a higher quantium (Whitten).

Alice(A) v Steve (S)+ Amazing Journey (AJ): Alice (A) is likely to launch a similar claim (perhaps conjoint) as N with

respect to S (and AJ vicariously liable) in negligence (defined supra). The foregoing analysis of duty, breach,

casuation and remoteness would apply to her. The defences are likelyt o be similar. The expection is the level of

severity of her injuries which simply to not compare in gravity or in the way they manifested. As a result, she would

likely seek only (1) pecuniary special damages for the hospital costs and perhaps (2) non-pecuniary losses for

lost income taking care of her husband. Her quantum would be much lower.

Amazing Journey (AJ) v Steve (S): AJ may sue S for his negligent operation (elucidated supra) of the hot air

balloon resulting in the damaged balloon. It would likely be non-suited because of the contributory negligence of

the employer in allowing him to operate the balloon while intoxicated and against the better judgment to fanother

employee, and further because it was undertaken in the course of employment.

Steve (S) v Weatherprovision.com (W): Steve (S) is likely to bring suit for the neligent representation of

meterological information resulting in his economic loss and personal injury. In order to succeed, S must

establish that a duty of care arises out of a professional relationship (Hedley Byrne) giving rise to a 'special

relationship' (Queen v Cognos) inducing 'reasonable realiance' (Hercules Management v Ernst & Young). This is

a recognized duty at acommon law. S can argue that the duty of care arises because the provision of W's

professional 'informaiton, opinion or advice' created an assumptino of reasponibility in respect of it. The gerneal

rule in Hedley is that when someone (1) of special skill, being the meterologists (2) undertakes to apply that in

the assitance of another person, by posting it on their website; (3) a duty of care arises. On the facts, it is evident

that the meterologists posessed special skill in predicting the weather, and at they ought ot have foreseen

reasonable reliance on that information (Hercules Management). The foresseeability test of the duty appears to

be satisfied; however when considering proximity, the facts to not bear out a 'special relationship' of a nature of

trust, such as that between a solicitor-client, created by posting the material on a website. S woudl have been

unknown to the meterologists. Further, as a matter of public policy, the Court would likely find that imposing

liability in this instance would lead to indeterminate liability (Haig v Bamford) because there is potentially an

unlimited class of potential claimants (Ultramares). They would further be concerned about a potential 'windfall

situation' as a result of too much litigation. Therefore on policy grounds alone, and for reasons of foreseeability

the Curt is likely to dispose of the claim entirely at this point and non-suit it.

Nathan (N) v Allison (A): Nathan may bring a suit against Allison for negligently (defined supra) providing him with

a gift that led to his injury. With respect to the finding of the duty, tha marriage implies per Anns refined in Cooper v

Hobart that there is sufficient relational proximity; but the finding of a duty would likely fail on the grounds

foreseeability. Moreover the court may militate against the finding of a duty alltogether on public policy grounds; for

'constituitonal considerations' similar to those articulated in Dobson v Dobson, the court may not recognize a duty

at law within a familial situation. It may also created administrative 'floodgates' issues.

3)

A claim for a 'loss of chance' occurs where a plaintiff can establish that a defendant's
harm, through negligence, occassioned a loss of chance at 'full recovery.' Typically, it
occurs in cases of medical malpractice. Lord Nicholls' approach to loss of chance may
treat it as a distinct injury which avoids the obvious difficulties with causation. If loss of
chance is defined as a distinct injury, the loss of change problem disappears entirely
because there is no doubt htat the physician did cause the los sof chance, and damages
will be assessed on a probabilistic basis. For example if a doctor negligent performs a
surgery on a hand, the outcome is a less than perfect hand, such as in the contracts case
of Hawkins v McGee it can be said that the plaintiff should receive compensation for the
harm caused. Of course, in that context it was in contract; however, a claim for negligent
medical malpractice could yield compensation to remedy the loss of change of a perfectly
good hand in the situation. In this situation, the causation element is dealt with similarly to
the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur insofar as the causal element is proved prima facie by the
outcome of the surgery in question, and the distinct nature of the injury. There are distinct
issues with compensation, in this regard, however. As a matter of public policy, doctors
are under a duty to perform to the best of their ability to their patients, and almost any
surgery could become liable for a malpractice claim because causation is proved 'on the
face of things', thereby potentially opening floodgates of litigation and economic
disequilibria when things do not go as planned. The causation element is therefore crucial,
and should not be wholesale abandoned.

Where loss of chance is distinct, as discussion above highlights, it overcomes the
rigorous causation analysis because it is proved on the face of things. However, when
there are other harmful elements, such as a natural cause of pre-existing ailments,
conditions, disesased, the occurrence of a previous harm through tortious action, etc. and
subseuqent negligence on the part of a doctor addressing loss of chance becomes much
more difficult. For example, in Gregg v Scott, there was a doctor who misdiagnosed
cancer as benign; there was evidently a pre-existing condition, and in so doing the plaintiff
allegedly lost a chance at a favourable outcome. In this instance, the Court must rely on an
exercise of probobility to determine the 'loss of chance' suffered by the plaintiff, and it
becomes an extremely difficult exercise apportioning fair and adequate compensation.
The court msut consider whether the patient was doomed anyway, insofar as they had no
chance at survival anyway; the were lucky, insofar at the alleged negligent misdiagnosis
had no effect; or early discovery matters for them, and the harm exacted which was was
effectively a supervening element on existing harm, and the effect of seriously
exacerbating it. In this case, the Court struggles to strike a tolerable balance between the
rights of victims and defendants, because too favourable would, siilar to the foregoing
discusison above, have distinct public policy implicaitons; but too lenient of a system
would visit individual injustice. While, as Baroness Hale points out, almost any claim in
negligence can be formulated as a 'loss of chance', the Canadian courts have tended to
award much compesnation because of the difficulties evaluating the precise quantifiable
probability. It is simply outside the scope of competence of the courts.

Reconciling the prevailing approaches to tort law, being the rights (ex post) ad economic
welfare/instrumentalist view help tease out some of the implications of loss of chance
phenomonea. For the Weinrib schol of though, which is unique insofar as it treats tort law
as a unified structure predicated on strict bipolarity and correlativity between plaintiff and
defendant, it seems awarding compensation for a loss of chance vindicates the rights of
the injured party. For him, policy considerations such as the 'floodgates' analayis would be
extrinsic to consideration of the court because cases ought to be decided on principle and
not policy. Further, as illustrated by the Holmes, Judges have traditionally opted fo the
rights-based approach. Wenrib woudl likely support a loss of chance award where there is
a distinct injury, as discussed in the first paragraph. Where there are pre-existing injuries
or supervening careless elements, however, his analysis is likely to be more confused
because that defies the strictly bilateral nature tort causes of action that he advocates for
in his scholarly work. For the econoic welfarists, who view Tort law as a solution to (or
instrument used to address, viz. instrumentalism) a human problem, that being it is
something of a double-edged sowrds. On the one hand, awarding loss of chance acts as
a means of deterrence insofar as it would send a signal to doctors and medical
practitioners to take due care in ensuring they do not neligently perform surgery or
undertake diagnoses. But at the same time, it would create immense economic
disequilibria and diseconoies of scale if there was more litigation in regards to medical
malpractice and loss of chance. In that light, regulation may be a more effective means
that tort litigation at affecting deterrance in the market.

END OF EXAM
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